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Corrections
Positive line numbers refer to counting from the top of the page, negative line 
numbers refer to counting from the bottom of the page.
page 1, line 7: replace "Verbyla and Cullis (1990)" with "Verbyla and Culllis 
(1992)".
page 3, line -10: insert at the end of the line. "Methods of checking 
identifiability have been investigated by, for example, Rothenberg (1971). He gives 
conditions on the identifiability of x which relate principally to properties of the 
information matrix."
page 6, line -6: insert at the end of the sentence. "If the true value of the
2
parameter is on the boundary of the parameter space i.e. G()i = 0, then the maximum
likelihood estimate does not have an asymptotic normal distribution, and other 
techniques are needed to derive the distribution of the maximum likelihood estimate. 
Chernoff (1954) and Moran (1971) show how to proceed in this case."
page 7, lines 5-6: remove the words "projection matrix".
page 18, line 4: insert at the beginning of the line. "A wide range of useful 
models fit the conditions (C2.1) -  (C2.3), including models with nested random 
effects. The methods of proof to follow can be extended to models with crossed 
random effects so long as the crossing occurs within independent sub-groups of 
observations. If such conditions are not met, other arguments will be required. These 
seem to require stronger assumptions, such as normality, on the response 
distribution."
page 18, line 13: replace "m" with "mj".
page 26, line 8: replace with
" sup sup |{dyi(0)/d0h} -  E{dYi(0)/ö0h}| = Op(n)."
0eC(tk) 0: 10 0OI<10 0OI
page 27, line -8: replace "0" with "0".
page 27, line -3: replace "0reml" with "0".
page 54, line -6: insert a new paragraph after this line. "On the other hand, 
when using such general estimating equations as (4.3) -  (4.4), it is not always easy to 
interpret what is being estimated. Naturally, we would like to estimate the parameter 
x, but when the data is not necessarily normally distributed, this will not necessarily be 
possible. By constructing estimating equations in the manner of (4.3) -  (4.4), we 
estimate whatever quantity makes the mean of (4.3) -  (4.4) equal to zero. If \\f is odd 
and the distribution of y given X and V is elliptically symmetric, as in Huggins 
(1993a, b), then the solution of (4.3) -  (4.4) will be x. Otherwise, the solution will 
be biased for x, but the bias is bounded."
page 35, line -7: replace the first sentence of Section 3.3 with "In the previous 
section we have shown how robust estimation methods (3.5) -  (3.6) can be derived 
from the normal likelihood estimating equations (1.6). In this section we return to the 
normal likelihood and derive a different representation of the estimating equations. It 
is from this representation that Fellner (1986) arrives at his robust estimation method, 
which we discuss in the next section."
page 52, line 17: insert at the end of the sentence. "This model is an extension 
of the random carriers model studied by Maronna and Yohai (1981)."
page 59, line -9: insert a new paragraph after this line. "For the Mean Value 
Theorem to be freely used in this chapter, we will need the function to which it is 
applied to be continuous and differentiable at every point: see, for example, Huggins 
(1993a, b) for such conditions on \\t functions. While Huber's \\f function is not 
differentiable at the point k, a suitable approximation to the function that is 
differentiable everywhere is \j/(x) = 2 0 ( x/ k) -  1, where <J> is the standard normal 
distribution and K is a constant."
page 63, line 5: replace "9h" with "Th". 
page 63, line 8: replace with
" sup sup |{30i(x)/dxh} -  E{30i(x)/3xh}| = Op(n)."
xeC(tk) x: |x—x0|<|x—x0|
page 78, line 11: replace the first sentence of the section with "We shall assume 
that (C2.1) -  (C2.5) hold i.e. the model is nested. Thus (C5.1) -  (C5.5) can be 
thought of as identical to (C2.1) -  (C2.5)."
page 78, line -12: insert at the end of the sentence. "We also require Aj to be 
regular enough to admit a Taylor expansion."
page 85 line 1: insert after "with", "p a twice differentiable function such that"
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ABSTRACT
This thesis is concerned with the properties of classical estimators of the 
parameters in mixed linear models, the development of robust estimators, and the 
properties and uses of these estimators. The first chapter contains a review of 
estimation in mixed linear models, and a description of four data sets that are used to 
illustrate the methods discussed.
In the second chapter, some results about the asymptotic distribution of the 
restricted maximum likelihood (REML) estimator of variance components are stated 
and proven. Some asymptotic results are also stated and proven for the associated 
weighted least squares estimtor of fixed effects. Central limit theorems are obtained 
using elementary arguments with only mild conditions on the covariates in the fixed 
part of the model and without having to assume that the data are either normally or 
spherically symmetrically distributed. It is also shown that the REML and maximum 
likelihood estimators of variance components are asymptotically equivalent.
Robust estimators are proposed in the third chapter. These estimators are M - 
estimators constructed by applying weight functions to the log-likelihood, the 
restricted log-likelihood or the associated estimating equations. These functions 
reduce the influence of outlying observations on the parameter estimates. Other 
suggestions for robust estimators are also discussed, including Fellner's method. It is 
shown that Fellner's method is a direct robustification of the REML estimating 
equations, as well as being a robust version of Harville's algorithm, which in turn is 
equivalent to the expectation-maximisation (EM) algorithm of Dempster, Laird and 
Rubin.
The robust estimators are then modified in the fourth chapter to define bounded 
influence estimators, also known as generalised M or GM estimators in the linear 
regression model. Outlying values of both the dependent variable and continuous 
independent variables are downweighted, creating estimators which are analogous to 
the GM estimators of Mallows and Schweppe. Some general results on the asymptotic 
properties of bounded influence estimators (of which maximum likelihood, REML and 
the robust methods of Chapter 3 are all special cases) are stated and proven. The 
method of proof is similar to that employed for the classical estimators in Chapter 2.
Chapter 5 is concerned with the practical problem of selecting covariates in 
mixed linear models. In particular, a change of deviance statistic is proposed which 
provides an alternative to likelihood ratio test methodology and which can be applied in 
situations where the components of variance are estimated by REML. The deviance is 
specified by the procedure used to estimate the fixed effects and the estimated 
covariance matrix is held fixed across different models for the fixed effects. The 
distribution of the change of deviance is derived, and a robustification of the change of 
deviance is given.
iv
Finally, in Chapter 6 a simulation study is undertaken to investigate the 
asymptotic properties of the proposed estimators in samples of moderate size. The 
empirical influence function of some of the estimators is studied, as is the distribution 
of the change of deviance statistic. Issues surrounding bounded influence estimation 
when there are outliers in the independent variables are also discussed.
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1. Estimation in mixed linear models
l
l . l .  Introduction
Linear models with multiple sources of error, known as mixed linear models, are 
used for modelling data from many scientific fields. These include complex sample 
surveys (see, for example, Aitkin and Longford (1986) for an application to surveys 
of educational achievement), small-area estimation in large-scale surveys (Battese et 
al. (1988)), repeated measures experiments (Verbyla and Cullis (1990)), longitudinal 
studies or panel data in econometrics (Hsaio (1986)), variety trials in agriculture, 
biological experiments and tests of laboratory procedures. This thesis is concerned 
with the properties of classical estimators of the parameters in mixed linear models, the 
modification of these estimators to make them robust, the properties of these new 
estimators and their use in covariate screening. Some of the problems addressed are 
problems of continuing interest in mixed models which were listed by Engel (1990). 
We commence in this chapter with a brief overview of the development of the mixed 
linear model and we discuss some classical methods of estimation of its parameters. 
We also describe four data sets that are used to illustrate the methods developed in this 
thesis.
In the second chapter we prove some results about the asymptotic distribution of 
restricted maximum likelihood (REML) estimator of variance components. We also 
prove some related results for the associated weighted least squares estimator of fixed 
effects with estimated weights. Central limit theorems are obtained using elementary 
arguments with only mild conditions on the covariates in the fixed part of the model 
and without having to assume that the data are either normally or spherically 
symmetrically distributed. We also show that the REML and maximum likelihood 
estimates of variance components are asymptotically equivalent.
Chapter 3 concentrates on robustifying maximum likelihood and REML by 
constructing M-estimates that reduce the influence of outlying observations on the 
parameter estimates. We propose four estimators: Robust ML I and n, and Robust 
REML I and II, of which Robust ML I has also been discussed by Huggins (1993a, 
b). The Proposal I estimators are constructed by replacing the quadratic function of 
the observations in the appropriate log-likelihood by a function with a bounded 
derivative. The Proposal II estimators are constructed by replacing the linear function 
of the observations in the appropriate estimating equations by a bounded function. 
Other suggestions for robust estimators are also discussed, including Fellner's (1986) 
method. Fellner's method is a robust version of Harville's (1977) algorithm for 
REML estimation of variance components, which is in turn equivalent to the 
expectation-maximisation (EM) algorithm of Dempster et al. (1977). We show that
Fellner's method is also a direct robustification of the REML estimating equations. 
We then apply these estimators to two data sets.
The robust estimators proposed in the third chapter are modified in the fourth 
chapter to define bounded influence estimators, also known as generalised M or GM 
estimators in the linear regression context. Outlying values of continuous independent 
variables and outlying values of the dependent variable are all downweighted. The 
new estimators, which are analogous to the GM estimators of Mallows and Schweppe, 
are applied to two data sets. Some general results on the asymptotic properties of 
bounded influence estimators (of which maximum likelihood, REML and the robust 
estimators of Chapter 3 are all special cases) are then stated and proven. The method 
of proof is a generalisation of that employed for the classical estimators in Chapter 2.
Next, in Chapter 5, we address the important practical problem of selecting 
covariates in mixed linear models when the covariance structure is known from the 
data collection process and there are a possibly large number of covariates available. 
In particular, a change of deviance statistic is proposed which provides an alternative 
to likelihood ratio test methodology and which can be applied in situations where the 
components of variance are estimated by REML. The key insights are that the 
deviance is specified by the procedure used to estimate the fixed effects and that the 
estimated covariance matrix is held fixed across different models for the fixed effects. 
The distribution of the change of deviance statistic is obtained using results from 
Chapter 2, without assuming that the model holds. Furthermore, the change of 
deviance is straightforward to robustify, in the spirit of Chapters 3 and 4. We show 
how this is done and derive the distribution of the robust test statistic.
Finally, in Chapter 6 a simulation study is undertaken to investigate the 
distribution of the robust and bounded influence estimates in samples of moderate size, 
using simulated data generated with contamination in none, one or both of the random 
effects. We also investigate the distribution of the change of deviance statistic. We 
examine the shape of the influence function of some of the robust estimators discussed 
in Chapter 3, and discuss the issues associated with bounded influence estimation 
when there are outliers in the independent variables.
1.2. The mixed linear model
The general mixed linear model is of the form
c-1
( 1. 1)
i=I
where y is a n-vector of observations; X and Zi are known n x q and n x pj design 
matrices respectively; Oq is a q-vector of unknown fixed effects; the ßi are pj-vectors
of unobserved random effects, 1 < i < c-1; and £ is an n-vector of unobserved
errors. The pi levels of each random effect ßi are assumed to be independent with
2
mean zero and variance a  each element of the random error vector e is assumed to
2
be independent with mean zero and variance a oc; and ßi, ßc_i and e are assumed 
to be independent. It follows that
2 v*1 2 T
Ey = Xot0 and Var(y) = V = c ocIn + X  a 0iZiZi *
i=l
It is sometimes useful to put Zc = In and ßc = £, so that (1.1) can be more compactly 
written as
3
y =
c
Xot0 + Zjßj
i=l
which leads to
V = I  < & £ ■
i=l
We will assume that we have adopted a parameterisation in which all the r = q + c
T T T 2 2unknown parameters t0 = ( a Q, 0 q)t = ( a Q, g q1, ..., a  oc)T are identifiable.
The mixed linear model with two variance components is the simplest interesting 
mixed model. In this model, we observe yij, where
yij = xToio + ßi + £ij, 1 < i < g; 1 < j < mi,
2
where ßi, ..., ßg are independent random variables with mean zero and variance o q1;
2
£ll> ...» £grrig are independent random variables with mean zero and variance g q2; and 
ßl, ..., ßg and En, — > £gmg are independent. This model is clearly a special case of 
(1.1) with c = 2 and pi = g. With y = (y n , ..., y imi, y2l, y2m2  ^ •••» ygmg)T, 
the model can be written in the form of (1.1) with
A mi A
Zi =
img /V
4where 1 m is a m-vector of ones, and Z2 = In. The n observations y are not 
independent but the vectors yi = (yn, yimi)T, 1 ^ i ^ g, are independent by virtue
of the assumptions on ßi and £y. If the only fixed effect is the mean, the model is 
also described as fully random and if all the vectors yi are the same length, i.e. there 
are the same number of observations at each level of ß, or mj = m for all i, then the 
model is also balanced. Despite its simplicity the two-component model is important 
in practice because it is applicable to problems where we compare independent clusters 
of observations. Indeed, three of the data sets we introduce in Section 1.4 fit the 
two-component model.
1.3. Review of estimation methods
If the variance components are known or if estimates of them are available, a 
weighted least squares estimate of the fixed effects in a mixed model is easily 
calculated. Variance component estimation is much more troublesome, and the wide 
variety of ideas put forward to calculate such estimates is an indication of this. The 
history of these ideas has been dealt with recently and in detail by Searle et al. (1992, 
ch. 2): here we draw heavily on their work.
The first use of a mixed model was in the work of astronomers Airy (1861) and 
Chauvenet (1863), who used two-component balanced models. They did not 
however use the terms "mixed model" or "variance components" and they employed 
somewhat ad-hoc estimation methods. The first unified approach to estimating the 
variance components of mixed models consisted of equating various sums of squares 
of the data to their expected values, and solving for the variance components. These 
method of moments estimators came to be called analysis of variance (ANOVA) 
methods, from the term coined by Fisher (1925). In the ensuing two decades a string 
of papers appeared by many different authors, dealing with ANOVA estimation in 
either more complex balanced models, or in the simplest (two-component) unbalanced 
model, that is to say, with an unequal number of observations at each level of ß. The 
term "variance components" came into common usage during this time as well. Some 
research into the variance of variance component estimators was also published, for 
example, by Satterthwaite (1946).
Eisenhart (1947) introduced the classification of models as fixed, random or 
mixed depending on the nature of the effects in them. In fact, determining which 
effects are fixed and which are random is not necessarily straightforward. All 
variables are essentially random when collected, in the sense that their values are a 
random sample from a population of values. The fixed effects are those variables on 
which we decide to condition the response, and inferences are made about their 
observed values only. The random effects are the variables which we allow to
contribute to the error structure of the model. Inferences are made about the entire 
population from which the sample of values is drawn, with that inference being based 
on the variance of the population. From another point of view, if we are not 
interested in the realised values of a variable, we usually treat it as a random effect, 
otherwise we treat it as a fixed effect. Searle (1992, p.18) provides a flow chart that 
highlights the way in which a variable can be fixed or random depending on the type 
of inference we wish to make from it.
Returning to the development of estimation methods, Henderson (1953) 
proposed three variations on ANOVA estimates for unbalanced models with more than 
two random effects. However it became clear that these estimators have several 
drawbacks: the form of the estimators is not unique, their distribution is unclear and 
there is no guarantee that the estimates will be positive.
However, negative estimates need not be troublesome if we are prepared to 
change our assumptions about the structure of the model. In Section 1.2 we assumed 
that the observations were built up of fixed effects and random effects with certain 
variances. Thus, using the two-component model as an example, the variance matrix 
V (which is block diagonal) has diagonal blocks that look like
5
f  21 o + ooc
2
ol
\
2 2
o  + o  ,oc ol J
2 2where o > 0  and o , > 0, since both are variances. On the other hand, we could oc ol
simply assume that the data consisted of a set of observations with a certain mean and 
a block diagonal correlation structure. One block of V could then be written
/  2 \%cn  y
V Goc^  J
2 2where oqc > 0 and g qc + y > 0, to ensure that V remains positive definite. Thus y >
—0 qc and y could easily fall in the negative part of its range. The difference between
the two correlation structures is subtle, but if it is feasible to use the second structure 
for a particular data set, the second structure will accommodate negative ANOVA 
estimates.
The disadvantages of ANOVA estimates, along with the advent of high-speed 
computers, led eventually to the development of likelihood-based estimation methods,
which united the estimation of fixed effects and variance components. Landmark 
papers in this area are those of Hartley and Rao (1967) and Miller (1977). These 
authors assumed that the random effects ßi and the errors e in (1.1) are all normally 
distributed, and in this case it follows that the observations y are also normally 
distributed. Thus the log-likelihood is
MV = (—l/2){(y -  Xct)Tv-i(y -  Xa) + log|V|}.
The n observations y on identifiable linear models involving more than one variance 
component are not independent. However we will restrict attention to models where 
the random effects are hierarchical or nested. A mathematical definition of nested 
effects is given in Section 2.2, but for the present we simply point out that if the 
random effects are nested, the vector of observations can always be broken into g 
independent sub-vectors. Then we may write the log-likelihood as
X(t) = (-1 /2 )X  Uyj -  XjCiyrv'1 (yj -  Xjoc) + log|Vj|}, (1.2)
j=l
T Twhere y = (yp ..., yg)T and X and V are partitioned conformably. The g mj-vectors
yj are independent so that V is block diagonal with g mj x.mj blocks Vj. The block
diagonal structure of V can also be deduced from the block diagonal structure of each
T TZjZ : we will denote the blocks [Z\Z. ]j.
Maximising A^ u) for 0 and a  is equivalent to solving the following estimating 
equations, for 0j, 1 < i < c, and a  respectively:
(1 /2 )^  (Yj -  XjoOTV"1 [Zizir]jV"1(yj -  Xjd) -  tr[V7' [ZjZ^j] = 0 (1.3)
j=l
6
The method of maximum likelihood maximises the likelihood over the parameter space, 
therefore maximum likelihood estimators of variance components do not suffer from 
the same problem of negative estimates as ANOVA estimates do. This is important if 
one considers the model to be built up of fixed effects and random effects with 
associated variances. But maximum likelihood estimators are also known to be badly 
biased in small samples; see for example Swallow and Monahan (1984).
To overcome this bias problem, Patterson and Thompson (1971, 1974) 
introduced the restricted maximum likelihood (REML) method which involves
maximising the likelihood of independent contrasts of the data rather than of the data 
itself. The particular choice of contrasts is unimportant as the log-likelihood always 
differs from
r ( 0 )  = (-l/2){yTPy + log|V| + log|XTy-lX|} (1.5)
by at most an additive constant (Harville (1974)). The formula for the projection 
matrix P is P = V-1 -  V_1X(XTV-1X)-1XTV_1. There are several other ways to 
derive (1.5), for instance the conditional approach of Verbyla (1990) and the Bayesian 
approach of Harville (1974) and Searle et al. (1992, p.303). We can also regard (1.5) 
as a modified profile likelihood from which a  has been concentrated out: indeed, 
RE ML is sometimes known as marginal maximum likelihood.
The REML estimator of 0oi, 1 < i < c, is obtained by maximising (1.5), and the 
estimator satisfies the estimating equations
^i(0) = (-1/2)1 yT0P/39i)y + trtV-lZiZ7; ]
-  tr[(XTV-lX)-lXTV-lZiZ7 V-lX]) = 0.
Since Py = V-1(y -  Xa(9)), where 
<X(0) = (x T v - 'x r 'x T v - iy ,
'Pj(Ö) = (l/2){(y-Xa(9))T V-iZjZ7 V-i(y-Xa(9)) -  tr[PZiZ7 ]} = 0. (1.6)
The matrix P is not block diagonal so we cannot write 4^(0) as a sum over 
independent groups of observations. Given an estimate 0 of 0O which leads to an 
estimate V of V, the fixed-effect parameter cxo can be estimated by the weighted least 
squares estimator a(0) = (XTV-1X)_1XTV-1y. The weighted least squares estimator 
is also the solution for a  of
Equation (1.7) is the same as (1.4), except that (1.7) is a function of a  alone, whereas 
(1.4) is a function of both a  and 0. Techniques for solving (1.3) and (1.6) are 
discussed by Harville (1977).
4^(0) may be more conveniently written as
j=l
(1.7)
Other methods for estimating the parameters of (1.1) have been put forward, 
including MINQUE (Minimum Norm Quadratic Unbiased Estimation) and MIVQUE 
(Minimum Variance Quadratic Unbiased Estimation). For a clear introduction to these 
types of estimation, see Rao and Kleffe (1988). However, Harville (1977) notes that 
under normality and Euclidean norm, MIVQUE is equivalent to MINQUE. Under 
these conditions Searle et al. (1992, sec. 2.4c) note too that MINQUE is also 
equivalent to the first iteration of REML. Thus MINQUE and MIVQUE are equivalent 
to one-step REML estimation and since this thesis focuses on likelihood-based 
methods of estimation, we will not consider MINQUE and MIVQUE further.
1.4. Examples
8
In this section we describe four data sets from various fields of scientific study 
used to illustrate the methods discussed in this thesis: the data sets themselves are 
listed in Appendix 1. The structure of the data sets and the kind of inferences required 
meant that it was straightforward to decide which were the fixed effects and which 
were the random effects for all four data sets.
The first three data sets have two random effects, including random error, while 
the last is a more structured data set with four random effects. The fixed effects of the 
first two data sets consist of a mixture of dummy variables and continuous covariates. 
Such structure is rare in examples in the literature of mathematical statistics, but it is 
important in the context of bounded influence estimation since bounded influence 
methods have no impact on fixed effects that appear in X as dummy variables, e.g. the 
levels of a categorical variable. The fixed effects of the last two data sets are made up 
solely of such categorical variables.
1.4.1. Species richness data
This study, described by Neave (1993), is concerned with the diversity of bird 
species in the forests of southeast New South Wales, Australia. A total of 23 domains 
were chosen for their different climate and nutrient combinations, and the aspect 
(north-facing, south-facing or on a ridge) of 1 hectare sites within each domain was 
recorded. Twenty domains had two sites at each aspect and the remaining domains 
had one site at each aspect, resulting in a total of 129 sites. The minimum temperature 
in the coldest month, and the plant species present at each site were also recorded. 
Hybrid multidimensional scaling in four dimensions was applied to the plant species 
counts, but only two of the resulting four scores are used here. These scores are 
denoted floristicsl and floristics2. The response variable is a simple count of the 
number of different bird species observed at each site over a certain time period.
9
A plot of the response against each fixed effect separately is displayed in Figure 
1.1, with the observations coded by site number. The fact that the response is a count 
suggests the use of a log transformation prior to modelling. However there are no 
zero counts, and a Q-Q plot of the counts appears approximately normal, so we 
proceed with analysis on the raw scale. There appears to be some grouping of the 
sites by temperature, but this is simply to do with the way in which the sites were 
chosen. There do not appear to be any outlying values in either X or y.
A mixed linear model to describe this data is
yij = ji + otk + Yixiij + Y2x2ij + Y3x3ij + ßi + £ij,
1 < i < 23, 1 < j < 3 or 6, 1 < k < 3
where yjj is the species richness at the site in the i^ domain; (X is the overall mean;
otk is the fixed effect due to aspect, where k denotes the aspect of the j1*1 site in the Ith
domain; xnj, X2 ij and X3 ij are the values of the fixed effects floristicsl, floristics2 and
minimum temperature respectively at the site in the Ith domain, and Yl, Y2 and Y3
are the associated slope parameters; ßi is the random effect due to domain i, assumed
2to be a random variable with mean zero and variance G ^, £y is random error, assumed
2
to be a random variable with mean zero and variance a £; and all the variables on the
right-hand side are independent. For identifiability purposes, we set oiN-facing = 0. 
Naturally, other parameterisations are possible.
This data set contains continuous covariates, so we will use it in Chapter 4 to 
illustrate the use of bounded influence methods. We also use it in Chapter 5 to 
illustrate a simple application of the change of deviance test.
1.4.2. BLOOD DATA
An experiment was conducted by O'Neill (1993) to investigate the relationship 
between infectious diseases and nitric oxide (NO) levels in human blood. One or two 
blood samples were obtained from 78 individuals in five groups: Australians who were 
free of disease (17 individuals); Caucasians living in Indonesia who were also free of 
disease (11); and Indonesian nationals who were free of disease (10), those with 
dengue fever (19) and those with typhoid (21). In analysing this data and in listing it 
in Appendix 1, these five groups are treated as two factors each with three levels. The 
first factor is population, with levels Australian (A), Indonesian Caucasian (IC) and 
Indonesian national (IN). The second factor is disease within population, with levels 
disease free (C), dengue (D) and typhoid (T). Only five of the nine possible 
combinations of these factors were observed.
All diseased individuals had two samples taken, except for one with dengue and 
eight with typhoid who died before the second sample was timed to take place. All
disease-free individuals had only one sample taken, except for one Australian. In total 
46 people were sampled once and 32 twice, resulting in 110 observations. The NO 
level in each sample was measured by electron spin resonance using a spectrometer. 
The output from the spectrometer consists of a spectrum with seven peaks: one for NO 
and three for each of two types of low spin methaemoglobin, denoted A and B. The 
relationship between the height of the three A peaks and the three B peaks meant that 
the most suitable variables to include in the model are simply the average heights of 
the three A peaks and the three B peaks. There were a number of zero readings 
amongst the heights of the NO peak, and the distribution of these heights was skewed. 
A transformation was taken to achieve normality, while taking account of the zero 
readings: we let yij = log(height of NO peak + 0.1).
A mixed linear model that describes the data is
10
yij = |l + otk + Tkh + öiaij + §2 bij + ßi + £ij,
1 < k < 3, 1 < h < 3, 1 < i < 78, 1 < j < 1 or 2
where yy is the log(height of NO peak + 0.1) of the 1th reading from the Ith  
individual. The overall mean is p; otk is the fixed effect due to population group k; ykh 
is the fixed effect due to disease h within population group k; aij and by are the 
average heights of the A and B peaks respectively and 8 i and 8 2  are the associated
slope parameters; ßi is the effect due to individual i, a random variable with mean zero
2and variance ey is random error, a random variable with mean zero and variance
2
g£; and all the variables on the right-hand side are independent. For identifiability
purposes we set cy, the effect due to Australians, equal to zero.
In Figure 1.2 log(NO + 0.1) measurements are plotted against A, B and the five 
observed combinations of population group and disease. The observations are coded 
by individual number. There is one value of A which may turn out to be an outlier in 
the independent variables becuase it lies far from the bulk of the values of A. On the 
other hand, values of B are more evenly spread through the range of B. There do not 
appear to be any outlying values of y, basically because the log transformation has 
already been taken.
Because this data set contains continuous covariates, it will be used in Chapter 4 
to illustrate the use of bounded influence methods.
1.4.3. WHEAT DATA
This experiment was described by Patterson and Silvey (1980) and re-examined 
by Patterson and Nabugoomu (1992). Six varieties of wheat were grown at ten 
centres that formed a sample of the main types of growing area for wheat in Scotland, 
and the yields in tonnes/hectare were recorded. The experiment is unbalanced because
of 60 possible variety-centre combinations, only 46 were used. At three centres all 
six varieties were grown but at the other seven, only four varieties were grown. A 
mixed linear model can therefore be fitted to this data as follows:
yij = p, + Oj + ßi + Sy, 1 < i < 10, 1 < j < 4 or 6
where yy is the yield from the jth variety at the Ith centre; 11 is the overall mean; (Xj is
the fixed effect due to variety j; ßi is the effect due to centre i, a random variable with
2
mean zero and variance £y is random error, a random variable with mean zero and
2
variance G£; and all the variables on the right-hand side are independent.
Patterson and Nabugoomu (1992) also consider a more complex model involving 
variety by centre interaction, (aß)y, which is another random effect. Inclusion of this 
effect depends on already having an estimate of the variation within each variety-centre 
combination, or on having multiple observations at each variety-centre combination so 
that the extra variance component can be estimated.
In Figure 1.3 the yields are plotted against variety, with each observation coded 
by centre number. There are no obvious outliers. There does appear to be a definite 
ordering of centres, for example, centre 8 produces the highest yield for each variety 
grown there, and centre 10 produces the lowest yield. The unbalanced nature of the 
data is also clear from the plot, with different centres appearing in the column of yields 
for each variety.
This data set will be used to illustrate the robust methods of Chapter 3. We set 
the mean, p,, equal to zero so that all the variety effects are identifiable. This makes 
comparisons between the estimation of the six variety effects more straightforward. In 
Chapter 5 we use this data again, to test the hypothesis that there is no difference 
between the six varieties of wheat. Then we use a more common identifiability 
constraint and set a i ,  the effect due to Huntsman variety, equal to zero.
1.4.4. METALLIC OXIDE DATA
Fellner (1986) describes this experiment exploring sources of variation in the 
measurement of the properties of 18 lots of one type of metallic oxide, and 13 lots of 
another. Two samples were drawn from each lot and each sample was analysed twice 
by two different chemists. Metal content minus 80% by weight was recorded in each 
case, and no observations were missed, resulting in a balanced experiment with 248 
observations. A mixed linear model for yijkhm» the m^1 measurement of metal content 
of the k^  sample from the lot of the i^  metallic oxide analysed by the 11th chemist, 
is as follows:
1 1
yijkhm — P- + 0q + ßij + yijk + öijkh + Gijkhm»
1 < i < 2, 1 < j < 13 or 18, 1 < k < 2, 1 < h < 2, 1 < m < 2
12
where fj. is the overall mean; 0Ci is the fixed effect due to type i; ßjj is the effect due to 
lot j within type i, a random variable with mean zero and variance (jj ; yijk is the
effect due to sample k within lot j within type i, a random variable with mean zero and
2
variance ^ sample; öijkh is the effect due to chemist h within sample k within lot j within
2
type i, a random variable with mean zero and variance tfchemist; Eijkhm is random
2
error, a random variable with mean zero and variance g£; and all the variables on the
right-hand side are independent. Like Fellner, we set p, = 0 for identifiability 
purposes. Although this is a non-standard constraint to apply, it enables us to 
compare the estimates of a i  and ot2 directly when we use this data to illustrate the 
robust methods of Chapter 3.
Figure 1.4 displays the metal contents against lot number. The first 18 lots 
belong to oxide type 1 and the remainder to oxide type 2. Each observation is plotted 
with a code kh, where k is the sample number and h is the chemist number. We see 
that for the bulk of the lots, there is little difference in metal content, except for two 
lots of oxide type 2, which have a much lower metal content than the rest.
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2. Asymptotic properties of REML estimates
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2.1. Introduction
In this chapter we address the asymptotic properties of the REML estimator of 
0O and the asymptotic properties of the associated weighted least squares estimator of 
a 0. We also investigate the relationship between the REML and maximum likelihood 
estimators of variance components.
Research into the asymptotic properties of maximum likelihood estimators of T0 
commenced with Hartley and Rao (1967) and Miller (1977). The asymptotic 
distribution of the REML estimator of 0O was obtained recently by Cressie and Lahiri 
(1993) using elegant arguments developed by Sweeting (1980). However all these 
results require the strong assumption that the observations y are normally distributed 
and the question of how these results are affected when y is not normally distributed 
has not been discussed. Some results in this direction have been obtained by Huggins 
(1993b). His results use martingale arguments but require the assumption that the 
independent subvectors yi, 1 < i < g, each have a spherically symmetric distribution.
On the other hand, a result for the simple two-component fully random model 
where the observations are not necessarily normally distributed was obtained by 
Westfall (1987). He assumed that the model is hierarchical, which in practical terms 
means that y can be partitioned into independent sub-vectors. For more general 
hierarchical models, Westfall (1986) explored the properties of the ANOVA estimators 
of 0O, also for possibly non-normally distributed observations. It is clear that 
Westfall's approach provides the best method of obtaining general results without 
strong distributional assumptions such as the assumption of normality. Furthermore, it 
has the advantage that the proofs require only elementary arguments. We will use this 
approach here to obtain results for the REML estimators under weaker assumptions on 
the fixed effect structure than adopted by Westfall (1986).
We present and discuss the conditions and results in Section 2.2, and give the 
proofs in Section 2.3. These proofs will be generalised in Chapter 4 to find the 
asymptotic properties of more general estimators.
2.2. CONDITIONS AND RESULTS
Following Westfall (1986), we will assume that the random effects are nested in 
the sense that
(C2.1) the n x pj matrices 7,\ are block diagonal with exactly one 1 and pi -  1 
zeroes in each row and no columns containing all zeroes,
(C2.2) pi < pi+i for i < c,
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(C2.3) every column in Zi is the sum of some columns in Zi+i for all i < c, and 
in forming each sum, no column of Zj+i is used more than once.
Condition (C2.3) ensures that there is no block of ones in Zi+i which extends over 
more than a single block in Zi, i < c. For this kind of model, we can partition the 
observations y into g independent mj-vectors yj so that the g variables yj -  Xjoc are 
independent with mean zero and variance Vj. If the data are balanced, mj = m and 
these sub-vectors are also identically distributed but not otherwise. In the regression 
model, m = 1. Westfall (1986) used the hierarchical structure induced by (C2.1) -  
(C2.3) structure in his study of ANOVA estimates for non-normal mixed models, but 
we do not insist that X also has a hierarchical structure. That is, we weaken his 
conditions to allow the fixed effects to contain general covariates.
It is apparent for the two-component model that if we hold g fixed and let m —»
2
°o, we cannot estimate gq1 consistently. However, if we let g —» °o, both variance
components can be estimated consistently. For the general model (1.1), we require g 
—> oo in such a way as to preserve the nested structure of the random effects in the 
model. First, let Li, ..., L5 be a set of constants, not necessarily equal. Then we 
will require {mj} to be a bounded sequence of positive integers and pi —» °° as g —> 
00 such that
(C2.5) if z(i,k) denotes the k1*1 column of Zi, there is a constant L] such that 
z(i,k)Tz(i,k) < Li for all n, 1 < k < pi and 1 < i < c-1.
Condition (C2.4) determines the way in which the pi —» 00 and (C2.5) requires that 
the number of non-zero entries in the k^ column of Zi is bounded. This means that 
as g —> 00 new groups of observations that enter that data set contribute to new 
columns of Zi rather than continuously adding rows, which is essential if the block 
diagonal structure is to be preserved. Note that min(mj) < g-1n < max(mj) so n and g 
are of the same order of magnitude. Moreover, (C2.5) implies that tr[Zj Zi] < piLi.
We also require conditions which enable us to control the asymptotic behaviour 
of the estimating equations and their derivatives. These same conditions, along with 
the assumptions made about the variance structure of (1.1) will also ensure continuity 
so that the Mean Value Theorem can be freely used. Let ||A|| = (trfAAT])1/2 denote
(C2.4) pi/ mj —> aj for 1 < i < c-1, where 0 < ai < a2 < ... < ac = 
j=l
and
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the Euclidean norm of the matrix A. Since |Ax| < ||A|||x|, we have |xTAx| < ||A|||x|2 
and ||AB! < ||A||||B||. We will impose
(C2.6) there is a 5 > 0 and a constant L2 < 00 such that E|yj -  XjOol44^ < L2
for all j = 1, 2, ... and iH  £  ||Xj||2+* = 0(1),
j=l
(C2.7) each component of 0O is positive and finite, 0OC is strictly positive and 
finite, and there is a neighbourhood U0 of 0O such that for all j = 1, 2,
..., Vj is nonsingular for all 0 g U0 and || V j 1 || is bounded uniformly in 
0 g U0 and j = 1 , 2 , ...,
(C2.8) letting VQ denote V evaluated at 0O, the matrices 
1 ^  T - ln-1 2 j X. V • Xj —> Gaa which is a nonsingular q x q matrix, 
j=l
( 2 n ) - 'i ; t r [ V ‘ l [ZkZ^]jV“ l [ZiZlT]j] -► [Geelik, 1 < i, k < c, where the 
j=l
c x c matrix Gee = ([Gee]ik) is positive definite, and
(4n)-i £  {E(yj -  X j o j T v i  [Z1Z^]JV -1(yJ-X Ja 0)(yJ-X Ja 0)T x 
j=l
Vqi‘ [ZkZ^ljV~1 (yj -  XjOo) -  tr[V;] [ Z ^ M ^ ' [ Z kZ ^ ] )
-> [Fee]ik? 1 < i, k < c.
These are mild conditions which will often be satisfied in practice. If x^ k denotes the 
kth row of Xj, we have for some L3 < °o,
n - 1 i  IXjP+S < L3n- l  £  ^  |Xjk|2+8 = 0 (l), 
j=l j=l k=l
which, on relabelling the covariates, is the regression model condition 
n
n - ' £  |xj|2+s = 0(1). 
j=l
This condition may be checked for specific sequences of designs, and any sequence 
suitable for regression modelling will be a suitable fixed part of a mixed model. By 
virtue of the fact that all the entries of Zj are zero or one, we have ||[ZiZ|']j|| < mj <
L4 uniformly in i and j. This and the bound on HV" 1 || enable us to control
complicated terms in our expansions.
For the two component model
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with Vj = a^ lmjl^ . + a 2Imj.
Furthermore, for the two-component model
V- 1 = -  + <  I,
so Vj is nonsingular in a neighbourhood U0 of 0O which bounds g2 away from zero,
Mw»—In 2 . 2 2. 1 2 2 1 /2  .. wIIVj I < g 2 (G2 + mjG1) - 1a 1mj + G2 mj < L5 < 00,
uniformly in 0 e  UQ and j = 1, 2, ... and (C2.7) is satisfied. Thus provided g —> 00 
in accordance with (C2.4) -  (C2.5) (which it does in the balanced case when mj = m) 
and the mild conditions (C2.6) and (C2.8) hold, our results below are applicable to 
this important model. The applicability of the results to more complex models can be 
checked in a similar way.
In Section 2.3, we will prove the following three results. Theorem 2.1 provides 
an asymptotic representation and hence the asymptotic distribution of a consistent root 
of the REML estimating equations. Let 0 (0 ) denote the c-vector with components
<Di(6 ) = (y -  X a0 )TV-'Z,Z^ V~i(y -  Xoo) -  tr[V -'Z ,z{], 1 < i < c,
21
which is equivalent to (1.3) with a  fixed at a 0.
THEOREM 2.1. Suppose that conditions (C2.1) -  (C2.8) hold. Then a solution 
0REML to the estimating equations (1.6) which satisfies n 1/ 2|0REML — ö0| = Op( 1) as 
n —» °o exists in probability. Moreover,
Note that under normality, Gee = Fee-
We have presented our result on the natural scale. There is some appeal in using 
the log scale, because in the one component case Kendall et al. (1983, secs. 37.10 -  
37.14) noted that the approach to normality of log s2 is faster than that of s2, a result 
which may extend to the case of estimates of multiple variance components. Simple 
Taylor series arguments from Theorem 2.1 yield the required asymptotic results for 
logs, ratios or other parameterisations of interest, say h(0) = (hi(0), ..., hc(0))T. In 
that case
n1/2(0REML -  0O) = n */2G 00O(0o) + op(l),
whence
n 1/ 2(0REML -  9o) N(0, GqqFggG qq).
n‘/2(h(eREML) -  h(60)) = n_1/2H(60)G + op(l)
where
[H(e0)]ik = OhiOVaek)!^.
In particular, if we estimate Gee and Fee by
and [Fee]ik = ( 4 n ) - l £ { ( y j - X ja ) ^ j1 [ZiZ^]jVj 1(yj - X jä )(y j-X jä )T V j1 x
j=l
[ZkZ^ljV '(yj -  Xjöt) -  trtVj1 [Z.Z^jJtrtV '[ZkZ^]j]}
respectively, we have the following approximate 100(1 -  a)% confidence interval for
log(Ooi):
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l°g(ÖREMLj) ± 0-1(1 -  a/2)0 2 n-l/2[GegFeeG ^ ] ‘/ 2
where O denotes the standard normal distribution function. Back-transforming from 
the log scale, we obtain
(0REMLiexp[-O-i(l -  a/2)6~2 n -l/^ G ^ F eeG '^ ]1/ 2 ],
eREMLiexp[a>-i(l -  a /2)6“2 n-i^fOegFeeG“^ ]* /2 ]).
The form of the asymptotic representation in Theorem 2.1 suggests that there is a 
close connection between REML and maximum likelihood estimation. That this is 
indeed the case is shown in the following corollary.
COROLLARY. Suppose that conditions (C2.1) -  (C2.8) hold. Then solutions 0ml 
and 0REML to the estimating equations (1.3) and (1.6) respectively which satisfy 
n 1/ 2(0REML ~ 0ml) = op( l) as n —> °o exist in probability.
This result may be regarded as rather unpalatable, implying that REML has no 
advantages over maximum likelihood. However it is important to remember that 
REML was devised to have small sample advantages over maximum likelihood 
estimates, while this result highlights the large sample similarities of REML and 
maximum likelihood. This corollary does not reduce the usefulness of REML for 
estimation in data sets of small to moderate size.
Finally, we show that the weighted least squares estimator of the fixed effects 
behaves as expected asymptotically. In fact, it has the same distribution as the 
maximum likelihood estimator of the fixed effects and there are no extra terms required 
in the variance of the estimator to take account of the fact that the weights are not 
known but have been estimated.
THEOREM 2.2. Suppose that conditions (C2.1) -  (C2.8) hold. Then a solution 
9REML to (1.6) exists in probabihty such that
n 1/2(a(0R£ML) ~ oto) - ?  N(0, G "^), as n -> «>.
2.3. PROOFS
The proof of Theorem 2.1 is based on a linear approximation to the estimating 
equations. The first step in obtaining this approximation is to show that for 1 < i < c,
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(2 . 1)sup n-l/2|vFi(0) -  Oi(0o) -  EOi(0) + EOi(0o)| = op(l). 
le-SolSn-1/ ^
Now, dropping the factor of (1/2) from the estimating equations, we have that
'Fi(e) = (y -  Xa(0))TV- iZiZ  ^V->(y -  Xa(0))
-  tr[V_1ZjZ ]^ + tr[(XTV -1X)-|XTV~1ZjZ  ^V~'X]
OiOo) = (y -  XOo)TV 0' Z iZ V 'fy  -  Xa0) -  tr[V;'ZiZ^
EOj(0) = tr[V0V"1 ZjZ^V- 1 ] -  trlV-lZiZj]
E<Di(0o) = 0
'Fj(ö) -  <t>i(0o) -  EOi(0) + E<J>i(0o) = tr[(XTV-lX)-'XTV-lZiZTi V->X]
-  2(a(0) -  a 0)XTv-lZjZ^ V~i(y -  XOo)
+ (a(0) -  (Xo)XTv-iZiZ^ V->X(a(0) -  a,,) 
+ (y -  Xoo^V-iZjZ^ V-'(y -  Xcto)
- (y -  Xao)Tv ; '  z,zV'(y - Xcto) 
-tr[V 0V-lZiZfv-l]
+ tT[\ 'ZiZj]
after adding and subtracting Xa0 in (y -  Xa(0))TV_1ZjZy V_1(y -  Xa(0)). 
To show that the first trace term in (2.2) is op(l), first note that
n~| /2(XTV_lX -  XTV“ ' X) = n_ |/2(XT(V_l -  V“’ )X)
= n-1/2 X  XTV-'Z^V-IXfO -  0o)i 
i=l
=  0 ( 1).
This controls the behaviour of (X^V-lX)-1 and so
sup n -1/2|tr[(XTV-‘X)-'XTV-1ZiZTi V-'X]| = op(l). 
|e-0o|<n-1/2M
(2 .2)
(2.3)
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For the next two terms of (2.2) we have that
a(0) -  a(0o) = ((XTv-'X)-i -  (XTV 'o X)-i)XTVo‘(y -  X«o)
+ (XTV-lX)-'XT(V-' -  V“1 )(y -  Xa0) 
and
sup
0-0o|<n-1/^M
n-l/2 t  x jc v r 1 
j=l
< sup X  ln_1 i
|e -0 o|^n l / 2M  i=i j=l
-  \ y ‘)(yj -  XjOo)l
x]'vj' l[Zizjr]jv;jl(yj -  XjOto)| nl/2|(6 -  0o)i|
< M 1 1"’ 11 xV /K Z^V^yj - XjOo)! 
i=l j=l
+ M i--'t
-> 0
so
sup n1/2|a(0) -  (XqI = Op(l). 
|e-0o|<n-1/2M
(2.4)
Similar arguments can be used to show that
sup n-l/2|xTv-lZiZT. V-l(y -  XOo)| = Op(l)
|0-0o|<n_1/2M
and hence we have
sup n-i/2|2(a(6) -  a 0)TXTV-lZ,ZTi V">(y -  Xoto)| 
|0-0o|<n-1/2M
+ sup n -i/2 |(a (e )-a 0)TxTv-iZiZTi V -> X (a (e)-a0)|=Op(l).
|0-0o|<n_1/2M
(2.5)
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Cover the ball {|t| < n-1/ 2M} with cubes C = {C(tk)}, where C(tk) is a cube 
containing tk with sides of length n-1/2-l/4cfy[. It follows that N = card(C) = 
(Xn1/4), |tk| ^ n-1/2M and for t e C(tk), |t -  tk| < n-1/2 -l/4 c^  Then let
Yi(0) = (y -  X a0)T V-lZjZ^ V -l(y -  XOo), 1 < i < c.
The last four terms of (2.2) are Yi(0) -  Yi(0o) -  Eyj(0) + Eyj(0o). We first show that 
this difference is op(l)  not for sup 0: {|0 -  0O| < n-1/2M}, but for the sum over C of 
fixed tk. For any £ > 0, we have
NZ P{n-i% ,(tk) -  ET,(tk) -  Y.(6o) + Ey,(0o)| S n-1
k=l
N
 ^ Z E|Yi<tk) -  EYl(tk) -  Y,(0O) + EY,(0o)|2/n '/^ 2
k=l
^ I  t  E{(yj -  XjOo)T (V- 1 [z.z'ijV ' 1 -  v - 1 [ZiZ^ijV-1) x
k=l j=l
(yj -  X ja0)}2/n 1/2^2
s i  i  E|yj -  XjOo|4 || v ' 1 [ZjZ^ljV”1 -  v “1 [ZjZ-7]j V“1 ] || 2/n 1 /2^
k=l j=l
N g c
< l 2 Z  Z I I Z  v 7 ‘ [zhz hT]jv j- 1[z1z 5 jV - 1(tk -  0o)h
k=l j=l h=l
+ X  Vj '[ZjZ l^jVj '[ZhZ^ JjVj ‘(tk -  OcOhlP/n1/ 2?2
< L 2M2 X tZ ( I I  v j 1 [ Z h Z ^ l j v r ' t Z j Z ^ j v r ' i p
k=l j=l h=l
+ I v : 1 [ZiZ^jV’ 1 [ZhZ^ijvr1 |P)n-3/2/C2
= 0(N n-!/2)
= o(l). (2.6)
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Next, we show that the difference between taking the sum over a fine grid of 
points and taking the supremum over 0: {|0 — 0O| ^  n-1/2M} is small. With 0 
satisfying |0 -  0O| < |0 -  0O|,
max sup n-1/2|yi(0) -  Eyi(0) -  Yi(tk) + Eyi(tk)| 
l<k<N 0eC(tk)
c
< n- 1/2-1/4cm  max sup n-1/2 ^  |{3yi(0)/d0h} _ E{0Yi(0)/30h}| 
l<k<N 0gC(tk) h=l
= op(l), (2.7)
because
sup |{3yi(0)/30h} -  E{0yi(0)/30h}| = Op(n).
0eC(tk)
Hence, from (2.6) and (2.7)
sup n_1/2|Yi(0) -  EYi(0) -  Yi(9o) + Eyi(0o)| = op(l). (2.8)
|0—0o|<n- l/2M
The result (2.1) follows from (2.3), (2.5) and (2.8).
Next, using the fact that
tr[V- 1 ZhZjV- 1 ZjZ ]^ -  tr[V"1V0V- 1 ZhZ  ^V- 1 Z,Z ]^
= tr [£  V"1 (I -  VojV'1 )[ZhZ ]^jV ' [Z,Z ]^j] = o(n),
J=1
and
E34>i(e)/30h -  E30i(e0)/aeh =
tr[V“1 ZhZjJ'v- 1 ZjZ^ ] -  tr[V_1V0V"lZhZ^V_lZiZr]
-tr[V-lV0V-lZiZVlZhZ^] + trtV^Z.z'V'ZhZ^],
we have that
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c
sup n-1/2|E<I>j(0) -  EOi(60) -  X E(3° i(eo)/39h)(e-0o)hl 
e-e0|£n-'/2M h=l
— °p(l)>
and hence
sup n-l/2|E<D(0) -  EO(0o) + nG(0 -  0O)| = op(l). (2.9)
|e-90|<n->/2M
Combining (2.1) and (2.9), uniformly on |0 -  0O| < n_1/2M, 
n-i/2(0 -  0o)TvE(0) = n-i/2(0 -  0o)T<D(0o) -  n i/2(0 -  0O)TG(0 -  0O)
+ Op(l).
The right hand side is negative for L sufficiently large because the first term is like L 
times a random variable which is bounded in probability and the second is like -L 2 
times a constant. For details of the argument, see Theorem 5.1 of Welsh (1989). It 
follows from result 6.3.4 of Ortega and Rheinboldt (1973, p.163) that a solution to 
the estimating equations exists in probability and satisfies nJ/2|0 -  0O| = Op(l). 
Applying (2.1) and (2.9) again, we have that
sup n-l^l'Ff©) -  <D(0O) + nG(0 -  0O)| = op(l).
|0-0o|<n-1/^M
Since for M < sufficiently large, P(|0 -  0O| > n-1/2M) < e, for some 8 > 0 we 
have that
P(n-1/2|xF(0REML) ~ O(0o) + nG(0REML ~ 0o)| > S) (2.10)
< P(|0REML -  Ool ^ n-1/2M and
n-i^l^ÖREML) -  <Wo) + nG(0REML -  0O)I > 8) + e
< p (  sup n-1/2|vP(0REML) -  O(0o) + nG(0REML -  9o)| > 8 V  F
l |e - e 0|<n_1/2M J + e
< 2e
—> 0 .
Rearranging (2.10), we obtain the asymptotic representation of Theorem 2.1. The 
central limit theorem then follows from Liapounov's Theorem because EO(0o) = 0, 
Var(n_1/2O(0o)) —> Fee and for 1 < i < c,
£  E|(yj -  Xj(Xo)T v ; ‘ [Z iZ j]jV~' (yj -  XjOo) -  tr[V;] [ZjZ^j]P+5/2
j=l
< 22+6/2 £  E|(yj -  Xja 0)|4+8| v _ j^ [ZiZ^jV“ 1 P+5/2
j=l
+ 22+0/2 £  |tr[V"1[ZiZT]j]|2^ /2
j=l
= O(n).
The Corollary is proven by establishing that, for 1 < i < c, 
sup n-l/2|>Pi(0) -  <J>i(0)| = Op(l).
|&-80|Sn->/2M
Using manipulations similar to those used to obtain (2.2), we have that
sup -  <t>i(0)| =
|6 - 8 o|Sh” 1/,2M
sup n-1/2|tr[(XTV-1X)-1XTV-1ZiZTj V">X]
|8-60|^ n-1 2^M
-  2(a(0) -  a0)XTV~lZ1z ]  V~‘(y -  Xcto)
+ (a(0) -  OalXTV-iZiZ^ V->X(a(0) -  Oo)|. (2.11)
The trace term in (2.11) is op(l)  by virtue of (2.3), and the other two terms are op(l) 
by virtue of (2.5), which completes the proof of the Corollary.
Finally, to prove Theorem 2.2, let V denote V evaluated at 0rem l- The 
weighted least squares estimator of (x(0reml) is the solution of (1.7), that is
n- 1/2 £  x ] v ~ 1(yj -  Xja(0REML)) = 0.
j=l
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Expanding this equation about (cto, 0o) under the conditions of Section 2.2, we obtain
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n-i/2 £  x T v ^ y j -  Xj<x0) -  n-i/2 £  x ]'voj1Xj(a(0REMÜ -  «o)
j=l J=1
-  n" 1/2 £  X  x J v ; j'[Z1Z^j(yj -  XjOCo)(0REMLj -  0O) = op(l). 
j=l 1=1
The third term on the left hand side is op(l) by virtue of Theorem 2.1 and the law of 
large numbers. Rearranging we obtain
nl/2(a(0REM L) -  a,,) = (n-1 £  x J v - ’X j)-1" - 172 £  x V ^ y j  -  XjOo) + op(l)
j=l j=l
= C n_1/21 xIv^yj -  xj«o) + V i) 
j=l
as n —> °o. Hence by Slutzky’s Theorem and Liapounov’s Theorem, 
n 1/2(a(0REML) -  a 0) - ?  N(0, G” ^) a s n - ) «  
which completes the proof of Theorem 2.2.
3. Robust estimation
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3.1. Introduction
The estimating equations (1.3) -  (1.4) and (1.6) -  (1.7) have been derived
under the assumption that the data are normally distributed, but they can still be used
to estimate the parameters when the data are not normally distributed. In practice we
can never be sure the data are normal, so we are usually in the position of using a
method derived under normality when normality does not necessarily hold. Generally
in this circumstance, the estimand (which is the quantity that makes the expected value
of the estimating equations zero) is no longer T0, the true value of the parameters, but
the true value plus an unknown bias that for non-robust methods like (1.3) -  (1.4)
and (1.6) -  (1.7) may be infinite. Even if the bias is found to be finite in a particular
application, non-robust methods can be extremely inefficient when the model
distribution (in this case normality) does not hold; see Stahel and Welsh (1992). We
would prefer to use a robust method for which the potential bias is always bounded,
that is reasonably efficient when normality holds, and also more efficient than methods
derived under normality when normality does not hold.
Important early research into robust methods for general models has been
gathered into the books by Huber (1981) and Hampel et al. (1986). Various
approaches are discussed by these authors: the most useful seems to be M-estimation,
n
where the log-likelihood, ^  log(f(yi, x)), is replaced by a more general function
i=l
n
denoted p(yi, x). M-estimation may also be treated as replacing the estimating
i=l
n
equation from the log-likelihood, ^  3log(f(yi, x))/3x = 0, by a more general function
i=l
n
denoted ^  \j/(yu x) = 0. Often \j/ is simply the derivative of p, but this need not be
i=l
the case. We will be concentrating on bounded \|/ functions, because the influence of 
outlying observations on the size of the estimate is thereby bounded.
Several authors have applied the principles of M-estimation to the specific 
problem of calculating robust estimates of variance components. Some of the different 
approaches that have resulted are listed below. Stahel and Welsh (1992) discuss many 
of these methods, and also suggest some modifications, for the balanced two- 
component fully random model defined in Section 1.2.
Fellner (1986) defines a robust REML by robustifying Harville's (1977) REML 
algorithm: this method will be discussed in Section 3.4.
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Rocke (1983) robustifies ANOVA estimates for the two-component fully random 
model described in Section 1.2. He calculates M-estimates of a  + ßj and a  and uses 
them to create pseudo-observations, where large observations are replaced with values 
closer to the bulk of the observations. He then uses the pseudo-observations to 
calculate ordinary ANOVA estimates of the variance components. One drawback of 
this method is that it robustifies a method that has a non-zero probability of producing 
estimates outside the parameter space. Furthermore, it is unclear how this method 
should be extended to unbalanced models.
Hampel et al. (1986) introduce optimal B-robust estimators, which cannot be 
improved upon simultaneously in terms of asymptotic bias and asymptotic variance. 
First they deal with one-dimensional parameters (sec. 2.4), then multidimensional 
parameters (sec. 4.3) and as a special case of the latter, the parameters of a linear 
model (sec. 6.3). Stahel and Welsh (1992) show that in the balanced two-component 
fully random model, the parameters a, 0i + m_102 and 02 are orthogonal. The
optimal B-robust estimator is then found by applying a \\f function to the entire left—
g
hand side of the estimating equations ^  3log(f(yj, x))/3t = 0, where T represents the
j=l
vector of orthogonal parameters. However, considerable complications arise in 
extending this method to unbalanced data because of the non-orthogonality of variance 
components in such models.
Stahel and Welsh (1992) also discuss the possibility of replacing the normal 
density in (1.2) by an arbitrary density. In practice the most popular density chosen 
for this purpose has been Student's t on v degrees of freedom: see Lange et al. 
(1989). The degrees of freedom parameter means that there is one more parameter to 
estimate compared to normal maximum likelihood, but Lange et al. suggest that rather 
than maximising the t log—likelihood with respect to a, 0 and v, that an optimal value 
of v be chosen via a grid search, or even by fixing v a priori at about 3 or 4 if the 
sample size is rather small. James et al. (1993) defined and named an analogous t-  
REML, for the linear regression model with heteroscedastic errors.
But, as Lange et al. point out, the t distribution does not cope with all 
departures from normality, in particular with extreme outliers and asymmetric error 
distributions. Huggins and Staudte (1994) offer more arguments against using t 
modelling. In particular, the t distribution models the data vector as it stands, outliers 
and all, rather than concentrating on the central part of the data, which is probably of 
most interest. Thus, if the data contains a single outlier due to a typing error, the 
whole t distribution changes to take account of this error.
Furthermore, it is important to make the distinction between the "independent t" 
approach of Lange et al., where yj ~ tmj(Xj(X, Vj, v), and the "multivariate t"
approach where y ~ tn(Xa, V, v) but V may be block diagonal. Breusch and 
Robertson (1993, p.24) show that "a statistical model based on a single realization of
the multivariate t distribution is only capable of modelling those features of the data 
that would have been accounted for by a multivariate normal distribution. In 
particular, the multivariate t model can not explain either observed leptokurtosis or 
dynamic heteroskedasticity in a data set." They conclude that the multivariate t model 
is of "limited interest".
Huggins (1993a, b) defines robust maximum likelihood estimators by replacing
the quadratic function (—l/2)(yj -  XjOt)TV j1 (yj -  Xjtx) in (1.2) by a more general 
- 1/2
function —Pj(Vj (Yj “  Xj(x)), and maximising this new log-likelihood in the usual
way. In Section 3.2 we place Huggins' method in a wider context by calling it 
Robust ML I, and defining a companion estimator, Robust ML II. We then extend 
these two estimators to obtain two robust restricted maximum likelihood estimators, 
denoted Robust REML I and II.
In Section 3.3 we return briefly to non-robust estimation, showing how to apply 
the EM algorithm to REML estimation of variance components, and showing that 
Harville's (1977) algorithm for solving (1.6) is equivalent to the EM algorithm. Then 
Section 3.4 is devoted to Fellner's (1986) method for calculating robust REML 
estimates, which he developed by robustifying Harville's algorithm. We show that 
Fellner's method can be derived directly from (1.6), thereby creating a full set of links 
between EM, REML, Harville and Fellner. Finally, in Section 3.5 we apply some of 
the estimation methods discussed to the wheat data and the metallic oxide data.
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3.2. Robust likelihood estimation
Huggins (1993a, b) defines robust maximum likelihood estimates as the 
estimates maximising the following modified version of (1.2):
- ±  Pj(-j) ^ (ki/^loglVjl (3.1)
j=l
■1/2where Zj = Vj (yj -  Xja) and {pj} are suitable non-negative functions. The zj are
u i «
vectors, not scalars: to handle this, we will put pj(zj) = ^  p(zjk) and \|/j(zj) =
k=l
(\j/(zji), ..., y(zjmj))T, where p(zjk) and y(zjk) are suitable scalar-valued functions. 
To ensure consistency at the normal model, ki = E[\j/(e)e] where e ~ N(0, 1). The 
robust maximum likelihood estimator of 0oi, 1 < i < c, found by maximising (3.1) 
with respect to 0i, satisfies the equations
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(1/2)Z  z[ vj 1/2[ZiZ^]jV-1/2Vj(zj) -  tr[KijV.1 [Z.Z^] = 0. (3.2)
j= i
where Ky = kilmj, or, more generally, Kij = E[ej\|/j(ej)T] with ej ~ N(0, Imj). 
Appendix 2 contains details on the derivative of V-1/2 which appears in (3.2).
A popular choice for p is
P(Zjk) =  | (1/ 2)zjk lzJkl -  K
[K|zjk| -  (1/2)k2 otherwise
which is the Huber p function with tuning constant K. Its derivative, which is 
bounded, is
V(zjk) = {ZjkIk sgn zjk
M  2  K 
otherwise.
However, to ensure robustness using (3.2) we require not only that \|/j(zj) be
Tbounded, but also that z- vj/j(zj) be bounded. A bounded p function leading to a
redescending \|/ function fulfils these conditions: Huggins (1993a, b) uses Tukey's 
biweight function which is
p(z.k) = |(1 /6 k2)((1 -  (zjk/K)2)3 -  1) |zjk| < K 
J [0 otherwise
with derivative
¥(zik) = | Zjk( 1 -  (Zjk/K)2)2 |zjk| < K 
J [0 otherwise.
The estimating equations are then susceptible to multiple solutions, but Kent and Tyler 
(1991) give conditions for the uniqueness of estimators involving redescending \\f 
functions. To avoid having to choose a redescending \|/ to achieve robustness, we 
may estimate 0oi, 1 < i < c, by solving the following estimating equation:
8
(1/2)X  Vj(zj)Tv'1/2 [ZjZ^ljVj 2\j/j(zj) -  tr[K2jV“ ' [Z.Z^] = 0, (3.3)
j=l
where K2j = E[\|/j(ej)\|/j(ej)T] with ej ~ N(0, Imj).
The robust maximum likelihood estimator of 0Lq, found by maximising (3.1) 
with respect to a, satisfies the estimating equations
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£  x ] 'v - | / 2Vj(V rl/2 (yj -  X ja»  = 0 . (3.4)
j=l
We call the procedure of solving (3.2) and (3.4) Robust ML I. We call the procedure 
of solving (3.3) and (3.4) Robust ML II, since (3.3) can be viewed as a generalisation 
of Huber's (1964) Proposal 2 for robust regression with unknown scale parameter. It 
appears that there is no single likelihood function that has (3.3) and (3.4) as its 
derivatives with respect to 0 and a, but this is not necessarily a drawback because we 
gain flexibility by having a set of estimating equations that are not tied to a single 
likelihood.
This situation is clearly related to the situation studied in the large body of work 
on estimating equations, also called estimating functions: see Godambe and Kale 
(1991) for an recently-written introduction to the topic. Rather than proposing an 
estimator directly, they consider an equation whose solution forms the estimator. The 
most important conditions on the equation are that it has zero expectation and finite 
variance. For a connection to robust estimation, see Godambe and Thompson (1984) 
who set M-estimation of a location parameter into an estimating function framework. 
Godambe and Kale also discuss the relationship between estimating equations and 
quasi-likelihood. In the latter situation, there is insufficient information to construct a 
likelihood, but there is enough information to write down a mean and variance 
structure e.g. Ey = Xa and Var(y) = V(0). A set of estimating equations is then 
constructed that have the same properties as the derivative of a log-likelihood, 
although the log-likelihood does not necesarily exist. In some cases it does exist, and 
McCullagh and Neider (1989, sec. 9.3) give conditions for its existence when the 
observations are dependent.
We considered a range of possibilities for defining robust REML estimators 
based on the REML estimating equations, and below we present two proposals, 
denoted Robust REML I and n. One of the advantages of classical REML over 
maximum likelihood is that REML incudes an adjustment to allow for the loss of 
degrees of freedom incurred in estimating the fixed effects. One of the reasons for 
robustifying REML is to combine this adjustment with a bound on the influence of 
outlying observations on the estimate. We take the REML estimating equations (1.6) 
and apply a two-stage robustification process to arrive at estimating equations 
analogous to (3.2) -  (3.3). The first stage of robustification is to replace a(0) = 
(XTV-1X)-1XTV-1y in (1.6) with ocr(0), a robust estimate of a. The second stage 
is to apply \\f functions and consistency corrections. Thus our two proposals for 
robust REML estimation of 0oi, 1 < i < c, are:
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Robust REML I. Solve
(l/2){(y -  X aR(e))Tv-'Z iZ jv-l/2V(V-i/2(y -  XaR(0))) 
-tr[KiPZjZT]) = 0. (3.5)
Robust REML II. Solve
( l /2 ) (V(V-l/2(y -  XaR(e)))TV-l/2ZiZTj V -l/2¥ (V-l/2(y -  XaR(0))) 
-  tr[K2PZiZ7]) = 0. (3.6)
Then, given an estimate 0 of 0O using (3.5) or (3.6), 0to may be estimated by, for 
example, robust weighted least squares, which involves minimising
Using Robust REML I or II increases the number of parameters requiring 
iterative estimation compared to REML, because ocr(0) requires iterative estimation 
while an explicit formula exists for a(0). However the difficulty of estimation is not 
increased because we do not attempt to solve (3.5) and (3.7) or (3.6) and (3.7) 
simultaneously, but we solve them separately in a two-step procedure. Given an 
initial value of 0, we solve (3.7) to obtain a value of (Xr(0). We then substitute this 
value of ocr(0) into (3.5) or (3.6) to obtain an updated value of 0. These estimates 
are used to solve (3.7) again and so on until both sets of parameter estimates 
converge.
We now return to non-robust estimation of variance components briefly, in 
order to prepare for showing that Fellner's method is the solution of a robust version 
of (1.6), in the manner of (3.5) -  (3.6). Harville's (1977) algorithm for solving (1.6) 
basically consists of manipulating (1.6) into the form 0 = g(0), and then calculating 
successive approximations to 0 by taking 0new = g(0old). Laird (1982) points out that 
Harville's algorithm is equivalent to the EM algorithm of Dempster et al. (1977). The 
EM algorithm itself is a general method of maximising the likelihood of a set of data
L  Pj(v j 1/2 <yj -  Xj«R(0)))
j=i
for ocr(0). The solution also satisfies the estimating equation
(3.7)
j=l
3.3. Harville's method
containing unobserved elements. First the joint likelihood of the observed and 
unobserved data is maximised, giving a parameter estimate that depends on the 
unobserved data. The expected value of the unobserved data given the observed data 
is then calculated, and this expectation is used in place of the unobserved data itself in 
the maximisation. This process of expectation and maximisation is repeated until 
convergence is attained.
Laird (1982) gives a detailed guide to the application of the EM algorithm to 
estimating variance components by maximum likelihood or REML. Laird et al. (1987) 
and Jennrich and Schluchter (1986), among others, suggest ways to improve the 
convergence rate of the EM algorithm and also apply the EM algorithm to specific data 
sets. In this Section we show how to use the EM algorithm to estimate variance 
components by REML, following the presentation of Searle et al. (1992, sec. 8.3). 
We then show how to derive Harville's algorithm from the EM algorithm.
To apply the EM algorithm to REML estimation in mixed models, we start with 
the M-step and maximise the joint likelihood of the observed data y and the 
unobserved data ßi, 1 < i < c—1, with respect to 0j. The joint distribution of the 
vector Y = (y, ßi, ..., ßc—l) is clearly normal with
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f X a  \
( V ZiDi . • Zc_iDc_i ^
T
0
and Var(Y) = Z =
DiZ/ Di
o
 •
\ D c~ i Z c l Dc-1 J
if we denote Var(ßi) = 0ilpi by Dj. The log-likelihood of Y may be written 
(-1/2){(Y -  i^)TI-l(Y  -  fl) + log|I|}.
Both £-1 and log|Z| can be greatly simplified due to the structure of the Dj and V, 
and using results on the determinant and inverse of partitioned matrices. It can be 
shown that
log|Z| = X  PiloS0i
i=l
and
. . -R-'Zc-i
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/R - ' -R -'Z i 
- z ] r-1 Z^R-'Z, + D",1
\
T
c-1 R -1 zJ^R-'Zc-i + D^, J
where Var(e) = 0cIn = R. The log-likelihood may then be written, after some further 
algebra, as
(-1/2)X  (Öj1 ß^ßi + PilogSi).
i=l
It is clear that maximisation of this joint log-likelihood with respect to 0i, 1 < i < c, 
leads to the solution
Pi6i = ß |  ßj.
TThe E-step for REML estimates of 0oi consists of replacing ßi ßi in the line
Tabove with the expected value of ßj ßi given CTy, where C is of rank n -  q and CX
= 0. From standard multivariate normal results (Searle et al. (1992, app. S)) and the
joint distribution of y and ßi, ..., ßc, we have that the conditional distribution of ßi
T T Tgiven CTy is normal with mean D[Z{ V-1(y -  Xa(0)) and variance D j- DjZ . PZjDj.
From further standard results we obtain
Efp^ßilCTy) = (y -  Xa(0))TV~lZ1D 1' D iZ V i( y  -  Xa(0))
+ tr[Dj -  DiZ^PZiD^].
It is possible to combine the E - and M-steps in this case to obtain the following 
single formula for updating 0j, 1 < i < c, given 0i:
Pi0i = (y -  X a^^TV-'ZiD1; D,ZrV_1(y -  Xa(0)) + tr[Di- D|Z[PZiD^].
(3.8)
The updated value of 0j on the left-hand side is substituted into the right-hand side
and the process is repeated until convergence is attained. At this point, tr[Di] = pA  to
some chosen degree of accuracy and these two terms in (3.8) cancel. If we also 
2
divide (3.8) by , we obtain
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0 = (y -  Xa(8))TV-iZiZj V~'(y -  Xa(0)) -  tr[PZiz]']
which shows that the EM estimate Gj in (3.8) satisfies the REML estimating equation
( 1.6).
We can also use the joint likelihood of y and ßi, ..., ßc_i to estimate the fixed 
effects a  and predict the random effects ßi, 1 < i < c - l, via the mixed model 
equations. The joint likelihood of y and ßi, ..., ßc_i can be factorised as
i(y , ßi) = i(y|ßi, ..., ßc-iWßi, ßc-l)
c -l c-1
= (-l/2){(y -  Xa -  X  z ißi)TR_1(y -  Xa -  X  z ißi)
i=l i=l
c - l  c -l
+ X  (ßi -  0)tD ;‘ (ßi -  0) + log|R| + X  log|Di|)
i=l i=l
where the vector of zeroes denoting the mean of ßi is left in to facilitate robustification 
in the next section. Differentiating with respect to a  and ßi we obtain the following 
pair of equations:
XTR_1X a + XTR-!Zißi = XTR-iy 
Z^R-'Xa + (Z |R -'Zj + D~' )ßj = z ] R-'y + D710
which may be tidied up as the mixed model equations
pCTR -‘X
ZTR-!X
1
X T R -'Z j A/  a  \ yXTR-1 y ^
Z ^R -'Z j +  D -:1
vßi >
ZTR_1y +  DT1 0
l  1 * 1
This system of equations can be solved explicitly, and, using various matrix identites 
in Searle et al. (1992, sec. 7.6), we obtain the solutions
a (0 ) =  (XTV - lX)~lXTV - 'y
ßi(6) =  D iZ f v - ' ( y  -  X a(0)).
The vector of zeroes has now been omitted. The solution for a(0) is the weighted 
least squares estimator, and the solution for ßi(0) is the conditional mean of ßi given 
CTy that we saw earlier.
To show that Harville's (1977) algorithm for solving (1.6) is equivalent to the 
EM algorithm, we start with the EM algorithm and consider (3.8) for 1 < i < c-1. 
Since ßi(0) takes the from above, (3.8) can be written
PiOi = ß{ (8)ßi(e) + tr[Dj -  D.z]- PZjDj].
If, as before, convergence has been attained, we can rearrange the above expression to 
obtain
0i = ßf (0)ßi(e)/tr[zT pZjDi].
Next, using matrix identities in Harville (1977), we have that 
trpfpZjDj] = tr[Ipj -  (Ipj + z] SZjDi )-*],
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where S = R-> -  R -1X(XTR -1X)-'XTR -1. Thus
e, = ß{ (0)ßi(0)/tr[lpj -  (IPl + z \  SZjDi)- ']
= ß[(0)ßj(0)/(p, -  tr[(Ipj + ZTj SZjDj r 1]) (3.9)
which appears in Harville (1977) as (6.6).
Harville chooses to estimate 0OC using a different formula, even though (3.8)
holds for 1 < i < c. One of the reasons for this is that a slightly simpler algorithm can
Tbe obtained for 0OC because the matrix ZcZ c is the identity matrix. There are also
slightly different non-negativity constraints on 0O, because while 0qc must be strictly 
positive, 0Ol, 0o,c-l can equal zero. This strict inequality on 0OC is highlighted in
a popular alternative parameterisation of the variance components, in terms of y, where 
Yi = 0i/0c, 1 < i < c-1, and yc = 0C. It is of course a simple matter to move between 
the two parameterisations using the Jacobian of the transformation.
Staying with the parameterisation in terms of 0 and letting i = c in the EM 
algorithm at (3.8), we note that pc = n, ßc = £ and 8 ~ N(0, R) where R = 0cIn. 
Thus (3.8) becomes
n0c = (y -  Xa(0))TV~1 Z,RTRZ^ V“»(y -  Xa(0)) + tr[R - RzJpZjRT],
Since R = 0cIn and Py = V-1(y -  Xa(0)) we may write 
n0c = e2cyTPZ,z',Py + n0c -  02tr[PZ&J]
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which becomes
if we consider that convergence has been attained so that 0C = 0C to the chosen degree 
of accuracy. Then, dividing by 0C, multiplying through by 0* and summing over i 
(see Searle (1979, p.93)) we have
c c
ectr[P{ X  e .z .z j}] = ecyTp{ £  e,z,zj }Py
i=l i=l
0ctr[PV] = ©cyTpVPy by definition of V 
(n -  q)0c = ©cyTPy since PVP = P 
(n -  q)0c = ©cy^-^y since P2 = P 
(n -  q)0c = 0c(y -  Xa(0))TV-2(y -  Xa(0))
which, after some algebra, becomes
c-1
(n -  q)6c = yT(y -  Xa(6) -  X  Zißi(0)).
i=l
(3 .1 0 )
Equation (3.10) appears in Harville (1977) as (6.4). An application of the mixed
model equations now becomes clear because given a(0) and ßi(0), 1 < i < c-1, from
the mixed model equations, (3.9) -  (3.10) can be used to calculate REML estimates of
0. This is the approach used by Genstat (1993, ch. 10). The main reason cited for
using this method is that solving the mixed model equations means inverting of a 
c -l
matrix of size q + ^  pi, but any algorithm requiring inversion of V means inverting a
i=l
c -l
matrix of size n, and usually n »  q + ^  pi. This may be time-saving in general,
i=l
but for the model structure assumed in Section 1.1 R and Dj are diagonal and V is 
block diagonal, so that inversion of a matrix of size n need not take place.
3 .4 . FELLNER'S METHOD
Fellner's (1986) method is a robustification of Harville's algorithm, given at 
(3.9) -  (3.10). Moulton (1987), Hocking et al. (1989), Engel (1990) and Rocke 
(1991), among others, mention Fellner's method in passing. Stahel and Welsh (1992)
investigate its application to the two-component fully random model, and suggest 
some modifications.
Fellner's first step is to rearrange Harville's equations, here numbered (3.9) -  
(3.10). For 1 < i < c— 1, Fellner takes (3.9) and multiplies and divides by 0* to 
obtain, as his (11)
9 i=  ß |  (0)ßi(e)/(pi -  e^1 tr[Di(Ip, + z f  SZjDi )-l]). 1 < i < c-1. (3.11)
For i = c, Fellner does not even use (3.10) but starts with an equation that precedes it, 
namely
n0c = (y -  Xcx( 0) )TV~1RTRV~1 (y -  Xa(0)) + tr[R- RPRT],
Using the facts that R = 0cIn and
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c-1
V-i(y -  Xa(0)) = R-'(y -  Xa(0) -  X  ZißiC©)) = R_1e(6), say,
i=l
he obtains
n0c = e(0)t£(0) + n0c -  0ctr[PR]
0C = £(0)T£(0)/tr[PR] if 0C = 0C to some chosen degree of accuracy
c-1
= £(0)TE(0)/tr[P(V -  X  ZjDjZj)]
i=l
c-1
= £(0)T£(0)/(tr[PV] -  X  tr[Zj PZjDj)]
1=1
c-1
= £(0)T£(0)/(n -  q -  X  trPpi “  dpi + Z - SZjDj )->])
i=l
c-1
= £(0)T£(0)/(n -  q -  X  IPi -  9? trfDidpi + z } SZiDj)-l]}) (3.12)
i=l
as his (12).
To robustify (3.11) -  (3.12), Fellner first applied \j/ functions to 8 and ßi, ..., 
ßc_l separately, where \|/ is the usual Huber \j/ function. He used the same tuning 
constant for all the \|f functions, but this need not be the case. He thus obtained 
pseudo-observations and pseudo-zeroes
c-1
y = Xa + X Zjßj + R'/2\j/(R-i/2e) 
i=l
and
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öi = ß, -  d | /2 \|/(D. 1/2ß,), 1 < i < c-1.
He then estimated a  and ßi, ßc_i by solving the robust mixed model equations 
below:
fX T R -'X  XTR -lZ i 'I f  a  \ fX TR->y
z ' r - 'X  ZTR - 'Z i + D '1 
V 1 1 1 J vßi >
—
ZTR - ‘y + D “ ' 6j 
^ 1 1 J
The matrix on the left-hand side can be inverted explicitly to obtain
c-1
a  = fX T v -'X r 'x T v -k y  -  X  z i5>)
i=l
Pi = D,z]V - I ( y  -  Xa) + (IPi + z ] R-'ZjDiJ-'öi, 1 < i < c-1
and then by subtraction we have 
c-1
l  = y -  X a - ^ j  z ißi-
i=l
Replacing ßi(0) by ßi and e(0) by e in (3.10) -  (3.11) and applying y  functions 
again, Fellner's method is to update 0* according to the following formulae:
0i = 0iV(0“ 1/2 ßi)Ty (0 ~ 1/2 ßi)/k2(pi -  0“ 1 tr[Dj(Ipi + SZjDj )-l] ),
1 < i < c-1
0c = 0C\|/(0“ 1/2 e)T\|/(0“ 1/2e)/k2(n -  q -
c - l  T
X  (Pi -  0 i trP id p i + Zr SZjDj)- ']} ) (3.13)
i=l
where k2 is "an appropriately selected constant" (Fellner (1986, p.54)), chosen to 
maintain consistency at the normal model.
Fellner lets k2 = P3(k2) + k2(1 -  P i (k2)) where Pm is the cumulative y }  
distribution on m degrees of freedom, which is equal to E(\j/2(e)) if \|/ is the Huber \\f 
and e ~ N(0, 1). The motivation for this appears to be that under the normal model,
0. ßj -  N(0, 1). However this may be too simplistic a choice for k2, because it is 
not 0~ l 2^ ßi that appears in (3.13) but 0. ^ 2 ßi, which has a much more complicated
variance structure, even under the normal model. However we do not propose using 
any more complex expression for k2, because there are other sources of bias in (3.13) 
for which no correction is included, and E(\j/2(e)) is easily computed for common \\f 
functions such as the Huber \|/ function.
Fellner's algorithm at (3.13) can also be shown directly to be a robust version of 
(1.6). To do this, first note that since V-1(y -  Xa(0)) = Py, (1.6) can be written, 
for 1 < i < c—1,
yTPZiZ^Py -  tr[Z^PZ,] = 0
and since D\ = 0ilpi we may insert terms involving Dj as follows: 
yTPZ,D|rD,ZrPy -  0^tr[Z^PZi] = 0.
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Since PX = 0 we can include a term in Xa, and also add and subtract ßi to obtain
{DjZ^P(y -  Xa) + ßi -  ßi}T{DjZT P(y -  Xa) + ßi -  ßi]} -  6^« [z ’pZi] = 0.
c
Furthermore y -  Xa = ^  Zkßk with ßc = £ so we may write
k=l
c c
{DjZ^P( X  Zkßk) + ßi -  ßi 1T{D[ZT- P( X  Zkßk) + ßi -  ßi) -  e2j trtZ^PZ,) = 0.
k=l k=l
(3.14)
This is the version of (1.6) that Fellner robustifies. He applies i|/ functions to
(3.14) to obtain
Q
(DiZ^P) X  ZkD‘/2i|/(D~1/2ßk)) + ßi -  d ‘/2 V|/(D“ 1/2ßi))T x
k=l
{DiZ^P(X ZkD^/2V(Dk 1/2ßk)) + ßi -  d ‘/2 V(D“ 1/2ßi)) -  62tr[Z^PZi] = 0. 
k=l
(3.15)
It can be shown, using matrix identities in Harville (1977), that 
tr[Z^PZjDi] = tr[IPj -  (IPi + z \  SZ,Dj )->]
and
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c
ßi = DjZ|P( X V(Dk l/2ßk)) + 6j.
k=l
Hence (3.15) is simply
ß^ßi -  e2tr[Ipi -  (Ip; + z]  SZ,Di )-l] = 0.
Applying \\f functions to ßj and a consistency correction, we retrieve Fellner's equation 
for updating 0i, 1 < i < c-1, at (3.13).
Finally, letting i = c in (1.6) we obtain
(y -  Xa(e))Tv-iZcZ^V-i(y -  Xa(6)) -  = 0.
But Zc = In so we may write
(y -  Xa(0))TV-2(y -  Xa(6)) -  tr[P] = 0.
C -1
Now V-1(y -  Xa(0)) = R_1(y -  Xa(0) -  ^  Zißi(0)) so we obtain
i= l
c-1 c-1
(y -  Xa(0) -  X  Ziß,(0))TR-2(y -  Xa(0) -  £  z ißi(0» "  tr[P] = 0. 
i=l i=l
Since R = 0cIn, this becomes
c-1 c-1
(y -  Xa(0) -  X  Zißi(0))T(y -  Xa(0) -  £  z .ß.(e»  -  6ctr[PR] = 0.
i=l i=l
Substituting a(0) = (XTV-'Xr'XTV-'y and ßj(0) = D,Z^ Py, we have
c-1
(y -  XCXTV-'Xr'XTV-'y -  £  ZjDjZ; Py)T x
i=l
c-1
(y -  XtXTV-lXr'XTV-'y -  £  Z,D;Z,Py) -  0ctr[PR] = 0.
i=l
TAdding and subtracting Xa and including T>\Lx PXa, which equals zero since PX = 0,
we obtain
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c—1
(y -  Xa -  X(XTV-'X)-1XTV-I(y -  Xa) -  X  Z.D.z'pfy -  Xa))T x
i=l
c-1
(y -  Xa -  X(XTv-iX)-'xTv-i(y -  Xa) -  X  ZAZ2]P(y -  Xa))
i=l
-  0ctr[PR] = 0.
c
Now y -  Xa = £  Zkßk with ßc = e, and we can add and subtract ßi inside the sum 
k=l
over i to obtain
(y -  Xa -  X(XTv-iX)-lXTy-i £  Zkßk
k=l
c-1
-  X  ZifDjZ'P X  Zkßk + ßi -  ßi})T x
k=l
(y -  Xa -  X(XTV-1X)-1XTV-' X  Zkßk
k=l
c-1
-  X  ZilDjZjP X  Zkßk + ßi -  ßi))
k=l
-  0ctr[PR] = 0 (3.16)
This is the form of (1.6) that Fellner robustifies. First he applies \|/ functions to 
obtain, in the first bracketed term of (3.16), the expression
(y -  x a  -  X(XTV-1X)-1XTV-1 X ZkD‘/2\(/(D'l/2ßk)
k=l
c—1 c
- X Zif DiZ^P X ZkD /^2X|/(D“ 1/2ßk) + ßi -  d ‘/2 V(D“ 1/2ßi))).
i=l k=l
c-1
This expression is equal to (y -  Xa Zjßi) = e so that (3.16) becomes
i=l
e^e -  0ctr[PR] = 0
which can be rearranged to read
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0C = e^e/trlPR]
= e^e/Cn -  q -
c -lX (Pi -  e:' tr[Di(Ipj + zjSZjDj)-* ]})
i=l
c -l c -l
since tr[PR] = tr[P(V -  X Z.DjZ,)] = n -  q -  X tr[Ipi -  (Ipi + Z \ SZ.D,)“ 1]-
i=l i=l
Application of \|/ functions to e and a consistency correction gives Fellner's estimate at 
(3.13).
It is unclear how this information could be used to obtain asymptotic 
properties of Fellner's estimates. Other definitions of robust estimates yield asymptotic 
results in a more satisfactory way. Huggins (1993b) obtained asymptotic results for 
Robust ML I using martingale arguments but requiring that y had a spherically 
symmetric distribution. In Chapter 4 we extend the results of Chapter 2 to obtain 
asymptotic results for Robust ML I, Robust ML II, Robust REML I and Robust 
REML II estimates, as special cases of a general set of estimating equations. These 
results do not assume normality of the data and rely only on weak conditions similar 
to those used in Chapter 2. In the next section of this chapter, we apply these 
distributional results to obtain standard errors of parameter estimates for the wheat data 
and the metallic oxide data.
3.5. Examples
Here we apply some of the robust estimation methods discussed to the wheat 
data and the metallic oxide data, described in Sections 1.4.3 -  1.4.4. These two 
examples were chosen because the fixed effects consist entirely of categorical 
variables. It is of course possible to apply the methods of this chapter to data with 
continuous covariates, except that the influence of outliers in X will not then be 
bounded. The results of doing this for the species richness data and the blood data are 
discussed in Section 4.6.
We implemented Fellner's method using the algorithm in Fellner (1986). To 
implement the methods of Section 3.2 we used Huber x\f functions with K = 1.34 for 
location estimation and k = 2.0 for scale estimation. In the simple linear model, these 
values of K give efficiency at the normal model of approximately 95%. In theory a 
Newton-Raphson algorithm could be used to estimate the variance components, but 
the necessary derivatives are rather complex and in practice the algorithm proved rather 
unstable. The so-called method of successive approximations, used by Harville 
(1977) and mentioned in Section 3.3 of this chapter, showed no such instability. To 
apply this algorithm to Robust REML II for example, multiply (3.6) by 0* and 
rearrange into the following "0 = g(0)" format:
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ei{V(V-'/2(y -  X aR(0)))Tv-i/2ZiZT . V -l/2V(V-l/2(y -  XcxR(0)))}
0 i=  ----------------------------------------------------!------------------------------------------- .
tr[K2PZjZr]
Given values of aR(0) and 0, update 0 by simply evaluating the right-hand side of 
this equation.
Newton-Raphson did prove satisfactory for fixed effect estimation. For 
example, for robust weighted least squares, the equation for calculating cxr(0), given 
values of (Xr(0) and V, is
ä R(0) = a R(0) + ( f  x ] 'v ‘ ,/2vj'(V‘ ,/2 (yj -  XjaR(0)))V‘ 1/2 Xj}-1 x 
j=i
£  x J v “1/2Vj( V '1/2(yj -  X jaR(0))). 
j=i
Since for the chosen \\f function E(\|/'(z)) is easily found, Fisher scoring can also be 
used to estimate the fixed effects. A slightly simpler algorithm is obtained. We also 
simplified the algorithms for both a  and 0 by using the explicit formule in Appendix 2 
for V-1 and V-1/ 2 which meant that very little actual matrix inversion was required.
The matrices Ki and K2 turn out to be scalar multiples of the identity matrix and 
the appropriate multipliers are
ki = E(e\|/(e)) = 2 0 (k) -  1
k2 = E(\|/2(e)) = 2k2 -  2k2<D(k) + 2<D(k) -  2k<})(k) -  1
where O(z) is the standard normal distribution function and <|)(z) the standard normal 
density. Standard errors of the estimates are calculated according to Theorems 4.1 and 
4.2, presented in the next chapter. Since Fellner's method has been shown to be a 
solution to robustified REML estimating equations, we have some confidence in 
applying these theorems to obtain standard errors for Fellner's point estimates too. 
However, if standard errors are required as part of an analysis, it may be preferable to 
use one of the methods outlined in Section 3.2, since the calculation of their standard 
errors has a strong theoretical backing.
Patterson and Nabugoomu (1992) analysed the wheat data using the REML
2 2procedure of Genstat and found that Gß = 1.421, g £ = 0.157 and the variety means,
oci, 012, ..., CX6 were 5.73, 6.03, 6.20, 6.57, 6.42 and 6.60. Figure 3.1 presents the 
parameter estimates and standard errors for maximum likelihood, REML and five 
robust estimation methods, with line segments of length (2 * standard error) around
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each parameter estimate. The vertical axes have been fixed for the variety effects but 
not for the variance components.
The robust methods have proved their worth on this data set with no obvious
outliers because there is no significant difference between the classical and robust
estimates of the fixed effects. The estimated standard error of the fixed effects using
robust methods is generally slightly larger than that using classical estimation methods,
which is not unusual given that there are no obvious outliers. There is also no
2
significant difference between the classical and robust estimates of Gß, except that the
variance of the Proposal I methods exceeds that of Fellner and the Proposal II
2
methods. The estimates of g£ are more varied, and the standard errors of Fellner and
the Proposal II methods now exceeds that of the Proposal I methods. This reversal of 
the pattern of standard errors may be related to the number of degrees of freedom 
available for estimating each variance component or to the absence of serious outliers
in the data. The bias correction in Robust REML I and II seems to have made a
2 2 difference when estimating G£ but not such a large difference when estimating Gß.
For the metallic oxide data, Fellner (1986) found the REML estimates of the
2 2 2 2 variance components to be G,ot = 0.607, Gsample = 0.043, G chemist = 0.032 and G £ =
0.043; and the type means to be a j = 3.86 and ot2 = 3.06. He also found the
2 2 2following robust estimates using his method: G]ol = 0.176, Gsam Je = 0.037, G chemist 
2
= 0.034, Gc = 0.037, oti = 3.86 and ot2  = 3.34. To calculate other robust estimates
we used the same Huber \j/ functions mentioned above and we present the point 
estimates with associated standard errors in Figure 3.2.
Examination of the data in Figure 1.4 shows that lots 6 and 7 of oxide type 2 
have a much smaller metal content than the rest. This is reflected in the estimates of 
0 2 : the robust methods produce larger estimates than the classical methods, and the 
robust estimates more accurately reflect the behaviour of the bulk of the lots of oxide 
type 2. On the other hand there is little difference between the classical and robust 
point estimates of a i, except that surprisingly the standard errors of the robust 
methods are smaller than those of the classical methods.
The outliers are also reflected in the estimates of the variance components. As 
the robust methods draw small observations towards the bulk of the data, so the 
robust estimates of variances are always smaller than the classical estimates. The bias 
correction in Robust REML II appears to be making a big difference, while any 
difference brought about by the bias correction in Robust REML I is not so apparent.
The size of the standard error appears to depend on the size of the estimate: for
2example, the estimates of G| are five times the size of the other variance component
2estimates and the standard error estimates for g, , are at least five times the size of thelot
standard errors for the other estimates. However this may be confounded with the fact
49
2
that there are fewer degrees of freedom available for estimating (jj There is also a
large amount of variation in the standard errors of different methods for a single
2
parameter. For instance, the standard errors of the estimates of g£ range from 0.0002
for Robust REML I to 0.0040 for Fellner.
In conclusion, the robust methods have performed well on data both with and 
without outliers. Also, even though their theoretical backing is unclear, the standard 
errors of Fellner's estimates have turned out to be comparable to those of the other 
robust methods.
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4. Bounded influence estimation
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4.1. Introduction
In the previous chapter we investigated estimators that bound the influence of 
outlying values of the dependent variable. We now take the estimators Robust ML II 
and Robust REML II, and place them in a wider context by creating estimators based 
upon them that bound the influence of outlying values of the independent variables as 
well. These outlying points are also known as leverage points or influential points, 
because in the simple regression model they act like a lever on the slope of the fitted 
line and are highly influential in determining the slope of that line. We will refer to 
such points as "outliers in X".
In the preceding chapters we tacitly assumed the values of X to be fixed. This 
assumption becomes somewhat difficult to maintain if we wish to start considering 
outlying values in X, but the literature in this area does not provide a single 
convincing framework in which to consider outliers in X. Some authors still consider 
X to be fixed. We shall follow the path of assuming that the rows of X, namely xp 1 
< i < n, are drawn independently from some q-variate distribution, and that the x\ are 
independent of the random effects ßj, 1 < i < c. But even this assumption raises as 
many questions as it answers. If we wish to actually start calculating expectations 
involving X, we should specify the distribution more exactly. In practice, integrals are 
replaced with averages and we essentially use the empirical distribution function of X 
to evaluate expectations involving X, and thus avoid the issue of specifying a 
distribution for X.
In the rest of this section we consider in detail methods for bounded influence
estimation for the linear regression model, i.e. letting c = 1 in (1.1). This will be
helpful in the drawing of analogies between these regression model estimators and the
mixed linear model estimators proposed in Section 4.2. In the regression model,
2
normal maximum likelihood estimates of the parameters a Q and a 0 satisfy the 
estimatingequations
n
X  K(yi “ x{  °0/a )2 -  1} = o for a 2
i=l
n
X  XI((yi “  xI  <*)/<*) = 0 for a -
i=l
The Proposal 2 estimates of Huber (1964) bound the influence of y by replacing the 
linear function of y, (yi -  x. a)/a, in the above equations by a bounded function,
such as the Huber \\f function mentioned in Chapter 3. The following estimating 
equations are obtained:
n
X  {V 2((yi -  x^  a)/o) -  k} = 0 for a2
i = i
n
X  V ((yi -  x] a ) / a )  =  o  for a
i=l
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where to ensure consistency at the normal model, k = E(\|/2(e)) where e ~ N(0, 1).
Outlying values of y are now bounded but in the second equation it is clear that 
outlying elements of X are not. A number of authors have noticed this and suggested 
adjustments to the estimating equations that bound the influence of large elements of 
X. We will concentrate on two such adjustments. Mallows' (1975) proposal 
downweights outlying rows of X by the same amount regardless of the magnitude of 
associated y. Schweppe's proposal, which appears in Handschin et al. (1975) 
downweights rows of X differently according to the magnitude of y. Hampel et al. 
(1986, p.322) give a graphical representation of these two weighting schemes. The 
estimating equations they satisfy are
n
Mallows: X  (w(xi)\|/2(yi -  x^ a ) /a )  -  kj} = 0 for g2
i=l
n
X  xfvCCyi “ x i «)/<*) = 0 for a
i=l
n
Schweppe: X {w2(xi)M/2((yi “ x^ oc)/w(xi)a) -  ki} = 0 for a 2 
i=l
n
X  XI w (x i)y ((y i -  x{ a)/w(xi)a) = 0 for a
i=l
where w: RQ —> R+ is a function that downweights xi, the Ith row of X. Under 
Mallows estimation, ki = E(w(xi)\|/2(e)) and under Schweppe estimation, kj = 
E(w2(xi)\}/2(e/w(xi)). The expectation is with respect to the assumed distributions of 
X and e, and as before, e ~ N(0, 1).
The preceding four sets of equations can be expressed as special cases of one 
general set of estimating equations
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n
X {q(xi)w(xi)\|/2(u(xi)(yi -  xT. cl) / a )  -  kj} = 0 for a 2 (4.1)
i=l
n
X x i q(xi)w(xi)u(xi)\|/(u(xi)(yi -  x1: a ) /a )  = 0 for a  (4.2)
i=l
for weight functions q, w, u: RQ —» R+ and \|/: R —» R, and ki = 
E(q(xi)w(xi)\j/2(u(xi)e)). The classical choice, which generates least-squares solutions 
or maximum likelihood solutions under normal errors, is w(xj) = u(xj) = q(xj) = 1, 
\j/(z) = z and ki = 1. Huber's Proposal II is equivalent to w(xi) = u(xj) = q(xi) = 1 
and ki = E\j/2(e). Under Mallows, u(xO = q(xO = 1 and kj = E(w(xj)\|/2(e)). Finally, 
under Schweppe, q(xj) = w(xO, u(x*) = l/w(xi) and ki = E(w2(xi)\|/2(e/w(x0)).
4.2 . THE MIXED LINEAR MODEL
To extend bounded influence estimation to the mixed linear model, we start with 
(3.3) -  (3.4) and insert the matrix weight functions Qj, Wj, Uj: Rmj x RQ ^  Rmj x 
Rmj. In the same way as the dependence of Vj on 0 is suppressed, the dependence of 
Qj, Wj and Uj on Xj will be suppressed for clarity of notation. This leads to the 
following estimating equations for 0i, 1 < i < c and a  respectively, analogous to (4.1) 
-  (4.2).
( 1 /2 ) £  Vj(Vj1/2UjCyj -  Xja))Tw ‘/2 Q.1/2Vj 1/2[ZiZ^ljVj 1/2Qj1/2w j /2  
j=l
Vj(Vj"1/2Uj(yj -  Xja)) -  tr[K2jV~1 [ZiZT]j] = 0 (4 .3)
X  QjWjUjVj~1/2\|/j(V~1/2Uj(yj -  Xja)) = 0. 
j=l
(4.4)
It appears that there is no single criterion function that has (4.3) -  (4.4) as its 
derivatives. As noted in Chapter 3, however, this is not necessarily a drawback, as 
(4.3) -  (4.4) can be regarded as estimating equations that stand alone, in the manner 
of Godambe and Kale (1991).
The weight for each row of X may in fact depend on the entire X matrix, but 
this dependence will be dealt with in such a way that Q, W and U remain diagonal. 
This means that (4.3) -  (4.4) reduce to (4.1) -  (4.2) when the length of yi, ..., yg is 
equal to one. There is no unique way to place the weight matrices into the estimating 
equations, and we chose the arrangement above partly for its elegant symmetry. For
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example, by placing V  before Uj in the term \|/(V. 1/2Uj(yj -  Xja)), we ensure 
that the derivative of (4.4) with repect to a, which is
8
X  Xj QjW jUjVjVjXVj 2 Uj(yj -  Xja))V-1/2 UjXj, 
j=l
is symmetrical in U and V about \j/'.
The trace term in (4.3) is the expected value of the quadratic form in (4.3).
Working from this fact, the trace would be tr[K2jVj ^2 [ZiZ^JjVj”^2], but because of
- 1/2the additive structure of W discussed in Appendix 2, the trace term may be 
-1 Trearranged as tr[K2jVj [Z\Z-x ]j]. The matrix
K2j = E[Qj/2Wj1/2¥j(V -|/2Uj(yj -  Xja))¥j(VT1/2 Uj(yj -  Xja))TW f  Q^2]
ensures consistency at the normal model, so the expectation is with respect to the
-1/2assumed distributions of Xj and Vj Uj(yj -  Xja).
To retrieve Robust ML II from (4.3) -  (4.4), put Uj = Qj = Wj = Imj. We can 
also construct estimators that are analogues of Mallows' and Schweppe's estimators 
for the regression model given in Section 4.1. For Mallows estimation, put Uj = Qj = 
Imj; for Schweppe estimation, put Qj = Wj and Uj = Wj 1 . The following estimating 
equations are obtained, for 0i, 1 < i < c, and a  respectively.
Mallows:
(1 /2 )X  Vj(V"1/2(yj -  Xja))Tw‘/2 V~1/2[ZjZ^ r]jV~1/2Wj1/2 x 
j=l
Vj(v f 1/2(yj -  Xj«)) -  tr[K2jV j1 [ZiZ^lj] = 0 (4.5)
g
X  Xj WjVj-1/2¥ j(V~l/2(yj -  Xja)) = 0. (4.6)
j=l
Schweppe:
g
(1 /2 )X  Vj(V“1/2W“ ‘(yj -  Xja))TWjV’ 1/2 [ZiZ r]JV-1/2Wj x 
j=l
Vj(V‘ 1/2Wj'1(yj -  Xja)) -  tr[K2jV“' [Z.z/'lj] = 0 (4.7)
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(4.8)
The relationship between these estimating equations and those preceding (4.1) -  (4.2) 
for the linear regression model is easy to see.
We also define restricted bounded influence estimators by applying weight 
functions to (3.6) and (3.7). The following general restricted bounded influence 
estimating equation for 0oi, 1 < i < c is obtained, although it does not appear possible 
to construct a likelihood type function from it.
Given 0, an estimate of 0O using (4.9), a suitable bounded influence estimate of a 0 is 
found by solving the following equation for ocr(0):
Two special cases are obviously Restricted Mallows (RMallows) and Restricted 
Schweppe (RSchweppe) estimates. They satisfy the following estimating equations.
(1 /2){\|/(V-1/2U(y -  XaR(0)))TW1/2Q1/2V_,/2ZiZTj V -^ Q '^ W 1/2 x 
V(V-i/2U(y -  X aR(6))) -  tr[K2PZizT ]} = 0 (4.9)
X  X j QjWjUjV. 1/2Vj(Vj ' /2Uj(yj -  XjCXR(0))) = 0. (4.10)
RMallows:
(l/2){v|/(V-'/2(y -  X aR(0)))TW1/2V -‘/2ZiZTi V - '^ W 1/2 x 
V(V-i/2(y -  XaR(0))) -  tr[K2PZ,Z1j ]) = 0, 1 < i < c, (4.11)
where, given 0, aR(0) is the solution of
(4.12)
j=l
RSchweppe:
(1/2)) \j/(V-'/2W-1 (y -  X aR(0)))TW V-'/2ZiZTi V->/2W x
v(V- l /2W -'(y -  X aR(0))) -  tr[K2PZiZTi ]) = 0, 1 < i < c, (4.13)
where, given 0, oir(0) is the solution of
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X  XJ w jVj 1/2 Vj(Vj 1/2 Wj ‘(yj -  XjaR(6))) = 0. (4.14)
j=l
It is possible to follow the same procedure with Robust ML I and Robust REML I 
estimators and produce yet more bounded influence and restricted bounded influence 
estimators. The estimators would only be robust if \j/ were a redescending function, 
and we will not pursue this idea further here.
4.3. Choice of weight function
The literature on bounded influence estimation in the regression model can be 
classified into four broad classes depending on the type of functions used for w(xf), 
u(xj) and q(xi). In this section we explain each class and list some references for each 
one. Any of these functions could be used to weight the rows of X in the mixed 
linear model, since X is assumed to have the same structure as in the regression 
model, regardless of the presence of random effects.
In the first class, w(xj) is a multiple of a Huber \ \ f function. Maronna and Yohai 
(1981) employ such weights, letting w(xf) = i|/(|C-1(xi -  m)|)/|C_1(xi -  m)|, where m 
and C are robust measures of the location and scale of {Xi} and \\r is Huber's \|/ 
function. Since \j/(|z|) can be expressed as min{|z|, k}, w(xi) can also be written as 
min{l, K/|C-1(xi -  m)|}: see Hampel (1978), Simpson et al. (1992) and McKean et 
al. (1993) for weights having this form. However, the robust calculation of the mean 
and especially the covariance of X required for these weights adds another layer of 
complexity to the estimation problem. Hampel et al. (1986, ch. 5) propose some 
robust methods of covariance estimation and Marazzi (1992) discusses calculation of 
them using Fortran. On the other hand, if there is only one independent variable, 
univariate measures of robust location and scale can be easily calculated. This leads to 
a weight function like that of Hill (1982), which is w(x*) = \|/((xi -  m)/t)/((xi -  m)/t) 
where m = med(xO and t = med(|xi|)/0.6745.
In the second class, w(xj) is optimal in the sense that these weights form part of 
the solution of the optimality problem posed by Hampel et al. (1986, sec. 6.3b). This 
problem basically involves finding estimators with minimum asymptotic variance 
subject to a bound on their asymptotic bias, and the optimal B-robust estimators 
mentioned in Section 3.1 of this thesis also form part of the solution. Optimal weights 
are defined implicitly and take different forms depending on the definition of minimum 
asymptotic variance and the form taken by the bound on the asymptotic bias. In 
general, the procedure in the regression model is to first compute the matrix A such 
that
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n
^u(|A xi|)A xixjrA = Ip 
i=l
where | | denotes the Euclidean norm and u is a decreasing function such as u(|Axi|) = 
20(c/|Axi|) -  1 or u(|Axi|) = \|/(|Axi|)/|Axi|. Then the weight assigned to Xi is w(xj) 
where w is another decreasing function such as w(xj) = l/|Axi| or w(xi) = 
\|/(|Axi|)/|Axi| again. Carroll and Ruppert (1988, sec. 6.3) present a general algorithm 
for bounded influence estimation of variances using one particular kind of optimal 
weights, which they have found successful in practice. Marazzi (1992, sec. 3.1) gives 
a guide to which weight functions belong to which optimality problem and discusses 
calculation of the weights using Fortran.
In the third class, w(xj) depends on the diagonal elements of the hat matrix. In 
the regression model, the hat matrix is X(XTX)_1XT with diagonal elements hj, 1 < i 
< n. Huber (1981) lets w(xi) = (1 -  hi)1/2, which is essentially the same weight 
function employed by Handschin et al. (1975). Although extremely simple to 
calculate, Huber (1981, 1983) points out that these weights do have some drawbacks. 
For hi < 0.2, the downweighting is so small as to be barely worth the effort and for 
hi > 0.8, the downweighting may not be enough to counteract the effect of the outlier. 
Krasker and Welsch (1982) also discuss other weights based on DFFITSi, which is a 
function of hi. For a general variance matrix V these weights can be calulated by 
redefining the hat matrix as X(XTV-1X)_1XTV-1.
In the fourth class, w(xi) is based on ranks. De Jongh et al. (1988) describe the 
following rank-based weighting scheme that was introduced by Mallows. Denote the 
n observations on the j111 continuous independent variable by xij, ..., xnj for 1 < j < 
q*. The intercept and columns in X containing only indicator variables are omitted 
from the calculations, so generally q* < q. Order the n observations X(i)j, ..., X(n)j 
and define rij, ..., rnj as the vector of ranks of xij, ..., xnj. Let L = [n£] + 1, U = n 
+ 1 -  L and 0 < £ < 1. Weights associated with the j1*1 independent variable are then 
defined as
f(X (L)j-X(U)j)/D ij rij < L
wy = j 1 L < rij < U
l(x(U)j -  X(L)j)/Dij rij > U
where D = 2x*j -  X(U)j -  X(L)j for 1 < i < n. The Mallows weights are finally defined
q*
w(xi) = n  wij. 
j=1
as
The parameter £ determines the fraction of downweighting in each column, with 
100(2^)% of each the observations in each column downweighted. De Jongh et al. 
found £ = 0.15 to work well in practice. But since the column weights are multiplied 
across rows to produce a final weight for each row, it is likely that a much larger 
proportion that 2^ of the rows receive a weight less than one in the final calculations. 
Such inflation of £ could lead to serious inefficiency in estimation where there are no 
outliers in X. It is of course possible to choose a different £ for each variable, with 
£ = 0 being equivalent to omitting a variable from the downweighting procedure.
4.4. Conditions and results
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In this section we give conditions on the structure of the mixed linear model and 
on the form of the bounded influence estimators that are required for the proof of the 
asymptotic results to follow. The conditions are
(C4.1) -  (C4.5) see (C2.1) -  (C2.5).
(C4.6) there is a 5 > 0 and a constant L2 < 00 such that 
E|Vj(V~1/2Uj(yj -  Xjao))!4^  * L2,
E IVi'(V;J/2 Uj(yj -  Xj<x0))|| < L2 for all j = 1, 2, ... and
n -1S Exl|Xj||2+5 = 0 ( l ) .
j=i
(C4.7) see (C2.7) but also impose Ex||Wj|| = Ex||Uj|| = E x||Qj|| = 0(1).
For example, under Robust ML n, Wj = Uj = Qj = Imj and ||Imj|| = mj which is
bounded by (C4.5). The constant L2 is not necessarily the same as in (C2.6).
Let (4.3) by Oe^x), 1 < i < c; (4.4) be denoted by Oa(x); and (4.3) -  (4.4) 
together by Oi(x), 1 < i < r. Let (4.9) be denoted by T'e^G), 1 < i < c. A key
property of the these particular 9>i(x) that enables the asymptotic theory to be proven is 
that O(x) = (Oa(x)T, OeCc)7)1 = (Oa(x)T, Oe^x), Oec(x))T can be written as the
g
sum of g independent terms i.e. O(x) = ^  Oj(x). In order to ensure that the
j=l
parameter vector is identifiable, we also require that there exists a value of the 
parameters x0 that satisfies
g
(C4.8)
j=l
It is T0 that we estimate. Under the normal model and with the above <E>i(x) derived 
from that model, T0 can be regarded as the true value of the parameters. Under a 
contaminated normal distribution t0 consists of the value of the parameters in the 
central normal model plus some bias associated with the contaminating distribution. 
Because O(t) is bounded in X and y, the first term in the expansion of the bias will 
be bounded. With O(t) defined above, we also impose
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(C4.9) the matrices
g
-n _1 EdOji(To)/3xk -> Gik; 1 < i, k < r 
j=l
where the r x r matrix G = (Gik) is positive definite,
g
n” 1 £  EOji(To)Ojk(T0)T -> Fik; 1 < i, k < r, and 
j=l
g
n-1 X  E^jaC'Co^jaC^o)7 -»  Ta a , where Taa  i s a q x q  matrix and 
j=l
Tlja('Co) = Ga a Gaa<Dja (To) -  Ga eG00Oj0(To).
G«a G«0 
G©a G©0
partitioned similarly.
In the following section, we prove the three results below, which are 
generalisations of Theorem 2.1, its corollary and Theorem 2.2. Theorem 4.1 provides 
an asymptotic representation and hence the asymptotic distribution of a consistent root 
of the bounded influence estimating equations.
THEOREM 4.1. Suppose that conditions (C4.1) -  (C4.9) hold. Then a solution Tl 
to the estimating equations (4.3) -  (4.4) which satisfies n 1/2! ^  -  T0| = Op(l) as n 
—» 00 exists in probability. Moreover,
n ‘/2(XL -  to) = n-i/2G-i<D(T0) + op(l),
whence
n ’/2(tL -  t 0) -5 N(0, G - 'F G -') .
The matrix G is partitioned as with inverse
/G ««  Ga0 
k G0a G00 F is
To give a general idea of the calculations involved here, note that general expressions 
for Gaa and Faa are
G«a = n-> X  ElXl QjWir jVi V ;1,2 Uj(yj -  Xja))V“ 1/2 UjXj)
j=l
Faa = n-1 1 E(x]rQjWjUjv r 1/2Vj(Vr1/2Uj(yj -  Xja)) x 
j=l
V j ( V 2Uj(yj -  Xja))TVj 2 UjWjQjXj).
The connection between restricted bounded influence estimation of 0O using (4.9) 
and bounded influence estimation of 90 using (4.3) is made precise in the following 
corollary.
COROLLARY. Suppose that conditions (C4.1) -  (C4.9) hold. Then solutions 0l und 
0r to the estimating equations (4.3) and (4.9) which satisfy n1/2(0R -  0l) = op(l) 
as n —» °° exist in probability.
Finally, we show that the restricted bounded influence estimators of the fixed 
effects behave as expected asymptotically.
THEOREM 4.2. Suppose that conditions (C4.1) -  (C4.9) hold. Then a solution 9r 
to the estimating equations (4.9) exists in probability such that
n!/2(a(0R) -  a 0) —> N(0, G ^Ta«G ^ ), as n -> «>,
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where a(0R) is the solution to (4.10) for a.
This result is related to Theorem 2.2, but the matrices involved here are more 
complex. This is because the sub-matrix Gae does not necessarily equal zero here,
therefore the inverse of G does not necessarily simplify to 
other hand Gae does equal 0 then the matrix
r G 1 oca
0 G-1ee
If on the
Taa = GaaG<xaFaaGaaGacc + GaaG““FaeGeeGea + 
Ga0Ge0FeaGaaGaa + GaeG^FeeG^Gea
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simplifies greatly, so that Taa = G ^F aaG  ^a . Furthermore, if a  is estimated by
ordinary weighted least squares, then Gaa = Faa. It is then easy to see that Theorem 
4.2 simplifies to become Theorem 2.2.
4.5. PROOFS
The proof of Theorem 4.1 is based on the same linear approximation to the 
estimating equations that was used to prove Theorem 2.1. The first step in obtaining 
this approximation is to show that for 1 < i < r,
sup ; n-l/2|Oi(x) -  OiCUo) -  EOjCu) + EOi(x0)| = op(l). (4.15)
|x-T0 |^n-1/ 2M
Cover the ball {|t| < n_1/2M} with cubes C = (C(tk)}, where C(tk) is a cube 
containing tk with sides of length n-1/2-1/4rM so that N = card(C) = 0(n1/4), |tk| ^ 
n-1/2M and for t g C(tk), |t -  tk| ^ n_1/2_1/4rM. We now show that (4.15) holds 
not for sup t: { |t — T0| < n-1/2M} but for the sum over C of fixed tk. For any £ > 
0, we have
N
X P{n-l/2|® i(tk) -  EOj(tk) -  Oi(T0) + E<Pi(x0)| > n - l /^ }
k=l
N
< X  E|Oi(tk) -  EOiCtk) -  Oi(T0) + EOKToJP/n1/2?2
k=l
N g
< X X E|Oji(tk) -  OjiCTo)!2^ 1/2^
k=l j=l
N g r
 ^X X El X ^ j i ( tk)/^h(tk -  'to)h|2/n 1/ 2£2
k=l j=l h=l
N g r< x i  x E|aoji(tk)/aTh|2/n3/2^2
k=l j=l h=l
=  0 (N n -V 2)
= o(l). (4.16)
Next we show that there is only a small difference between taking the sum over 
a fine grid of points and over sup x: {|x — T0| < n_1/2M}. With x satisfying |x -  x0| 
< -  X0|,
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max sup n-1/2|Oi(x) -  EOi(x) -  Oi(tk) + EOi(tk)| 
l<k<N xeC(tk)
r
< n-1/2-l/4rM max sup n~l/2 ^  |{3Oi(x)/30h) -  E{3Oj(x)/30h}|
l<k<N xeC(tk) h=l
— °p(l) (4.17)
because
sup I{3Oi(x)/30h} -  E{3Oi(x)/30h}| = Op(n). 
xeC(tk)
The result (4.15) follows from (4.16) and (4.17).
Next we have that under the conditions of Section 4.4,
r
sup n_1/2|E<I>i(T) -  E<J>i(T0) -  X E(3 0 i('co)/dTh)('C-To)h| =Op(l),
|T-T0|<n_1/2M h=l
and hence
sup n-!/2|E<I>(T) -  E<t>(x0) + nG(x -  x0)| = °p( 1 )• (4.18)
|T-T0|<n-'/2M
Combining (4.15) and (4.18), uniformly on |t  -  x0| = n_1/2M,
n_I/2(x -  t0)t«I>(t) = n_ |/2(x -  x0)T<I>(xo) -  n‘/2(x -  x0)TG(x -  x0) + op(l).
The right hand side is negative for L sufficiently large because the first term is like L 
times a random variable which is bounded in probability and the second is like -L 2 
times a constant. For details of the argument, see Theorem 5.1 of Welsh (1989). It 
follows from result 6.3.4 of Ortega and Rheinboldt (1970, p.163) that a solution to 
the estimating equations exists in probability and satisfies nl/2|x -  x0| = Op(l). 
Applying (4.15) and (4.18) again, as in Section 2.3, we obtain the asymptotic 
representation of Theorem 1. The central limit theorem then follows from Liapounov's 
Theorem because EO(x0) = 0, Var(n- l/2O(x0)) F and for 1 < i < r,
g
X  E|<J>ji(x0)|2+S = O(n).
j=l
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For example, with Oji(T0) as at (4.3), we see that
X  E|Oji( t0)|2+« = (1/2) X  E|Vj(V^1/2Uj(yj -  X jO o » V / 2 x
Vöjl /2Qj'/2Wj‘/ 2Vj(V“ '/2Uj(yj -  XjOo))
- t r [ K 2jVj: 1[ZiZ r]j]P+8
S I  E |Vj(V ^ /2Uj(yj -  XjOo))Tw‘/2 ^ 1/2V -1/2[ZiZ^]j
v ;j1/ 2Qj1/2w - /2V j(v -1/2u j(yj -  XjOo))!
g
+ X |tr [K 2jV :1[ZiZjr]j]|2+« 
j=l
= O(n).
With Oji(T0) as at (4.4), it is easy to see that
g gX E|®ji(T0)|2+8 = X  E|Xjl QjWjUjVoj1/2Vj(V ;j1/2Uj(yj -  XjOo))!2^  = 0 (n). 
j=l j=l
The Corollary is proven by establishing the equivalence of (4.9) to (4.3). With 
1 < i < c, we have from (4.3) and (4.9) respectively
O 9i(0) = X  't'j(VJ" 1/2Uj(yj -  XjOOjTW1/ 2 Qjl/2V“ l/2 [ZiZr]JV“ 1/2Qj1/2Wjl/2 x 
j=l
Vj(Vj‘ 1/2Uj(yj -  Xjtt)) -  tr[K2jV“ ' [ZjZ^j] 
and
4,ei(0) = v (V -'/2 u (y  -  Xa(0)))TW 1/2Q 1/2V - '/2ZiZTi v V ^ l A w 1/2 x 
\)/(V_1/2U(y -  Xa(0))) -  tr[K2PZ,Z^ ]
once the factor of (1/2) has been dropped from the estimating equations. Adding and 
subtracting X a in 'Fe^Ö) we obtain
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^0,(0) = V(V-i/2U(y -  Xa -  X(a(0) -  a)))TWi/2Qi/2v-i/2ziZTj x 
V-i/2Ql/2\vi/2V(v-i/2u(y -  Xa -  X(a(0) -  a))) -  tr[K2PZiZTi ].
A linear expansion of \\f in the above expression yields
't'i(e) = \(((V-l/2U(y -  Xa))TW l/2Q'/2’V-l/2ziZTi x
\)/(V-i/2U(y -  Xa))
-  2y(V-l/2U(y -  Xa))TW1/2Ql/2v-l/2ziZTi V-1/2Q1/2W1/2 x
V'(V-i/2u(y -  Xa))V- 1 /2UX(a(0) -  a)
+ (a(0) -  a ^ T U V - 1 /2\(('(V“ '/2U(y -  Xa))W1/2Qi/2y-1/2 x 
ZjZ^V-VZQi/iwi^yXV-'^UCy -  Xa))V->/2uX(a(0) -  a)
+ o(a(0) -  a)
-  tr[K2PZiZ^ ].
Now since we restrict attention to the region of the parameter space where |t -  T0| < 
n-1/2M, we have that
n1/2^  -  a 0| = Op(l)
and by Theorem 4.1
sup n1/2|cx(0) -  a 0| = Op(l).
|x-T0|<n_1/2M
Therefore
sup n1/2|oc(0) -  a | = Op(l)
|x-T0|<n-1/2M
(4.19)
and hence
sup |a(0) -  a | = op(l).
|T-x0 |^n_1/ 2M
Thus
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sup n_1/2|vF0i(0) -  O0i(x)| 
|x-T0|^n-1/2M
= sup n-'/^tr[K2V - lX(XTV - lX )- 'X TV - lZiZT. ]
-  2\)/(V-1/2U(y -  Xa))TW'/2Qi/2v-i/2zi2T. V-'/Zq iAw '/2 x 
\|/'(V-i/2u(y -  Xa))V“1 /2UX(a(6) -  a)
+ (a(0) -  a)TXTU V -!/V (V -'/2U(y -  Xa))Wi/2Qi/2V-!/2 x
ZiZ^V-«/2Ql/2W1/2y (V -1/2U(y -  Xa))V_1/2UX(a(0) -  a)
+ Op(l)| (4.20)
To show that the trace term in (4.20) is op(l), first note that, as underneath (2.2) 
n-l/2(XTv-lX -  XTV"o‘ X) = n - '/2(XT(V-* -  V“ 1 )X)
c
= n -1/2 X XTV -1Ziz [ v - 1X(0 -  0o)i
i=l
= 0 ( 1).
This controls the behaviour of (XTV-1X)-1 and so
sup n-‘/2|tr[(XTV -‘X)-lXTv-'ZiZTi K2V-lX]| =Op(l). (4.21)
|x-T0|<n_1/2M
To deal with the remaining terms in (4.20), we write them as
g
sup n-1 X  |Vj(V 1/2Uj(yj -  XjOt))Tw‘/z Q ^ V  ‘^ . z / l j  x 
|x-x0|<n !/2M j=1
V”1/2( 1^/2Wj/2Vj’(Vj1/2 Uj(yj -  Xja))V“l/2 UjXj|
,1/2 - 1/2, , - 1/2 ,
n1/2!^©) -  a|
+ nl/2|a(0) -  a|T n-3/2 £  |xj UjV 1/2 Vj’(Vj1/2 Uj x
(yj -  Xja))wV2 Qj'^Vj"172 [Z.Z^ljVr172Q.'^W^2 
Vj'(v: 1/2 Uj(yj -  Xja))V‘ 1/2 UjXj| ni/2|a(0) -  a|
(4.22)
The conditions of Section 4.4 and the extra requirement that
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E{Vj'(V’ l/2 Uj(yj -  Xj<x))wV2 qV V  ‘^ [Z .Z ^ V  1/2Q7 V /2 x
Vj(V;1/2Uj(yj -  Xj«))}= 0
imply that
sup n-1 X  IVj(V:1/2Uj(yj -  X ja ))T \v f Q1/2V“ l/2[ZiZ r]J x 
IT-Tol^ n-1/ ^  j=l J J J
Vj"1/2Qjl/2Wjl/2 Vj'(V-1/2 UjOfj -  Xja))V~1/2 UjXj
— °p(l)
and
sup n-3/2 £  |xTUjV71/2 Vj'(V-1/2 Uj(yj -  Xja)) x
It-tolSn-1/ ^  j=1 J 1 1
Wj^Qj'^Vj"1^ 2 [ZiZ^vj-172 qV2w V2 
¥j’(V-1/2 Uj(yj -  Xja))VT1/2 UjXjl
= Op(l).
(4.23)
Equations (4.19) and (4.23) imply that (4.22) is op(l), which together with (4.21) 
proves the Corollary.
To prove Theorem 4.2, note that oi(0r) is the solution for a  of
g
n-i/2 £  <Dja(a, 0R) = 0. 
j=l
Thus
g
n-'/2 X<t>ja(a(eR), 6r) = 0
j=l
which can be expanded with the companion equation for 0 by Theorem 4.1 to obtain
^ j a (a o ,  0 O) 
Oje(Oo, 0o)
Gaa Gae V Oc(0r) — Oto A _
Gea Gee A _ 0o J _ 0p
and taking the first line of this system of equations we have that
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g
n-1/2 X  ^jaCoto, 0o) “  nl/2Gaa(a(0R) -  a 0) -  n^Gaet&R -  0O) = op(l). 
j=l
Inverting the matrix G and taking the second line of the resulting system of equtions 
we obtain
g
n'/2(6R -  eG) = n-1/2 £  G0«a>ja(To) + G«»®je(T0) + op(l).
j=l
Therefore
g
n -1/2 ! ;  {(I -  GaeG0«)Oja(To) -  GaeG00Oj0(To)} -  nl/2Gaa(a(0R) -  a 0) 
j=l 
= op(l).
Rearranging we obtain
g
ni/2(a(6R) -  a«) = GaaG««<Dja(to) -  GaeGe0^je(Xo) + op(l).
j=l
By Slutzky's theorem and the definition of Taa it follows that 
nl/2(a(6R) -  cx0) N(0, G ^ T ^ G -^ )
which completes the proof of Theorem 4.2.
Note that (3.2) and (3.5) which are the estimating equations for 0 using Robust 
ML I and Robust REML I do not fit the pattern of (4.3) and (4.9) because of the 
different placement of \\f functions. Asymptotic results for these two estimators can 
nevertheless be found by substituting (3.2) for (4.3), (3.4) for (4.4) and (3.5) for 
(4.9) in Theorems 4.1 and 4.2. An extra condition required to cover estimation using 
redescending \\f functions is that E|zoj\j/j(z0j)|2+ö < L2 with zGj = V  ^ (yj -  Xoto). 
The proofs then follow the pattern set above.
4.6. Examples
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We applied the methods of this chapter to two data sets: the species richness data
and the blood data. We used eight estimation methods here, namely maximum
likelihood, REML, Robust ML II, Robust REML II, Mallows, RMallows and
Schweppe and RSchweppe. These are the solution of (1.3) -  (1.4), (1.6) -  (1.7),
(3.3) -  (3.4), (3.6) -  (3.7), (4.5) -  (4.6), (4.11) -  (4.12), (4.7) -  (4.8) and (4.13)
-  (4.14) respectively. This enabled us to examine how the ordinary robust methods
of Chapter 3 behaved when applied to data involving continuous covariates.
We used the same Huber \|/ functions as in Section 3.5, and we used Mallows
weights with  ^ = 0.15 in each continuous covariate. Thus Wj is a diagonal matrix
with diagonal elements wjk, 1 < k < mj. For Schweppe methods, K2j is difficult to
- 1/2compute without further distributional assumptions. We took V  Uj(yj -  XjOi) ~ 
N(0, 1) and Wj, Qj fixed, which led to K2j being a diagonal matrix with diagonal 
elements WjkE[v|/2(e/wjk)], where e ~ N(0, 1). For all other methods, K2j is a
diagonal matrix with diagonal elements wjkE[\|/2(e)]. Furthermore, wjk = 1 for the 
classical and ordinary robust methods. As before, Newton-Raphson was used to 
obtain the robust weighted least squares estimates of the fixed effects, and the so -  
called method of successive approximations was used to estimate the variance 
components.
Figure 4.1 gives the parameter estimates for the species richness data, along with 
standard errors calculated according to the results in Section 4.4. Figure 4.2 displays 
the parameter estimates and standard errors for the blood data.
Figure 1.1 showed that the species richness data contains no obvious outliers in 
the X -  or y-space, but nevertheless about 50% of the observations are downweighted 
in the X -space by the bounded influence routines, and about 20% of the observations 
in the y-space. Figure 4.1 shows that there is little to distinguish the eight methods 
when considering estimates and standard errors of fixed effects. This suggests that in 
fact there are no obvious outliers in X or y, and that if this is the case, robust and 
bounded influence methods perform as well as non-robust methods. The bias 
correction of the restricted type methods REML, Robust REML LI, RMallows and 
RSchweppe has not made an important difference, which may be due to the reasonably
large sample size.
2
For o £, the estimates form three groups. Maximum likelihood and REML
estimates have small standard errors, Schweppe and RSchweppe estimates are larger 
and have larger standard errors, and the other four methods fall in between. It seems 
that the extra downweighting taking place within the Schweppe routines has resulted in 
somewhat larger estimates of variance than the other methods. Alternatively, the
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consistency correction used may be forcing the Schweppe estimates upwards. The
2
same three groups form for Gß but the divisions are not quite so clear cut.
For the blood data, the robust routines downweight about 15% of the rows of y,
and the bounded influence routines also downweight about 40% of the rows of X.
There is one potential outlier in the X-space visible in Figure 1.2, in the variable A.
However, the fact that such a large percentage of the rows of X are downweighted
means that it is very hard to distinguish the treatment of this point from others that do
not stand out in plots of the data. In Figure 4.2 we see that the parameter estimates
using robust and bounded influence methods are all very similar and we may conclude
that this point is not a serious outlier in X after all.
The bias correction does not seem to have made much difference in terms of
point estimates of 0, but curiously the standard errors of the restricted type methods
are all smaller than those of the corresponding unrestricted type methods. Finally, we
2
note that the number of degrees of freedom available for estimating Gg is actually
2smaller than the number available for estimating Gß, which is because many of the 
individuals were only measured once, and hence make no contribution to a separate 
estimate of G^ .
In summary, all of the bounded influence methods provide reasonable estimates 
with reasonable standard errors, and it is very hard to distinguish between the 
behaviour of ordinary robust methods and bounded influence methods. This suggests 
that neither of the data sets contains serious outliers in X or y, and that bounded 
influence methods are flexible enough to use if that is the case. Comparing the 
bounded influence estimators, we see that there is not a great difference between the 
Mallows and Schweppe methods. This suggests either that the finely tuned 
downweighting provided by Schweppe estimators is not crucial for these data sets with 
no outliers in X, or that the consistency corrections used are so similar as to render the 
two methods almost indistinguishable.
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5.1. In t r o d u c t io n
The question of which variables to include in a statistical model is basic to much 
applied statistics. In this chapter, we address the problem of covariate selection in 
mixed linear models. We adopt the viewpoint that the covariance structure is known 
from the data collection process and that there are a possibly large number of 
covariates available. The problem is to select a useful set of covariates to provide a 
parsimonious representation for the mean given the covariance structure.
The problem of screening the covariates in a regression model (c = 1) has 
attracted considerable attention; see Atkinson (1981) for a useful summary. The 
general approach is to define a measure of discrepancy D between a model and the 
data and then explore how changes in the model affect this measure. Akaike (1973), 
Mallows (1973) and Stone (1977) suggested modifying D to D + anqa2, where q is 
the number of fixed effects in model fitted, (an} is a deterministic sequence and a 2 is 
an estimate of a 2. This modification incorporates an explicit penalty for increasing the 
number of covariates and we can then search for models which minimise D + anqd2. 
Alternatively, we can accept a sequence of changes to a model which produce non­
significant changes in D at say the 5% level. Effectively, at each step, we test the 
hypothesis that some covariates can be excluded using the change in discrepancy AD 
as a test statistic. After permuting the columns of X if necessary, the null hypothesis 
at each step can be expressed equivalently as the first s > 1 components of a  equal 
zero, i.e.
Ho: =  0 ,
Twhere the s x q matrix Haa = (Is : 0), Is is an s x s identity matrix and s < q. Given
the distribution of AD under H0 and an algorithm for determining the sequence of 
models to examine, this screening procedure is straightforward to implement.
The most widely used measure of discrepancy for the regression model is the 
residual sum of squares or deviance
n
D ( a )  =  X  (yi “  XI  ° 0 2-
i= i
If dp minimises D(a) and 6 r minimises D(a) under H0, the (scaled) change in 
deviance
AD = (D(cxr) -  D(dF)}/D(dF)
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provides a suitable test statistic for testing H0. This is the familiar F statistic: under 
H0 and the additional assumption that the errors are normally distributed, AD has a 
{s/(n -  q)}F(s, n -  q) distribution. In large samples, nAD has a x s distribution
under the null hypothesis. This procedure is called both the analysis of variance and 
the analysis of deviance but in the context of the general mixed model (1.1) the latter 
terminology seems more appropriate.
If the errors £ are normally distributed, the log-likelihood for the regression 
model is
n
i(T) = (-1/2)X {((yi -  0C)/g)2 + log(G2)}.
i=l
Let Tp be the estimate of the vector of parameters x that maximises the value of i(x), 
so that i(xF) is that maximum value of Similarly let Xr be the parameter estimate 
such that i(x R) is the maximum value of % subject to the restrictions of the null 
hypothesis H0: HTx = 0. Then an alternative test statistic to AD is the log-likelihood 
ratio statistic
2 log(LR) = 2[i(tp) -  ^(xr)] = n log(D(ctR)/D(äF)} = nAD.
The (scaled) change of deviance is the first term in the expansion of this statistic so
2
they both have the same asymptotic distribution, namely a xs distribution under the 
null hypothesis. Alternatively, writing i(x) = i ( a ,  a), we have
2[i(dp, of) -  ^ (ocr, dF)] = AD.
These relationships suggest that deviances in more complex situations be derived from 
the log-likelihood ratio, an approach that has been strikingly successful for generalised 
linear models: see McCullagh and Neider (1989, p.33 ff).
The asymptotic distribution of the log—likelihood ratio statistic when the model 
holds was obtained by Wilks (1938). More recently, attention has focused on the 
problem where the distribution of the data is not necessarily the same as that assumed 
in constructing the likelihood. Schrader and McKean (1977) and Schrader and 
Hettmansperger (1980) discussed change of deviance and log-likelihood ratio tests for
the regression model in this context. They showed that for a class of deviances and
2
likelihoods, when the scale is known, both test statistics have asymptotic x s 
distributions under H0 even when normality does not hold. In general, however,
Foutz and Srivastava (1977), Kent (1982), Ronchetti (1982) and Heritier and 
Ronchetti (1994) showed that for independent and identically distributed observations
the log-likelihood ratio under H0 is distributed as a weighted sum of s independent
2
X| random variables when the normal model is not necessarily correct. Kent and
Ronchetti showed further that the log-likelihood ratio is equivalent to the Wald and
2
score tests and suggested variations on these last two statistics that have simple xs
distributions under H0. Jones (1983) extended these results to include dependent data
where the dependence is a linear type arising from time series rather than the spatial-
type dependence associated with designed experiments.
The results of Foutz and Srivastava (1977), Kent (1982), Ronchetti (1982) and
Heritier and Ronchetti (1994) suggest that the asymptotic distribution of test statistics
2
is fundamentally that of a linear combination of s independent random variables and
that only in certain special cases (such as when the model holds) this reduces to a 
2
simple xs distribution. Kent (1982) argued that we should require tests to have an
asymptotic x2 distribution under H0 both when the model holds and when it does not. 
Such arguments, at least in part, motivated the work of Markatou et al. (1991),
Silvapulle (1992) and others but such requirements are not strictly necessary. Firstly,
2 2the xs distribution is a special case of the distribution of s independent X\ random
variables. The general viewpoint imposes no conceptual difficulties and no practical
difficulty either because simple approximations (described in Section 5.2) to the
2
distribution of a finite linear combination of independent X\ random variables make
this distribution only marginally more difficult to use than a simple %2 distribution and 
with modem computing facilities this difference is unimportant. Secondly, the kind of 
robustness implied by requiring tests to have the same null distribution under the 
model and when the model does not hold allows the incorporation of tests which are 
demonstrably non-robust in other important ways. Similarly, useful tests may be 
unnecessarily excluded so the criterion is too restrictive. Since we view the change in 
criterion function as natural for the kind of semi-formal testing used in covariate 
screening, we will simply deal with the more general null distribution if and when it 
arises.
Consider now the general mixed linear model, with c > 1. Even if we are 
prepared to assume that the model holds, little is known about how to screen 
covariates, particularly when REML is used to estimate 0. The hypothesis of interest 
can again be taken to be of the form
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H0: HTx = 0,
where the s x (q + c) matrix HT = (Is : 0), Is is an s x s identity matrix and s < q. 
Since we are only interested in testing hypotheses about the fixed effects, at least the 
last c columns of HT are always identically zero.
It is useful to explore a range of different approaches to covariate selection, and 
one advantage of the present approach is its connection to the analysis of deviance 
which is a familiar covariate selection methodology to practitioners. Giesbrecht and 
Bums (1985) suggested using the fact that when V is known,
Var((Is : 0)d) = (Is : : 0)T
to construct approximate standard errors and then t-ratios to test H0. They suggested
further approximating the distribution of these ratios under the null hypothesis by
Student's t distribution with degrees of freedom determined by Satterthwaite's (1946)
method. This approach is not entirely satisfactory when s > 1 so Blouin and Saxton
(1989) suggested using a Wald-type statistic to test H0. They suggested approximating
the distribution of this statistic under the null hypothesis by an F distribution, although
the results of Kent (1982) and Ronchetti (1982) make it unclear whether these results
hold when normality does not. In any case, in the absence of theoretical justification,
these suggestions should be treated with caution.
2A Wald statistic with an approximate xs distribution is now implemented in
Genstat 5 Release 3.1 (Buist and Engel (1992)) and is widely used in practice despite 
the fact that until the work of Cressie and Lahiri (1993) and Richardson and Welsh 
(1994a), discussed in Chapter 2 of this thesis, there was no theoretical basis for its 
use. Other test statistics could also be considered: for example, the score statistic, 
which is a better approximation to the y} variable than the Wald statistic because it is 
closer to being a sum of squared independent normal random variables.
If Tp maximises the log-likelihood (1.2) and tr maximises (1.2) under H0, we 
can use the log-likelihood ratio
2 log(LR) = 2[X(xP) -  XftR)]
as a test statistic for H0. If we use REML to estimate 0, it is more difficult to define 
a log-likelihood ratio statistic because the restricted log-likelihood (1.5) does not 
depend on a  and so cannot be used to test H0. An obvious alternative is to observe 
that
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X*(0) = (—l/2){(y -  X&)TV-l(y -  Xä) + log|V| + loglXW-'Xl),
where d = (X ^V ^X ^X TV ^y, and then use the unconcentrated version
V(T) = (—1/2){(y -  X a)Ty-i(y -  Xa) + log|V| + log|xTy-ix|}
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in the statistic
2 log(LR) = 2[X*(tf ) -  V (tr)]
= (y -  XrÖ(r2)tV ^  (y -  XRCCR2) + log|Vr | + log|X^V~lXR|
-  (y -  Xf&F)tV f' (y -  XfÖf) -  log|VF| -  log|XpVp'xF|
where aR is partitioned as (ocR1, otR2)T with aRi =0. However, this quantity cannot
be used as a test statistic because it is not scale invariant. If X consists of columns of 
zeroes and ones, then the log-likelihood ratio based on ky for any constant k differs 
from that based on y by 2s log(k). This means that 2 log(LR) can even be negative. 
Direct use of the "restricted log-likelihood ratio" is therefore not possible when the 
model has been fitted by REML.
In Genstat 5 Release 3.1 a restricted log-likelihood ratio test is defined by taking 
twice the difference of the following log-likelihoods.
Log-likelihood under the full model:
(—l/2){(y -  XFa F)TVp (y -  XF&F) + log|VF| + log|X pV ;'xF|
+ (n -  q)log(2jt) -  log|XpXF| ).
Log-likelihood under H0:
(—l/2){(y -  Xr&r2)tV r1 (y -  Xr&r2) + log|VR| + log|XpV~'xF|
+ (n -  q)log(27t) -  log|X^XF|).
The statistic is scale invariant. However, because the estimating equations for 0j from 
these two likelihoods are different, the variance components must be re-estimated for 
each sub-model. This fact is not made clear in Genstat (1993, p.566), but is 
discussed more fully by Welham and Thompson (1994).
In the rest of this chapter we investigate an alternative approach using an analysis 
of deviance when the mixed model has been fitted by REML type methods. We start 
in Section 5.2 by defining a general class of deviances and deriving their asymptotic 
distribution under the null hypothesis but without assuming that the model holds. This 
enables us to construct tests for which at least the levels of the test are asymptotically 
correct when the model does not hold exactly ("robustness of validity") and ensures 
that we can use the REML type estimates of 0 in our deviance statistic. However, if 
the random effects and/or errors in the model have long-tailed distributions, 
robustness of validity does not on its own make a useful procedure since it may be
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very inefficient. Our general framework allows us to explore procedures which enjoy 
both robustness of validity and robustness of efficiency, and a comparison of the 
change of deviance and log-likelihood ratio statistics in this context is given in Section 
5.3. Specialising these results to the regression case in Section 5.4 serves to extend 
the work of Schrader and McKean (1977) and Schrader and Hettmansperger (1980) 
and clarify its somewhat confusing relationship to the general results of Foutz and 
Srivastava (1977), Kent (1982), Ronchetti (1982), Jones (1983) and Heritier and 
Ronchetti (1994). We discuss the change of deviance in the general mixed model in 
Section 5.5, and present two examples in Section 5.6.
5.2. The distribution of the change in deviance
We shall assume tht the model is nested in the sense that (C5.1) -  (C5.5) are 
equivalent to (C2.1) -  (C2.5). When this is the case, the observations can be 
arranged into independent groups of observations yi, ..., yg and we can define a 
general class of change of deviance statistics of the form
g . g
2AD = 2 [ £  Aj(dp, Bp) -  X  Aj(“R, f^)], 
j=l j=l
where the functions Ap Rmj —> R, 1 < j < g depend on j because the vectors yj can be 
of different lengths but are typically of similar form otherwise. The q-vectors ocf and 
ocr are estimators of a  without restriction and under H0 respectively, and Bp is an 
estimator of B. It is possible to take Bp to be either an unrestricted estimator of B or 
an estimator under H0 but the former seems more natural and provides a better analogy 
to the regression case. For comparison, the log-likelihood ratio statistic is of the form
g g
2 log(LR) = 2 [ £  Aj(tF) -  X  Aj(TR)] 
j=l j=l
where Tp = (ocf, Bp) and Xr = (ocr, Br), though the Aj need not be the same as those 
in the change of deviance statistic.
For theoretical development, suppose that there exists a q-vector of functions r\a
g
which can be written as the sum of independent groups of observations n-1/2^  T|ja -
j=l
g
The vector r\a = n-1/2 ^  rjja behaves like a set of estimating equations in that we
j=l
shall also suppose that there is an r-vector x0 which satisfies
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g
n—l /2 ^ E T lja (To) = o(l) 
j=l
and which can be estimated consistently i.e. n!/2|x -  x0| = 0 p(l). Then if HT =
T T T(Haa : 0) so that H aa consists of the first q columns of HT (i.e. H aa = (Is : 0)),
we will require that dtF and ocr satisfy
"l/2<«F -  OR) = B -> a a (H TaaB;'aHaa)-'HTaaB ;laTla+ op(l) (5.1)
where Baa is a nonsingular matrix that we need not specify more precisely at this
stage. Under suitable regularity conditions the vector r|a is asymptotically normally
g
distributed with mean 0 and covariance matrix Taa = n_1 ^  Erjja(T0)'nja(T0)T. It
j=l
follows that Baor|a is asymptotically normally distributed with mean 0 and covariance 
matrix B * TaaB 1 and if we partition B 1 T|a so that [B * r|a]i denotes the first s 
elements of Ba^rja , then [B 1 is asymptotically normally distributed with mean 0 
and covariance matrix [Ba^TaaB J j n ,  where [B ^TaaB  J j n  denotes the top left s 
x s submatrix of B^TaccB oJa .
We now specify how the estimators of a  and 0 should be related to the test 
statistic because of course they cannot be completely arbitrary. For the analysis of 
deviance statistic, write vFjOC(T) = 3Aj(x)/3a and = 32Aj(x)/3oc3aT. Then we
require the following conditions:
g
(C5.6) n-l/2X '* 'ja(:tF) = Op(l), 
j=l
g
(C5.7) n-1^  E{'Fja '(/Co)*'Fja '(T0)} is bounded, where * denotes the Hadamard 
j=l
product,
T'ja'Cx) is continuous at x = x0 uniformly in y and j, and
g
- n - '  X  E 'V (T o ) Goa-
j=l
Condition (C5.6) specifies the relationship between the estimators of a  and 0 and our
g
deviance. It is typically ensured by choosing a  to minimise ^  Aj(a, 0p) however
j=l
0p is obtained. Condition (C5.7) is related to parts of (C2.9).
In the following theorem we give the asymptotic distribution of the change of 
deviance statistic.
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THEOREM 5.1. Suppose that conditions (C5.1) -  (C5.7) hold. Then the distribution
s
o f the change o f deviance, 2AD, is the same as coiUi, where Ui are independent
i=l
2Xj random variables, 1 < i < s, and coi are the eigenvalues o f the matrix
C«a[B aaT«“B a'a]l1’
where C a'a = (B [B „*„0«»aa B 1 ] 11 (B11 )-!.a a Jiiv a a J
PROOF. Under the above conditions, we can expand the AD in a Taylor expansion 
so that for some |x -  Tr | < |xp -  ^r |,
g g
2AD =  2 [ £  Aj(dF, 0F) -  £  Aj(<*R, Of)1 
j=l j=l
g g
= 2(dp -  dR)T £  'PjaC^ F) -  (äf -  a R)T ^ja'Cc)(aF -  <*r) 
j=l j=l
= n(«F -  ä R)TGa a (äF -  ör) + op(l).
Substituting (5.1) for dp -  d R, we have
2AD = 11 > ; « Haa(HTaaB_> aa)-lH TaaB^aGaaB - > aa *
= [B; M C; > " a a ^ ] . + o p( l )
where C-1 = (B11 )-1 [B-1 GaaB 1 lnCB11 )_1. Using the result of Johnson and aa v a a 7 L aa  aot a a Jllv a a 7 6
Kotz (1970, p.150), we have that
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2AD ~ X  © M  
i=l
where Uj are independent %1 random variables, 1 < i < s, and (Oi are the eigenvalues 
of the matrix ^ [ B ^ T o a B ^ n .
The following corollary to Theorem 5.1 gives the asymptotic distribution of the 
log-likelihood ratio.
COROLLARY. The log-likelihood ratio test statistic, 2 log(LR), has the same
s
2distribution as cojUi, where Ui are independent % 1 random variables, 1 < i < s,
i=l
and Cöj are the eigenvalues o f the matrix C-1 [B-1TB_1]n , where 
C-l = (BUrUB-iGB-iJnCB11)-1.
2
PROOF. If we make the conditions apply to the entire vector t rather than just its first 
q components a , so that in particular
nV^Tp -  Tr) = B - 1H(HtB"1H )-1HtB - 1T|+ op( l)  (5.2)
g
where B is a nonsingular matrix and r\ = n-1/2 rjj(x0) is asymptotically normally
j=l
g
distributed with mean 0 and covariance matrix T = n-1 ^  Er|j(T0)rij(To)T, essentially
j=l
the same argument shows that
s
2 log(LR) -  X  WiUj 
i=l
2where Ui are independent X\ random variables, 1 < i < s, and coi are the eigenvalues
of the matrix C '^ B ^ T B -1 ]!!. Here C-1 = (B 11)-1 [B-1GB~1]n (B 11)-1 and G is 
g
the limit of -n _1 E'Pj'CTo) as g This concludes the proof of the corollary.
j=l
The asymptotic distribution of 2AD under H0 reduces to a constant multiple o f a
2 - l  -1 -1
Xs distribution if the eigenvalues coi, ..., cos of ^ a a ^ cx a ^ 010® a d 11 310 ^  e<l ua -^
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That is, if and only if C ^ [B  aocB 11 is a scalar multiple of an idempotent 
matrix. In particular, if Baot = Gaa = coTa{X) then
Ca J B aaTaaB a a ) u  =  ®_ lls*
2
and 2coAD will have a % distribution under H0. The analogous condition for the log -  
likelihood ratio test is B = G = coT.
s
For the general case, Wood (1989) showed that the distribution of ^  CDjUi can
i=l
be approximated by an F distribution with (m, n) degrees of freedom, where
m = 4k1(k3k 1 + k2k2 -  k2)/(4k2ki + k3(k2 -  k2 )) 
and
n = 6 + 4k2(k2 + k2 )/(k3ki -  2k2 )
2 3 2with kj = EcOi, k2 = 2XOL and k3 = 8X0L. If k3ki — 2k 2 = 0, we can use a
GammaCkj/^, k i/k 2) approximation which is the same as k2/ 2ki times the
2 2
Gam m atkj/^, 1/2) or X2k2/k 2 distribution. ^  the eigenvalues are all equal to co, this
2 2 2distribution becomes exactly %s- Finally, if 4k2ki + k3(k2 -  k j) < 0, we can use an
Inverse Gamma(2 + k j/k2 , ki(k { distribution. Heritier and Ronchetti
(1994) raised the possibility of replacing the weights by their average, mainly so that
2
the distribution of the weighted test statistic is still approximately x s . The quality of
the approximation is uncertain, and an approximation such as Wood's, making use of 
three moments of the weights rather than just one, seems preferable.
5 .3 . A  COMPARISON: LOG-LIKELIHOOD RATIO AND CHANGE OF DEVIANCE
Clearly for the log-likelihood ratio statistic T|j = 'Fj, in which case we have B = 
G and hence C = G 11 which is the result of Foutz and Srivastava (1977), Kent 
(1982), Ronchetti (1982) and Heritier and Rochetti (1994). On the other hand, this 
equality is neither always possible nor desirable for the change of deviance statistic. 
Suppose that given an estimator 0 of 0, we obtain an unrestricted estimator dp of a  
by solving the system of equations
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g
0 = X  9).
j=l
Under conditions (C5.1) -  (C5.7), we can expand these equations to obtain
-i 8
n'/2(dF -  oto) = n-l/2G a a S  'FjaCto) -  G“aaGa0(6 ~ 0o) + op(l).
j=l
Under H0, the method of Lagrange multipliers produces the expanded set of equations
0 = t  0) — nHaa^
j=l
o =  n H ^ ä R
which we solve for a R. In this case,
g
nl/2(6tR -  oto) = n - ^ Q ^ X ^ j a ^ o )  -  Q aaGae(0 " 0O) + op(l)
j=l
where GaL = G_aa “ G"aaH««(HLxG aaH«“>"lHTaaG aa; see for examPle Silvey 
(1975, p.81). It follows that
g
n1/2(dF -  otR) = {G ^a -  Q ^}{n-l/2  ]T ^ ja(T0) -  Ga0(0 -  0O)} + op(l).
j=l
If we can represent 0 -  0O as an average of independent random vectors, then the 
estimators satisfy (5.1) but only if Gae = 0 do we have that rjja = \|/ja . For 
representations of this type for maximum likelihood and REML estimators, see the 
corollary to Theorem 2.1. For similar representations for the robust and bounded 
influence estimators of Chapters 3 and 4, see the corollary to Theorem 4.1.
The flexibility gained by allowing r|ja(T) to differ from xFja(T) = 3Aj(x)/3a is 
the basis for an important advantage of the change of deviance statistic over the log- 
likelihood ratio statistic. Suppose that we actually estimate 0O simultaneously with dF. 
That is, we estimate tf = (dF, 0F) by solving
g
0 = X  eF).
j=l
Under conditions (C5.1) -  (C5.7), we can write
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g
nl/2(xF -  x0) = n -^ G - l  X TKTo) + op(l).
j=l
Introducing Lagrange multipliers and proceeding as above, we can easily show that 
(5.2) holds. It follows that
g g
nl/2(6F -  80) = n-l/2Ge« £  'Pja(to) + n-lG«> £  ^je^o) + op(l)
j=l j=l
so that (5.1) holds with T|ja(t) = G a a G ^ j^ T )  -  G ceG ee^-t).
For robustness in the bounded influence sense, we require r|ja(x) or equivalently 
'FjCu) to be bounded in y. For the log-likelihood ratio statistic in which 'FjCc) = 
3Aj(x)/3x, this holds when ^«(x) is bounded in y provided 0O is known but, because 
of the form of T'jetx), only holds when lyl'Fjo^x) is bounded in y when 0O is 
unknown. That is, as Kent and Tyler (1991) pointed out, when 'Fj^x) is a 
redescending function of y. Since we are able to choose Aj, this simply means that 
we have to restrict the class of Aj we consider. However, this restriction is not 
required for the analysis of deviance statistic because we can simply choose ^«(x) = 
3Aj(x)/3a and vFje(x) to be bounded in y and vFje(x) does not have to bear any 
relation to Aj(x). This is precisely why Huber's Proposal 2 or the use of the median 
absolute deviation from the median (MAD) are successful in the robust regression 
analysis of deviance. Our extension of this approach to the general mixed model is 
motivated by this flexibility.
5.4. The regression model
The linear regression model is a special case of (1.1) with c = 1. An 
understanding of what can be achieved in this model is of particular interest because it 
acts as a baseline for the general mixed model.
Consider first the change of deviance statistic
AD = D(otR, s) -  D(dp, s)
where a  is estimated by minimising 
n
D(a, s) = 21 P((yi -  x^a)/s)
i=l
with p: R —> R, and s an estimate of the scale of the errors such as the MAD based
on a preliminary estimate of a. In the process of screening covariates, there is usually
no great interest in screening the intercept so we will assume that H0 does not
constrain the intercept. In this case, we may write the intercept as the last component
n
of a  and then centre the covariates so that n-1^  Xj = Sq = (0, ..., 0, 1)T. Then
i=l
n
= 9D(a, a)/3a = -  e r 1 £  xi \|/((yi -  x^ a)/o)
i=l
and
n
32D(a, a)/3a3aT = cr2 ^  xi x | \|/'((yi -  x^a/a),
i=i
where \|/(z) = 3p(z)/3z. We have with A = lim n_1 XTX that
n—>oo
Gaa = Baa = lim n~1E(32D(a)/3a3aT) = cr2E\|/’(ei/o) A. 
n—>oo
Straightforward expansion of the estimating equation yields that under mild regularity 
conditions and H0,
n
n '/2(äF -  (xR) = {G“]a -  Q'^JcHrr1 X  {xiy(ej/a) -  a -2Ee<)/'(e)8q(s -  a))
i=l
+ Op(l)>
where -  G ^ H a a l H ^ G ^ a a l - 'H ^ G ^ .  It follows that
n
Totcx = o~2 lim n"1 £  E{xi\|f(ei/o) -  a -2E€V|/'(e)5q(s -  a)} x 
n^°° i=i
(xiV(ei/o) -  cr2Ee\|/'(e)5q(s -  o)}T
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= cr2 E\j/2(ei/a) A
+ 8q8^{cr-6[E£\|/,(e)]2E(s -  a)2 -  2<x~4E£Y|/,(£)E[\|/(£/g)(s -  a)]}.
Clearly, when Ee\|/'(£) = 0, Gaa = co_1Taa with CD = {E\|/'(£i/c^)}~1E\j/2(£i / ct) and
2
the weighted change in deviance, 2AD/o>, has asymptotically a xs distribution under
H0. The condition Eevj/Xe) = 0 holds for least squares when \|/(z) = z but generally 
only holds for anti-symmetric \|/ when the distribution of £ is symmetric. However, it
turns out that the result holds even without requiring E£\|/'(£) = 0, provided H0 does 
not constrain the intercept. To see this, note that
Caa  = ( O ' 1 = <r2Ey(e,/a) (A11)-1
and, letting 5p = A-18q and ^(e/a) = s -  a,
G ^ T aaG ^  = 02{Ei|/'(ei/0))-2 EV2(ei/a) A~i
+ {Ey'(ei/a))- 18p5  ^(cr2(Eev'(e))2E^(e/a)2 -  2E£\|/'(e)Ey(e/0)^(e/0)}.
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So
Caa[GaaT«“G aa]n = {EvXei/Oi-'E^Cei/o) Is
which means that the eigenvalues of the matrix CajjG alaTa(XG are all equal to 
co = {Ey '(£i/ o )}_1Evi/2(£i/ g) and the weighted change in deviance, 2AD/co, has 
asymptotically a xs distribution under H0. This extends the results of Schrader and
McKean (1977), Schrader and Hettmansperger (1980) and Ronchetti (1982) by
allowing for the fact that the scale is actually unknown and has to be estimated without
requiring the error distribution to be symmetric.
It is important that the change of deviance statistic be used in place of the log-
2likelihood ratio statistic whenever a 0 and a o are estimated simultaneously by any
method which does not involve optimising a single criterion function. The canonical 
example is provided by the Huber M-estimator when scale is estimated using Proposal 
2 or the MAD. In contrast, if we have a single criterion such as
n
i ( t )  = i ( a ,  a) = - X  (p((yi -  x^cO/a) + log(a)} 
i=l
which is the log-likelihood when the error density is taken to be o_1exp{-p(e/a)}, 
where p: R —> R, we can construct the log-likelihood ratio statistic
2 log(LR) = 2[i(TF) "  ^(Xr)].
2
The asymptotic distribution of this statistic under H0 is also the co%s distribution with 
co = {E\|/'(£i/ g)}_1Ev|/2(8i/ g), provided we centre the covariates and H0 does not
constrain the intercept. However, as noted in the previous section, the analysis of 
deviance procedure is robust if \|/(z) = dp(z)/3z is bounded and a  is estimated robustly 
whereas the log-likelihood ratio procedure requires z\j/(z) to be bounded.
Finally, we note that the smoothness conditions on p can be weakened. 
Koenker and Bassett (1982) examined the least absolute deviations estimator and 
showed that it fits into this framework. As with least squares methodology, the scale 
does not need to be estimated simultaneously.
5.5. The general mixed model
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In this section we consider the general mixed model (1.1) where c > 1. We 
consider deviances based on the normal likelihood and normal restricted likelihood 
before considering a class of general deviance statistics. It is apparent that the 
normal-theory deviances are special cases of the more general deviances, but we will 
treat them separately because of the wide availability of REML estimates in computer 
packages, and because of the uncertainties expresssed in the past about how to use 
them for covariate screening.
5.5.1. NORMAL DEVIANCES 
Recall from (1.2) that the normal log-likelihood is 
g ,
X ( x )  = ( -1 /2 )£  {(yj -  Xja)Tv (yj -  Xj<x) + log|Vj|}. 
j=l
A (scaled) change of deviance statistic may therefore be defined by
2AD = 2[X,(ap, Bf) -  A,(cxr, Bf)1
g  ~ - i  — l= Y,(yj -  x FjäR)TV Fj (yj -  XFja R) -  (yj -  XFja F)TV Fj (yj -  XFjaF),
where Vpj is the estimator of Vpj based on 0f- This statistic has been independently 
implemented and successfully used by Cullis (personal communication); our theoretical 
results confirm the validity of his implementation. Futhermore, the log-likelihood 
ratio statistic of Genstat is equivalent to the change of deviance statistic if the variance 
component estimates are held fixed across different models. There are distinct 
computational advantages in doing so, as the time-consuming variance component 
estimation is only done once, and the fixed effects for many sub—models are then
estimated by the straightforward procedure of weighted least squares. Welham 
(personal communication) has also shown that under normality and using the quadratic 
form of 2AD at (5.3), the change of deviance statistic is equivalent to the Wald 
statistic.
Note that the corresponding unsealed deviance can be taken to be
X  (yj — XpjOt)^Z pj (yj — Xpjot), 
j=l
—2where Epj is an estimator of Vpj based on 0p. We recover 2AD if we take the
Ä — 2
unsealed change of deviance and multiply by Oc so this definition generalises the
usual sum of squares criterion from the regression case. In conformity with our 
previous notation, it is convenient to write
g
D(a, 0p) = X  Aj(a ’ Of)» 
j=l
where Aj(x) = (-l/2)(yj -  X j a ^ j 1 (yj -  Xja), 1 < j < g.
Suppose that 0 and hence V is found by maximising the restricted normal log- 
likelihood (1.5) and a  is the weighted least squares estimate of a  minimising D(a, 
0p). We find that
g T -1
%< = Z XFjVFj(y j - XFja) (54)
j=l
8 T -1
Baa = Gcxa = n_1 X  ^FjA0j 
j=l
and [Goeh = n-1 X  E(XPjV^  "  XFjOo)) = 0
j=l
since E(yj -  Xpja0) = 0. Because Gae = 0, expansion of (5.4) under the full and 
reduced models as in Section 5.3 yields
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n 1/2(btp -  ocr) n“1/2G' L H«a(HTaaG' > « a r 1GTaaB ;1a I  ^ „(T 0) + op(l).
j=l
It then follows that
89
T«a = n - ‘ £  E(X pjVoj1 (yj -  XFjaoKyj -  XFjao)TV ^ XFj)
j=l
= n-1 I
j=l
since E((yj -  XFja 0)(yj -  XFja 0)T) = V0j. We therefore have Baa = Gaa = Taa
2
and the asymptotic distribution of 2AD reduces to x s under H0. If we estimate the
parameters by maximising the normal log-likelihood (1.2), we obtain the same result 
for the change of deviance statistic.
If maximum likelihood has been used, the log-likelihood ratio 2 log(LR) =
2 {?c(xF) -  X(tr)} is also an appropriate test statistic. In general 2 log(LR) ~
s
cojUi, where coj are the eigenvalues of [G11]_1[G_1TG“ 1]n  because B = G. 
i=l
Furthermore, [G-1TG-1]n  = G 11 because Gaa = Taa and Gae = 0 so this matrix
2
reduces to Is and 2 log(LR) ~ x s under H0.
A simple procedure for calculating the normal change of deviance test follows. 
Step 1. For maximum likelihood estimates, estimate a F and 0F by solving (1.3) -  
(1.4). For REML estimates, estimate a F and 0F by solving (1.6) -  (1.7).
Step 2. Fix 0 at 0F and estimate otR2  by solving
g T  -1
X  X rjV '  (yj -  XRJCXR2 ) = 0
j=l
which is equivalent to (1.7) at the reduced model.
Step 3. Calculate the test statistic
g
2AD = X  (yj -  XFjCCR)TV ^  (yj -  XpjötR) -  (yj -  XFja F)TV pj (yj -  XFjä F). 
j=l
2
Step 4. The test statistic has an approximate %s distribution, where s is the number of 
parameters set to zero under H0.
5.5.2. General deviances
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A convenient general form for the change of deviance statistic is 
g
2AD = 2 [ £  qRjWRjURjpj(V ^  2 URj(yj -  XpjötR))
j=l
-  qFjWFjUFjpj(V p /2 Upj(yj -  XFjap))], (5.5)
where {qRj}, {wRj}, {urj}, {qFj}, {wFj} and {uFj} are scalar weights, Uj = Ujlmj 
and {pj} are non-negative functions as in Chapters 3 and 4. An obvious special case 
of (5.5) is the normal change of deviance dealt with in the previous section, for which 
qj = wj = uj = 1 and p(zj) = (l/2)zj zj. Other special cases of interest are associated
with Robust ML I and II and Robust REML I and II estimates, for which qj = wj = Uj 
= 1; with Mallows and RMallows estimates, for which qj = Uj = 1; and with 
Schweppe and RSchweppe estimates, for which qj = wj and uj = l/wj. It appears 
that it is not possible to use this change of deviance statistic with Mallows or 
Schweppe type estimates unless the weight matrices are a scalar times the identity
k=l
rewritten as
J - - 1 / 2
2AD = 2 []£  X  qRjkWRjkURjkp([V Fj URj(yj -  XpjötR)]k)
j=l k=l
-  — 1/2
-  qFjkWFjkUFjkp([V ¥ - Upj(yj -  X pjap)]^] (5.6)
which places no further restriction on Q, W and U beyond the diagonal structure 
imposed in Section 4.2.
Suppose that 0 under the full model is estimated by Robust ML I i.e. by solving
(3.2), or by Robust REML I i.e. by solving (3.5). In Chapter 4 it was shown that
Robust REML I estimates of 0 can be written as the average of independent random
- 1/2vectors, so that with z0j = Voj (yj -  Xja0), we have that 
8 g / /
V a(a, 0F) = X 'PjaCa, 6p) = X X Fj V 2Vj(V~1/2(yj -  XFja)) (5.7)
j=l j=l
8
Gaa = Baa = n~> X E{ X^V“ 172 VjXz0j)V“]72 XFj), 
j=l
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[Gaeli = (2n)-l £  E{X^V“1/2 Vj'(z0j)V ;‘/2 [Z iZ ^ jV ^ o j  
j=l
+ X?jVöj' [ZiZ^]jV-|/2 Vj(zoj)} 
and
g
[Geelik = (2n)—1 X  E{(3/2)z^v;j1/2[ZiZ ]^jV‘ 1[ZkZ^ ]jv;j1/2Vj(Zoj)
+ ( ‘/2)zIjv ;j1/2[ZiZ2']jV-1/2Vj'(zoj)V;]/2 [ZkZ^]jV~1/2z0j 
-  trtKyV-1 [ZiZ^ljV-1 [ZkzJ]j]}.
For fixed 0 as estimated under the full model, we estimate a  under the reduced model 
by solving the following system of equations for ocr:
g
0 = 1  xFjcc(ÖtR> 0f) — nHaocX 
j=l
0 = nHaa“ R (5.8)
Expanding (5.7) and (5.8) we have that
n>/2(&F -  or) = G ^ aHua( H ^ G ^ H a a ,- >H ^ G ^ r f e  + op(l) 
where
g
T|a = n -‘/2 X  (GaaGaavPja(z0j) -  Ga0Gee'}'je(zoj)} 
j=l
with the Ith element of 'Fjetzqj) equal to
( l/2){ ZgjV~1/2 [ZizJ]j V~1 /2 V)»j(z0j) -  tr[KijV~j [ZjZ^j]}, 1 < i < c.
Under mild regularity conditions, J]a is normally distributed with mean zero and 
variance
g
Taa = n -1 £ E r |ja(T0)T|ja(To)T.
j=l
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Under H0, 2AD has the same distribution as ^  cojUj, where Uj are independent %2
i=l
random variables, 1 < i < s, and Cüj are the eigenvalues of [ G ^ ] _1[G ^ T o a G
The log-likelihood ratio statistic is appropriate if Robust ML I has been used, 
because apart from maximum likelihood, Robust ML I is the only method for which a
single log-likelihood exists. In this case and under H0, the log-likelihood ratio
s
statstic has a CDjUj distribution, where Ui are independent %2 random variables, 1 < 
i=l
i < s, and coj are the eigenvalues of [G11]-1 [G-1TG“ 1]n .
To avoid having to choose a redescending \|/j to achieve robustness, we may 
estimate 90 using one of the Proposal II methods of Chapters 3 and 4. Suppose the 
estimators are obtained by solving (4.3) -  (4.4) or (4.9) -  (4.10). The change of 
deviance statistic has the same distribution as before except that the i*  element of 
T'je(Zoj), 1 < i < c, is now equal to
(1/2) { ¥ j(zoj)Tw 1/2 Oj1/2v ” 1/2 [ZiZ^lj v - 1/2 q}/2w | /2 Vj(zoj)
- t r [ K 2jV’ l [Z1Z2']j]),
- 1/2with appropriate Wj, Qj, K2j and z0j = VQj Uj(yj -  Xjcx) for appropriate Uj. There
is no single likelihood function and so no corresponding log—likelihood ratio statistic.
A simple procedure for applying the robust change of deviance test concludes 
this section.
Step 1. Estimate otp and 0p by solving (3.2) and (3.4), or (3.5) and (3.7), or (4.3) -  
(4.4), or (4.9) -  (4.10) for suitable values of Q, W and U.
Step 2. For fixed 0p, estimated above, estimate ocr2 by solving
g
t  X ^ Q rjWrjUrjV p^ 2 Vj(Vp‘/2URj(yj -  XRjcXR2)) = 0 
j=l
which corresponds to (4.10) at the reduced model.
Step 3. Calculate the test statistic
2AD = 2 [ ^ j  qRjWRjURjpj(V p /2 URj(yj -  XpjOtR)) 
j=l
-  - 1/2
-  qFjWpjUpjpj(V Fj Upj(yj -  XfjCCr))].
Step 4. Obtain an estimate of the matrices F 
For example, Fa(x is estimated by
Face Fa e 
Fe« Fee and G
Gaa Ga0 'N 
Gea Gee /
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g-' £  x j  QjWjUjV~1/2\|/j(zFj)\t/j(zFj)TVpj1/2 UjXj
j=l
- _l/2where zFj = Vpj Uj(yj -  XFja F).
Step 5. Calculate Taa = GaaGaaFaaG««Gaa + GaaG ^ ¥ aQG^GQa + 
GaeG00FeaG««Gaa + GaeGeeF00GöeG0o,
Step 6. Calculate C0j, 1 < i < s, which are the eigenvalues of the matrix
[G11 H [G  1 TaaG 1 L aaJ L aa aix aa111-
Step 7. The test statistic has the same distribution as ^  cOiUi, where Uj are
i=l
2
independent random variables, 1 < i < s.
5.6. Examples
Consider first the wheat data of Section 1.4.3. An obvious hypothesis to test is 
that there is no significant difference between the six varieties of wheat i.e. to test that 
oti = CX2 = ••• = CX6 = 0. Secondly, consider the species richness data of Section 
1.4.1. Here we test the hypothesis that there is no significant gain in including 
minimum temperature in the model i.e. we test whether 73 = 0.
We fitted the full and reduced models using the the same Huber \|/ and Mallows 
weights as in Chapters 3 and 4. We used the less restrictive version of 2AD at (5.6)
mj
since the p function we chose was pj(zj) = ^  p(zjk) with p(x) being the usual Huber
k=l
p function, with K = 1.34. Tables 5.1 -  5.2 display the test statistics, their 
distributions and the associated critical values for both the hypotheses described above.
For the wheat data, we conclude that there is a significant difference between the 
six varieties of wheat using any of the estimation methods.
For the species richness data, we note first that when the hypothesis is on one 
degree of freedom, then the distribution of 2AD is simply a multiple of a %2 
distribution. Using any estimation method, we conclude that there 73 is significantly 
different from zero, hence minimum temperature should be left in the model. This 
supports the information in Fugure 4.1, where none of the standard error bars for 
estimates of minimum temperature contain zero.
Table 5.1. Wheat data test statistics.
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estimator 2AD approx, distribution p value
m 33.0049 2x 5 < 0.0001
r 28.4536 2x 5 < 0.0001
M l 25.7025 F (1.2, 18.7) < 0.0001
M2 26.1763 F( 1.3, 22.3) < 0.0001
R1 26.8645 F( 1.3, 17.4) < 0.0001
R2 22.8766 F( 1.3, 16.0) < 0.0001
Table 5.2. Species richness data test statistics.
estimator 2AD approx, distribution p value
m 6.4068 2Xi 0 .0114
r 5.7683 2X, 0 .0163
M l 5.3819 0.521 l x 2! 0 .0013
M2 5 .3646 0.5716X 2 0.0022
R1 4 .7443 0.4647X 2 0 .0014
R2 4 .6710 0.5163X 2 0.0026
M 7 .1147 0 .5 9 13x2 0 .0005
RM 6 .4989 0 .5 3 3 6 x 2, 0 .0005
S 2 .7020 0.4135X 2 0.0106
RS 2 .2684 0.3945X 2 0.0165
Legend:
m maximum likelihood M l Robust ML I M Mallows
r REML M2 Robust ML II RM RMallows
R1 Robust REM LI S Schweppe
R2 Robust REML II RS RSchweppe
6. Simulation study 
6.1. The model
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The applicability of the theoretical results of previous chapters to samples of
moderate size is explored in this chapter, using a small simulation study based on 200
replicates involving a two-component model. The model considered consists of a
linear regression for the fixed part and a balanced one-way design (twenty groups,
four observations each) for the random part, resulting in a total of 80 observations.
2
There are g -  1 = 19 degrees of freedom available for estimating Gß and g(m -1) -  1
2
= 59 for estimating g£. The model may be written in matrix form as
y =
A
u)
(Pi ^
U20 j
+  £. ( 6 . 1)
The elements of the vector x were found by taking a random sample of size 80 
from an N(0, 1) distribution then orthogonalising those values so that XTX = 8OI2. 
We then arranged contamination in either or both of the random effect distributions. 
The distribution of the random effects was taken to be of the form (1 -  5)N(0, 1) + 
8N(0, 41) with 8 = 0 or 0.1, producing four possible contaminations (0: 0), (0: 0.1), 
(0.1: 0) and (0.1: 0.1), in increasing order of severity. They correspond to 
uncontaminated data; contamination in the distribution of e, the second component; 
contamination in ß, the first component; and contamination in both components. The 
variance components for these distributions are 1 when 5 = 0 and 0.9 x 1+0.1 x 41 
= 5 when 8 = 0.1.
6.2. Robust estimation
In this part of the simulation study we investigate the effect of contamination in 
the random effects on the performance of various estimation methods. We chose the 
same Huber \\f functions as for the examples in chapters 3 and 4, with k = 1.34 for 
location estimation and k = 2.0 for scale estimation. For the bounded influence 
methods, we used the Mallows weights described in Section 4.3 and we let the 
weighting fraction £ be 0.05. The full model was fitted to data generated from both 
the full model, in which oto = (1, 1)T and 0O = (1, 1)T, and a reduced model for 
which the only change was a 02 = 0. The estimates from data generated from the 
reduced model will be used in Section 6.3 when we apply the change of deviance test. 
The parameters were estimated by ten of the estimation methods considered in this
thesis: maximum likelihood, REML, Robust M L I and II, Robust REML I and II, 
Mallows, RMallows, Schweppe and RSchweppe. Because of the small number of 
fixed effects in our models, this simulation study w ill not highlight the merit o f using 
restricted type estimation methods. On the other hand, because we are using a Huber 
\|/ function, this study w ill highlight the lack of robustness of Robust M L I and 
Robust REML I with a monotone Vj/ function.
In Table 6.1 the number of times out of 200 that the estimation procedures 
converged is recorded. Each entry in the table is for one of ten estimation methods 
and four patterns of contamination, and with data generated from either the fu ll or 
reduced model.
Table 6.1. Number of times convergence was attained when fitting fu ll model.______
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data generated from reduced model data generated from fu ll model
0: 0 0: 0.1
od dd
0: 0 0: 0.1
od
0.1: 0.1
m 200 200 200 200 200 200 200 200
r 200 200 200 200 200 200 200 200
M l 196 195 197 196 200 197 200 200
M2 200 192 196 195 200 200 200 200
R1 200 198 200 199 200 197 200 199
R2 196 192 197 195 200 200 200 200
M 198 197 198 196 200 200 200 200
RM 198 197 198 196 200 200 200 200
S 197 196 195 195 200 200 200 200
RS 197 196 197 195 200 200 200 200
Legend (used throughout this chapter): 
m maximum likelihood M 1 Robust M L I
r REML M2 Robust M L U
R1 Robust REML I 
R2 Robust REML II
M  Mallows 
RM RMallows 
S Schweppe 
RS RSchweppe
-  2 . -  2
Non-convergence usually meant that either Gß —:► °° monotonically, or that Gß
became large and positive then large and negative in the last step of the iterative 
process. Convergence to a negative variance component is not possible because we 
are maximising a likelihood (or solving estimating equations) over the relevant 
parameter space, not over the real line. I f  a particular replicate had not met the 
convergence criterion Ix”ew — I < 0.00001 at 200 iterations, we simply took the
current values of T to be the estimates. This worked well because this criterion is very 
stringent: it was chosen to put the estimators to a hard test. Under Robust REML I,
up to 80 replicates did not settle in 200 iterations. The problem was worst when the 
distribution of e was contaminated. On the other hand, only two replicates amongst all 
the bounded influence methods did not settle. Otherwise, up to 20 replicates out of 
200 failed to settle for any one estimator, concentrated in cases where the distribution 
of 8 was contaminated.
The convergence rates were all very high, with no more than 8 replicates failing 
to converge for any one estimator and pattern of contamination. Most non­
convergence occurred when fitting the full model to data generated from the reduced 
model. This fact could be useful in covariate screening, where non-convergence 
could be interpreted as indicating the fitting of an inappropriate model. Contamination 
in the distribution of e appears to lead to more non-convergence than contamination in 
the distribution of ß. This is the same pattem observed by Stahel and Welsh (1992), 
who were looking at the number of negative estimates obtained from a variety of 
estimation methods.
Figures 6.1 -  6.5 display Q-Q plots of the estimates from some of the 
estimation methods. Only the plots for the restricted maximum likelihood type 
methods are included, as the plots of the associated maximum likelihood type estimates 
are very similar in appearance. Only plots corresponding to fitting the full model to 
data generated from the full model are included, and the horizontal and vertical lines on 
the plots mark the median of the values plotted on each axis.
The distribution of the fixed effect estimates is generally close to normal across 
all patterns of contamination, with very little bias or skewness. When the distribution 
of a random effect is contaminated, the distribution of the estimate of the associated 
variance component is skewed and biased up from the central value of 1: see in any of 
Figures 6.1 -  6.5, row 3 columns 2 and 4, and row 4 columns 3 and 4. Otherwise 
the distribution of the variance components is reasonably close to normal as well. The 
smaller number of degrees of freedom available for estimating Gß means that a y}
distribution on 19 degrees of freedom is a slightly better approximation to the
2
distribution of the estimates of Gß.
The distributions of the estimates can also be summarised by robust analogues of 
bias and MSE based on medians and employed by Stahel and Welsh (1992):
RB = med(x) -  x0 and MD = med(|x -  T0|)
where x0 = 1 for all four parameters in this study. A robust efficiency measure 
relative to REML for an estimator T is
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RMD = MDreml/MDt ,
the ratio of the MD value for REML to the MD for the estimator T. The robust biases
and robust efficiencies relative to REML are displayed in Figure 6.6. The horizontal
lines on the top row are at RB = 0: we would like the points on each plot to lie close
to this line. The horizontal lines on the bottom row are at RMD = 1: we would like
the points on each plot to lie above this line.
The information on biases contained in Figures 6.1 -  6.5 has been arranged in
Figure 6.6 to make comparisons between methods easier. No method shows any
great bias in estimating the fixed effects. When the distribution of a random effect is
contaminated, there is a positive bias in the estimate of the associated variance
component. The bias is largest when maximum likelihood and REML are used, and
smallest when Robust ML II or Mallows are used.
Considering the relative efficiencies, we see that there is a small gain to be made
in estimating the fixed effects robustly, especially when the distribution of e is
contaminated. These gains are more apparent in estimation of the slope than estimation
of the intercept. On the other hand, there are huge efficiency gains to be made in
estimating variance components robustly, especially when a particular random effect is
2 2contaminated. Since the increases are larger when estimating o £ than Gß, it appears
that the number of degrees of freedom is an important factor in determining the size of 
the increase in efficiency. Robust ML II and Mallows show the largest increases in 
efficiency.
Where there is a noticeable difference, the bias of any restricted type method is 
always slightly larger, and the efficiency slightly smaller, than its maximum likelihood 
counterpart. The slightly increased biases are probably the result of the bias in robust 
estimation dominating the bias correction for estimating fixed effects. The lower mean 
square error efficiencies for restricted type methods reflect the results of Harville 
(1977), who noted that in the regression model with small numbers of fixed effects, 
maximum likelihood is more efficient than REML.
Thus based on the bias-efficiency criteria, we would recommend the use of 
Robust ML II or Mallows for estimating the parameters of a mixed linear model. 
These methods display the smallest bias and quite spectacular gains in efficiency in 
certain situations.
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6 .3 . COVARIATE SCREENING
We now present a study of the normal change of deviance statistic given at 
(5.3), and the three special cases of the general change of deviance statistic given at 
(5.6) associated with robust, Mallows and Schweppe estimation. The tests were 
applied at the 5% level and based on 200 replicates. We again investigate the effect of 
contamination in the random effects on various estimation methods with Huber \\f 
functions and Mallows weights.
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As mentioned in the previous section, the true value of a  under the null 
hypothesis was set at (1, 0)T, with the null hypothesis being H0: CX2 = 0, so that 
2AD/co has the same distribution as a variable. The weight co = 1 if maximum
likelihood or REML is used, otherwise co is calculated according to the procedure at 
the end of Section 5.5.2.
In Table 6.2 to follow, Type I is the observed Type I error, which is the 
proportion of positive weighted test statistics calculated when H0 is true that turn out 
to be greater than the 95th percentile of a Xj distribution, namely 3.84. Power is the 
observed unadjusted power, which is the proportion of positive weighted test statistics 
calculated when 012 = 1 that turn out to be greater than the 95th percentile of a % j
distribution. Finally, adj. power is the adjusted power, which is the proportion of 
positive weighted test statistics calculated when ot2 = 1 that turn out to be greater than 
the 95th percentile of the associated test statistics calculated when H0 is true. The 
numbers in brackets are the number of positive test statistics out of 200.
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Table 6.2. Summary statistics for 2AD._________________________________
______  0:0  0 : 0.1 0 . 1:0  0 . 1: 0.1
Type I 
power 
adj. power
r Type I
power 
adj. power
Ml Type I
power 
adj. power
M2 Type I
power 
adj. power
RI Type I
power 
adj. power
R2 Type I
power 
adj. power
M Type I
power 
adj. power
RM Type I
power 
adj. power
S Type I
power 
adj. power
RS Type I
power
____________ adj. power
0.030 (200) 0.090 (200)
1.000 (200) 0.930 (200)
1.000 (200) 0.910 (200)
0.030 (200) 0.085 (200)
1.000 (200) 0.930 (200)
1.000 (200) 0.905 (200)
0.306 (193) 0.063 (190)
0.904 (197) 0.807 (192)
0.157 (197) 0.792 (192)
0.046 (196) 0.057 (192)
1.000 (200) 0.995 (200)
1.000 (200) 0.995 (200)
0.374 (190) 0.145 (186)
0.970 (197) 0.798 (193)
0.838 (197) 0.741 (193)
0.046 (196) 0.062 (192)
0.995 (200) 0.940 (199)
0.950 (200) 0.935 (199)
0.253 (198) 0.462 (197)
1.000 (200) 1.000 (200)
1.000 (200) 1.000 (200)
0.253 (198) 0.462 (197)
1.000 (200) 1.000 (200)
1.000 (200) 0.995 (200)
0.119 (42) 0.226 (53)
1.000 (200) 1.000 (200)
1.000 (200) 0.990 (200)
0.114 (44) 0.218 (55)
1.000 (200) 1.000 (200)
1.000 (200) 0.990 (200)
0.030 (200) 0.100 (200)
1.000 (200) 0.920 (200)
1.000 (200) 0.885 (200)
0.030 (200) 0.101 (199)
1.000 (200) 0.920 (200)
1.000 (200) 0.885 (200)
0.396 (197) 0.125 (184)
0.990 (200) 0.824 (188)
0.135 (200) 0.798 (188)
0.036 (196) 0.082 (195)
1.000 (200) 0.995 (200)
1.000 (200) 0.990 (200)
0.397 (184) 0.122 (172)
0.990 (200) 0.866 (187)
0.125 (200) 0.829 (187)
0.041 (197) 0.082 (195)
1.000 (200) 0.960 (200)
1.000 (200) 0.950 (200)
0.192 (198) 0.362 (196)
1.000 (200) 1.000 (200)
1.000 (200) 0.995 (200)
0.187 (198) 0.378 (196)
1.000 (200) 1.000 (200)
1.000 (200) 0.995 (200)
0.111 (45) 0.231 (52)
1.000 (200) 0.995 (200)
1.000 (200) 0.970 (200)
0.104 (48) 0.204 (54)
1.000 (200) 0.995 (200)
1.000 (200) 0.965 (200)
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In general the adjusted powers are slightly smaller than the unadjusted powers, 
because in general the Type I errors are larger than the ideal value, 0.05.
There are three reasons why the number of positive test statistics is less than 200 
in some cases. Non-convergence when fitting the full model has already been 
mentioned, and it will inevitably mean that no test statistic can be calculated because 
there are no variance components with which to estimate the fixed effect parameters of 
the reduced model. Extra non-convergence when fitting the reduced model only 
occurred once in the entire study. One way to deal with non-convergence in fitting 
the full model would be to fit the reduced model first and let the test statistic be
g
2Z  [Aj(V“]/2 (yj -  XpjCtR)) -  Aj(V"j|j2 (yj -  XFj&F))]. 
j=l
We found that in most cases where the fitting of the full model did not converge, 
initial calculation of ocr and 0r usually converged, but then the calculation of äp often 
failed to converge. This is an indication once again that an inappropriate model has 
been fitted, since most non-convergence when fitting the full model first occurred 
when H0 was indeed true.
Negative values of 2AD were also encountered, but only with Schweppe, 
RSchweppe, Robust REML I and when H0 was true. The problem was worst when 
Schweppe and RSchweppe estimates were used: in these cases up to 75% of the test 
statistics were negative in each pattern of contamination. It appears either that the 
consistency correction was inappropriate, or that the finely-tuned weighting provided 
by the Schweppe methods has impaired the ability of the test to discriminate between 
models when the reduced model is better. Since negative test statistics never occurred 
with Mallows or RMallows, we would suggest refraining from using Schweppe and 
RSchweppe test statistics until more work has been done on alternative consistency 
corrections and how the downweighting of X inside \|/ affects the test statistic. The 
problem of negative 2AD was much less pervasive when Robust REML I was used: in 
this case, about a dozen negative 2AD were found in each pattern of contamination. 
There was also one negative 2AD in REML which was almost certainly due to 
rounding error.
It seems then that a negative 2AD can be taken as an indication to accept the null 
hypothesis, because although we expect the deviance of the reduced model to slightly 
exceed that of the full model, large contributions to the deviance are downweighted by 
the p function. Thus it is quite possible in specific cases that the deviance of the 
reduced model will be smaller than the deviance of the full model. Furthermore, if 
2AD is negative, increasing K simply makes 2AD more negative and as K 2AD 
approaches a limit that corresponds to the non-robust change of deviance test statistic. 
As K —> 0, both the two sums that make up 2AD and 2AD itself approach zero.
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Finally, at k = 0, all three quantities are zero. Rather than letting k = 0, we could use 
a "most robust" version of 2AD involving medians, which may avoid the phenomenon 
of negative test statistics entirely.
Negative weights were also observed: once in Robust REML II and in up to 
about a dozen replicates out of 200 with Robust ML I and Robust REML I. The 
problem arose both when H0 was true and when 0C2 = 1, and was concentrated in 
cases where the data was contaminated in both ß and e. This is another manifestation 
of the problems encountered when using Proposal I methods with a monotone Vj/ 
function. If we treat all cases of non-convergence, negative 2AD and negative co as 
an indication to accept the null hypothesis, then the only major changes in Table 6.2 
are that all figures in brackets become 200, and Schweppe and RSchweppe behave 
more like Robust ML II and Robust REML II respectively.
In order to draw comparisons more easily, we have plotted the observed Type I 
errors and adjusted powers for all methods except Schweppe and RSchweppe in 
Figure 6.7. It is clear from the plot of the Type I errors that the estimation methods 
behave similarly within the pairs maximum likelihood and REML, Robust ML I and 
Robust REML I and so on: in other words, the bias correction makes only a small 
impact when the number of fixed effects is small. Maximum likelihood, REML, 
Robust ML II and Robust REML II showed Type I error slightly more than the ideal 
value when the distribution of £ was contaminated, and slightly less than the ideal 
value under no contamination or contamination of the distribution of ß only. Mallows 
and RMallows followed the same pattern but with Type I errors much further from the 
ideal value. The observed Type I errors for Robust ML I and Robust REML I were 
also much further from the ideal value and the pattern of change over the four types of 
contamination was reversed. In the plot of the adjusted powers we see Robust ML I 
and Robust REML I display low power, especially when there is no contamination, or 
contamination in ß only. The power of maximum likelihood, REML and Robust 
REML II drops somewhat when the distribution of £ is contaminated. The other 
methods -  Robust ML n, Mallows and RMallows -  display high power across all 
patterns of contamination.
Q—Q plots of the valid values of the test statistics under the null hypothesis
2 . . . against the quantiles of a distribution are shown in Figure 6.8a -  b. The vertical
axes have been fixed in each row, and we see that the bulk of the test statistics do
indeed appear to follow a distribution. There is however one very large value of
the test statistic under each of Robust ML I and Robust REML I (Fig 6.8a row 3 and
Fig 6.8b row 1) which dominates the appearance of all the graphs in these rows.
Also, use of the Mallows methods has resulted in the test statistics having a slightly
2longer left tail than would be expected of a variable. This shows up in the slightly
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curved line of points at the bottom left of the Q-Q plots for Mallows and RMallows 
(Fig. 6.8b rows 3 -  4).
In conclusion, these computations of the test statistic 2AD confirm that it is 
fulfilling a useful role as a test statistic in both its non-robust and robust forms. The 
first impression of the non-robust test statistic was surprisingly good under all 
patterns of contamination, but the large biases in the estimates mean that the tests may 
not be addressing the right question. The tests based on Robust ML I and Robust 
REML I did not perform well, doubtless because of the fact that a monotone \\/ 
function was used so that z\|/(z) was not bounded. The tests based on Robust ML II 
and Robust REML II performed reasonably well in most situations. The tests based 
on Mallows and RMallows also performed well, and the somewhat inflated observed 
Type I errors may simply be the price paid for using an estimator that downweights 
rows of X when there are no obvious outliers in X.
6 .4 . EMPIRICAL INFLUENCE FUNCTIONS
The influence function concept has been used in Chapters 3 and 4 where we 
concentrated on robust methods that bound the influence of outlying observations. 
The influence function of an estimator is defined as a measure of the effect on the size 
of the estimator of an infinitesimal amount of contamination: see Hampel et al. (1986, 
sec. 1.3d). The influence function can also be thought of as the derivative of the 
likelihood function, or a scaled version of the estimating equation for a particular
estimator. For instance, Hampel et al. (1986, p. 101) show that the influence function
g
of an estimator that is the solution of ^  ^(yj, x) = 0 is IF(y) = G-lvF, using the
j=l
notation of previous chapters. If 'F is bounded and G is in accordance with the 
conditions of Section 2.2, G-lvF will also be bounded. On the other hand, the 
influence function of the mean when estimating location alone is IF(y) = y (see 
Hampel et al. (1986, p.89), noting that G = 1.) Clearly this influence function is 
unbounded.
The empirical influence function is a finite sample version of the influence 
function defined above and is constructed simply by replacing one observation by 
arbitrary values and plotting the resulting values of the parameter estimates: see 
Hampel et al. (1986, p.93). We will concentrate on Robust REML I and II and we 
will investigate the amount of perturbation and the value of k required to achieve 
bounded empirical influence functions.
For the data we chose one realisation of (6.1) but with only the intercept as a 
fixed effect. An interesting feature of this model is that the REML estimate of the 
fixed effect is the mean, y, which is independent of the value of the variance 
components. The true value of all the parameters was set at 1.0, as before. We
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present here the results from perturbing one group by 2, 4, 20, since perturbing
one group is equivalent to perturbing one independent vector of observations, which 
seems to be a natural generalisation of the definition of the empirical influence function 
for independent observations.
Figure 6.9 shows the twelve \\f functions we investigated. They were the Huber 
\|/ function
with k = 4.0, 4.5, ..., 6.5. These values were chosen because common values of k 
such as K = 1.34 and 2.0 with the Huber \|/ and K = 4.0 with the Tukey V|/ are within 
these ranges of k. It is also clear from Figure 6.9 that these ranges of k lead to 
comparable maximum values of \\f.
The empirical influence function for each parameter is plotted in Figures 6.10a -  
c. Each line is simply a plot of the parameter estimates against the size of the 
perturbation. The numbers listed after each line are the values of K for each estimator. 
For all three parameters, the influence functions for Robust REML I with a Huber \|/ 
function are not bounded, because z\|/(z) is not bounded. On the other hand, the 
functions for Gß and a  with k < °o never climb as high as those for REML.
The vertical axes are not fixed from parameter to parameter, so it becomes clear 
in Figure 6.10a that g£ barely moves. This is hardly surprising given that the
contamination is in the distribution of ß, not e, and while one group of observations is 
perturbed there is no change in the relationships between observations within groups. 
All methods and choices of K display bounded influence (except Robust REML I with 
Huber \|/, as mentioned before), and the empirical influence function for REML is 
constant. This again reflects the fact that the relationship between the observations and 
their group means never alters.
-  2If we compare the vertical axes in Figures 6.10b — c, we see that Gß increases 
much more quickly than a. Thus most of the effect of outlying observations is 
channelled into estimation of Gß, leaving ä  surprisingly robust to large variance
component estimates. This does make sense if we consider for a moment the 
weighted least squares estimate of a, which is (XTV^X^X^NMy. If V = g2I, the 
two G2 cancel and do not affect the size of a. For variance matrices with more 
complex structure or when using robust weighted least squares, it is still possible that
with k = 1.0, 1.2, ..., 2.0; and the Tukey \j/ function 
_ J Z0  - ( z / K)2)2 |z| < k
0 Z > K
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some degree of cancellation occurs between the two V-1, leading to some degree of
robustness against extreme values of the variance component estimates.
Ä 2There is a clear ordering of the values of k in the plots for Gß and a. The
larger K is, the higher the influence function climbs before redescending or levelling
off. As K —» oo, corresponding to REML estimation, the influence function becomes
2
unbounded. On the other hand, the ordering in the estimates of g£ is less clear, which
is probably due to no contamination in the distribution of e.
2
Only one estimator of Gß and a  (apart from Robust REML I with Huber \\f) has
an unbounded influence function on this range of perturbation, namely Robust REML 
II with a Huber \\f function with k = 2.0. It may be that the breakdown point of the 
estimator is passed and we cannot expect to see bounded empirical influence functions. 
The breakdown point of an estimator is defined (loosely) as the smallest fraction of the 
data one may move to arbitrary values and have the estimator take on arbitrary values 
as well. Huber (1981, sec. 6.6) calculates the breakdown point of Proposal 2 
estimators in the regression model using a Huber \\f function. The breakdown point 
depends on K, and for k = 2.0 the breakdown point is 0.187. There are 20 
independent groups in this simulated data set, and 0.187 * 20 = 3.74. Thus we 
would expect to be able to perturb up to four groups and still have bounded empirical 
influence functions, yet we perturbed only one group and still observed unbounded 
empirical influence functions for Gß and a. It is possible that the breakdown point is
less than 0.187 because the individual observations are not independent.
Balance in the data is a crucial factor in determining bounded influence. We
repeated this study of empirical influence functions with an unbalanced data set with
10 groups of 4 and 5 groups of 8, making 80 observations in total. There was little
2change in the empirical influence functions for a £ with the unbalanced data, but several
2of the empirical influence functions for Gß and a  that were bounded with balanced
data were no longer bounded with unbalanced data. For example, Robust REML II 
with Huber \\f and K > 1.6 displayed unbounded empirical influence, similarly Robust 
REML II with Tukey \|/ and k > 5.0, and Robust REML II with Tukey \j/ and K = 
6.5. Multiple solutions were not a cause of this apparent unboundedness, because we 
tried a variety of starting points and obtained the same results.
In conclusion it appears that, in most situations, Robust REML I and II have 
bounded empirical influence functions where we would expect them to. Balanced data 
appears to be important in achieving bounded influence, but it is not clear from this 
study why this is the case. Perhaps k should be somewhat smaller when analysing 
mixed models compared to linear regression models, in order to ensure bounded 
influence. However, whether the robust estimators display bounded influence or not,
the excellent bias and efficiency properties they display in Section 6.1 confirm their 
usefulness and their superiority over non-robust methods when data contains outliers.
Another interesting issue that can be investigated with the parameter estimates 
calculated here is how the choice of K and the amount of perturbation affects the 
standard errors of the estimates. In Figures 6.11a -  g the empirical influence 
functions for the various estimators and choices of K have been separated and plotted 
as points with bars of length (2 * standard error) on either side. The axes are not 
fixed. The title of each plot gives the estimator (Robust REML I or II), \j/ function 
(Huber or Tukey), k  (1.0, ..., 2.0, 4.0, ..., 6.5) and parameter.
Firstly, in Figure 6.11a the REML estimates and standard errors are displayed.
2 • 2 The estimate of g£ is constant, as is its standard error. As the estimates of Gß and a
increase, so do their standard errors, which is probably due in large part to the fact 
that the standard errors are estimated and depend on the parameters. A similar pattem 
of behaviour occurs in Figures 6.11b -  d for the other estimates with unbounded 
influence, namely all the Robust REML I estimates with Huber y, and Robust REML 
II with Huber \j/ and K = 2.0.
For Robust REML II and Huber \|/, the standard error of all three parameters 
increases as the estimate increases. Even when bounded influence takes effect and the 
estimate stabilises, the standard error continues to grow as the amount of perturbation
grows. In Figures 6.lie  -  g we see a slightly different pattern of behaviour when a
-  2Tukey \j/ function is used. The standard error of g£ remains nearly constant, while the
standard errors of Gß and a  increase as the estimate and the amount of perturbation
increase. But when bounded influence takes effect and the estimate reduces and 
stabilises, so does the standard error. The reduction can be quite dramatic, as in 
Figure 6.1 If for Robust REML II with k  = 5.5.
In practical terms this suggests that if a robustness and small standard errors are 
both desirable, then a redescending \\f function should be used, especially if the 
outlying observations are extreme.
6 .5 . OUTLIERS IN X
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In this section, we investigate issues surrounding bounded influence estimation 
when there are outliers in X. The simulated data we chose to examine appears in 
Figure 6.12a: it is one of the simulated data sets from Section 6.1, with contamination 
in the distribution of ß only. Each observation is plotted with a number identifying 
which group it is in, from 1 to 20. Outlying groups numbered 8 and 13 are clearly 
visible.
To generate outliers in the X matrix of Section 6.1, we moved some of the 
values of x, after the y values have been generated. This has the effect of moving
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some y values so that they no longer lie close to the basic regression line in the model. 
This is similar to the approach of de Jongh et al. (1988), who created outliers in X in 
a linear regression model by adding 10 or 100 to points on the edge of the 
independent-variable space. We chose to add 2, 4, ..., 10 to the 5% of x values 
closest to zero, to create various sets of outliers in X. The outliers become more and 
more visible in Figures 6.12b -  f. Contamination in X of this kind is a fundamental 
problem because the outlying X values have almost certainly induced outliers in either 
or both of the random effect distributions. An interesting situation arises here in group 
8, where two of the points are affected by outliers in X as well as outliers in ß.
To downweight rows of X, we implemented three of the four schemes described 
in Section 4.3. With Mallows weights, although £ = 0.15 for the examples in Chapter 
4, we let £ = 0.05 in this chapter in order to downweight only those 5% of X values 
that we knew to be very large. Of course, the symmetric nature of these weights 
meant that the smallest 5% of X values were also downweighted. Thus 8 of the 80 
rows of X received a weight less than 1. For the X matrix generated in Section 6.1, 
these weights range from 0.64 to 0.95. When 10 is added to 5% of the X values, the 
8 weights less than 1 range from 0.21 to 0.95.
Weights based on Huber's \|/ function do not downweight a fixed proportion of 
elements of xj, but like Mallows weights they are chosen in advance and are not 
updated at every iteration. For the X matrix generated in Section 6.1, the Huber 
weights with K = 1.34 downweight 12 of the 80 rows of X by between 0.60 and 
0.99. When 10 is added to 5% of the X values, there are 13 weights less than 1, 
ranging from 0.16 to 0.96.
On the other hand, the hat matrix weights are recalculated at each iteration. It 
has already been noted that in the previous section that there is a surprising amount of 
stability in the hat matrix X(XTV - lX)- lXTV~l for quite a large range of values of 0. 
Thus the hat weights do not change a great deal at each iteration and we can get a 
good idea of their value by calculating hat weights with 0oi = 0o2 = 1 (the true 
values). Then the hat weights all lie between 0.96 and 0.99. When 10 is added to 
5% of the X values, the hat weights all lie between 0.88 and 0.99, in which case 
outlying elements of X barely move towards the bulk of the values.
The behaviour of the three kinds of weights for the X matrix with no 
contamination, and contamination of 10, is shown in Figure 6.13. Using Huber or 
Mallows weights results in an X matrix with no outliers, and we would expect that in 
the long run bounded influence methods with these weights would behave much like 
bounded influence methods when there are no outliers in X: see Table 6.1. On the 
other hand, we would expect bounded influence methods with hat matrix weights to 
behave much like Robust ML II with outliers in X, since the downweighting in X is 
negligible.
To test these assertions, we concentrated on what could be termed the simplest 
bounded influence estimation method, namely Mallows. We used Huber \\f functions 
with k = 1.34 for location and 2.0 for scale, and a Tukey \j/ function with k = 4.0 for 
both location and scale, so that we could compare results here with Sections 6.1 and 
6.3. If convergence was attained, a "yes" is recorded in Table 6.3, otherwise a "no" 
is recorded.
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Table 6.3. Convergence for Mallows estimation with different X, y  and w.
Hat
Huber \j/ 
Huber Mallows Hat
Tukey \\f 
Huber Mallows
moved 0 yes yes yes yes yes yes
moved 2 yes yes yes yes yes yes
moved 4 yes no yes yes yes yes
moved 6 yes no no yes yes yes
moved 8 yes no no yes no no
moved 10 yes no no yes no no
The choice of \\f function does not greatly affect convergence. While we expect 
Mallows estimation with Huber or Mallows weights to behave as if there were no 
outliers in X, the severity of the outliers is quite important as there are non- 
convergence problems associated only with severe contamination in X. It appears that 
too extreme outliers in X results in too much downweighting from these two 
weighting schemes, leading to inliers (see Figure 6.13), instability and non­
convergence. Furthermore, the fact that the observations in group 8 are split up is not 
influencing the convergence, because if four observations in different groups are made 
outliers in X, the same pattern of convergence is seen.
It is possible that the choice of algorithm for solution of the estimating equations 
for 0 causes part of the non-convergence problem. The version of the successive 
approximations algorithm for one variance component in the linear regression model 
has been widely used for a long time with few problems: see Huber (1981, p.147) for 
a presentation of this algorithm. But Gerald and Wheatley (1970, sec. 1.5) show for 
the simple equation x2 -  2x -  3 = 0, that different rearrangements of the function into 
the form x = g(x) lead to monotonic convergence to one of the roots, oscillatory 
convergence to the other root and divergence. They also give conditions on the 
convergence of the algorithm, namely that near the root, g(x) and g'(x) are continuous 
and |g'(x)| < 1. These are sufficient conditions only, which means in particular that if 
|g'(x)| > 1 it will not always be the case that x = g(x) will diverge. Thus these 
conditions will not be very useful in determining whether a particular rearrangement of 
the estimating equations will lead to a convergent algorithm.
As explained in Section 3.5, we chose a very natural rearrangement of the 
estimating equations for 0, that is also a generalisation of a common algorithm for 
estimating the variance in a linear regression model. Another simple rearrangement 
could be based on the fact that for the balanced data set considered here the traces take 
a simple form. From (4.5) we have that the relevant traces for Mallows estimation are
n
tr[K2jVj"'[ZiZ^]j] = k2/(82 + m6,) X, w(x,)
1=1
and
n
tr[K2j v r ' [ z 2z^]j] = k2(e2 + (m - i)e ,) /(e 2(e2 + m e,)) £  w(*i)
i=l
which in turn means that the Mallows estimating equations for 0j and 02 may be 
rearranged as
1/(02 + m0i) =
( X  Vj(V“ ' /2 (yj -  Xja))TW j/2 VT1/2[Z\tJ ]jV-1/2w / 2 x 
j=i
n
Vj(V['/2(yj -  Xj«)))/k2 X  w(x,)
i=l
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and
ce2 + (m-i)e,)/(e2(e2 + me,» =
{X Vj(v / /2 (yj -  X ja))T w '/2 v r 1/2[Z iz5 jV [1/2w / 2 x 
j=i
n
Vj(Vj"1/2(yj -  Xja)))/k2 X  w(x,).
i=l
The method of successive approximations is then be applied to these two expressions, 
and the resulting solutions inverted to find estimates of 0. However with the 
simulated data set we did not obtain any different results from this parameterisation.
The method of successive approximations is also a rather slow algorithm in 
certain cases. We can highlight this by choosing contamination of 10 in X, Mallows 
weights, and then using the device of fixing 0 at the true values and estimating a, and 
vice versa. The Newton-Raphson algorithm for a  converged in three iterations. The 
successive approximations method for 02 converged to five decimal places in 30 
iterations. The same method for 0i converged to two decimal places in 37 iterations, 
but had not settled in the third decimal place by 200 iterations. Since in Section 6.1
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non-convergence of this type tended to be associated with contamination in e, it 
appeares that the outliers in X have induced outliers in e, leading to estimates that are 
very slow to settle. On the other hand, estimating a  and 0 simultaneously leads to 
divergent estimates of 0j.
Special devices may assist in achieving convergence, such as a simple check that 
the score function really is approaching zero at each step, and a reduction in the size of 
the step if it is not. In the regression model, Rivest (1988) proposed an algorithm for 
o2 that not only exploits the special nature of Huber's \|/ function, but also contains a 
reduction in step size if the denominator of the formula is approaching zero. Such an 
approach could be adapted to the mixed linear model, but may require very careful 
definition of \\r. Carroll and Ruppert (1982) also employed a method that prevents the 
parameter estimates becoming impossibly large or small. They simply restricted the 
range of the estimates, which they found always produced a solution within the chosen 
range of values.
It might also be possible to avoid the problem of non-convergence by turning to 
one-step estimators, that is, performing only one iteration of the estimation process. 
Hampel et al. (1986, p.106) note that if \|/ is odd and the underlying distribution of the 
observations is symmetric, then one-step estimators have almost exactly the same 
properties as the associated fully-iterated estimators. An important consideration with 
one-step estimators is the choice of starting values: very robust starting points are 
needed. For the simple location-scale model, the median and the scaled MAD are 
suitable starting values for location and scale respectively. For the regression model 
with possible outliers in X, Hampel et al. (1986, p.330) suggest starting at the least 
median of squares solution. More work is required on finding suitable starting points 
in mixed linear models, with or without outliers in X, and in this simulation study we 
chose the simple route of starting at the true value in all cases. Where divergence 
occurred, starting further from the true value simply caused divergence in fewer 
iterations.
Reparameterisations of the mixed model have already been discussed in Chapter 
3, and a reparameterisation of the model may result in better convergence. The 
parameterisation in terms of y, mentioned in Section 3.3, is not helpful as the Mallows 
estimating equations for yx still look like
(1 /2 )£  Vj(v j"'/2 (yj -  Xjö))TWj/2 V-1/2[ZiZir]jV-1/2Wj1/2Vj(V-1/2(yj -  XjCO) 
j=l
-  tr[K2jV“' [ZjZ l^j] = 0.
On the other hand, with a balanced two-component model such as (6.1), a
2 2 2parameterisation in terms of y\ = Gg + m<7ß and y i  -  a  £ can be contemplated. If we
I l l
let Gi = m_1ZZT and G = In -  m-1ZZT, then this parameterisation has the very 
elegant properties given below:
2
v = X rA,
i=l
V"‘ = X ^ 'G i ,
i=l
V -'/2 = X  Yj1/2 Gi-
i=l
The estimating equation for Mallows estimation of % 1 < i < c, is then
g
a /2 ) X  ¥j(V_1/2(yj -  Xja))TwJ/2 V-i/2GijV~1/2 Wj1/2Vj(V‘ 1/2(yj -  Xja)) 
j=l
-  tr[K2jV“ lG,J] = 0.
With the simulated data studied here, this parameterisation displayed the same 
convergence pattern as in Table 6.3 and where convergence was attained, the 
parameter estimates were the same in both cases.
In all of the above we are using the parameterisation of V to help reduce the 
number of elements of V needing to be estimated. If we ignored the structure of V, 
the estimation problem becomes the more general one of robust covariance estimation. 
For an introduction to robust covariance estimation, see Huber (1981, ch. 8) and 
Hampel et al. (1986, ch. 5) to name just two. Such an approach may be an 
unnecessary complication in estimation in mixed linear models, but the experiences 
others have had in dealing with instability and slow convergence in algorithms for 
robust covariance estimation could be helpful here. For instance, in both the above 
references, V- !/2 is taken to be lower triangular, which may lead to more stable 
estimates of the parameters than the additive structure of V-1/2 that we have used and 
explained in Appendix 2. Fortran programs are already available for robust covariance 
estimation: see Marazzi (1992, ch. 8).
6.6. CONCLUSION
Open problems still exist in estimation in mixed linear models. A larger 
simulation study should be able to confirm and extend the insights gained in this 
chapter. The development of generalised linear mixed models is currently an active
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area of research, and there are contributions to be made in robust theory for this very 
rich class of models. Diagnostics for mixed linear models is another area not covered 
in this thesis. The connections between the estimators proposed here and concepts 
such as breakdown point also remain largely unexplored. It would be interesting too 
to explore whether the results of this thesis apply equally well to different variance 
structures, such as the serial correlation structure of repeated measures models in 
experimental design and dynamic models in econometrics. Efficient computer 
algorithms for the computation of robust estimates would help as well, making these 
new estimators more accessible to practitioners.
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Table Al . l .  Species richness data: Neave (1993).
domain aspect floristicsl floristics2 min. temp. richness
1 N-facing 0.328 0.0497 -1.82 21
1 S-facing 0.538 0.0000 -1.92 18
1 ridge 0.571 0.2174 -2.28 20
2 N-facing 0.578 1.4841 -0.20 18
2 S-facing 0.190 1.1575 -0.06 16
2 ridge 0.740 1.3686 -0.82 14
3 N-facing 0.985 1.5587 0.49 17
3 S-facing 0.671 1.5924 0.75 16
3 ridge 0.721 1.6736 -0.06 15
4 N-facing 0.312 0.3454 -2.80 12
4 N-facing 0.120 0.2643 -2.74 11
4 S-facing 0.023 0.3833 -2.68 13
4 S-facing 0.030 0.3621 -2.43 11
4 ridge 0.218 0.3825 -2.91 10
4 ridge 0.289 0.1925 -2.91 5
5 N-facing 0.670 0.9388 -2.10 23
5 N-facing 0.610 0.6655 -2.22 18
5 S-facing 0.583 0.4669 -2.11 15
5 S-facing 0.579 0.5363 -2.05 17
5 ridge 0.835 0.6978 -2.16 12
5 ridge 0.840 0.5427 -2.16 11
6 N-facing 1.185 0.6682 3.09 20
6 N-facing 0.964 0.6773 3.09 15
6 S-facing 0.328 1.1275 2.96 14
6 S-facing 0.296 0.7916 2.84 18
6 ridge 1.138 0.5850 2.97 14
6 ridge 1.102 0.7151 2.96 13
7 N-facing 1.011 1.1501 2.72 15
7 N-facing 1.207 1.0413 2.84 14
7 S-facing 0.995 1.0976 2.78 17
7 S-facing 1.001 1.1375 2.96 15
7 ridge 1.251 1.0851 2.02 12
7 ridge 1.297 1.1167 2.02 11
8 N-facing 0.911 1.3699 3.01 20
8 N-facing 0.725 1.1864 3.01 17
8 S-facing 0.359 1.4370 3.19 23
8 S-facing 0.550 1.2864 3.07 24
8 ridge 1.191 0.9848 2.83 13
8 ridge 1.111 1.2237 2.83 16
9 N-facing 0.522 1.2646 3.75 21
9 N-facing 0.481 1.2521 3.87 18
9 S-facing 0.545 1.0019 3.64 15
9 S-facing 0.385 1.3557 3.64 16
9 ridge 0.749 1.3046 3.88 14
9 ridge 0.723 1.3478 3.88 17
10 N-facing 1.724 1.3942 6.04 29
10
10
10
10
10
11
11
1 1
1 1
1 1
1 1
12
12
12
12
12
12
13
13
13
13
13
13
14
14
14
14
14
14
15
15
15
15
15
15
16
16
16
16
16
16
17
17
17
17
17
17
18
18
18
18
18
21
21
18
13
13
10
9
10
7
1 1
12
21
25
15
20
7
11
20
24
19
24
18
16
8
15
14
19
8
11
16
16
13
11
8
7
15
16
13
10
13
19
20
14
19
14
17
17
21
23
21
N-facing 1.498
S-facing 1.302
S-facing 1.234
ridge 2.022
ridge 2.133
N-facing 1.640
N-facing 1.926
S-facing 2.185
S-facing 2.390
ridge 1.760
ridge 1.632
N-facing 1.546
N-facing 1.929
S-facing 0.872
S-facing 0.872
ridge 1.990
ridge 1.914
N-facing 1.614
N-facing 1.768
S-facing 1.293
S-facing 1.149
ridge 1.934
ridge 1.987
N-facing 0.341
N-facing 0.528
S-facing 0.000
S-facing 0.068
ridge 0.241
ridge 0.366
N-facing 0.733
N-facing 0.521
S-facing 0.229
S-facing 0.373
ridge 0.980
ridge 1.043
N-facing 1.361
N-facing 1.296
S-facing 1.332
S-facing 1.292
ridge 1.612
ridge 1.273
N-facing 1.120
N-facing 1.089
S-facing 1.249
S-facing 1.333
ridge 0.799
ridge 0.836
N-facing 0.560
N-facing 0.792
S-facing 0.799
S-facing 0.853
ridge 1.282
0.7153 6.05
0.3068 6.09
0.6679 6.10
0.3863 6.01
0.4811 6.01
0.4478 5.71
0.6847 5.64
0.2950 5.70
0.5366 5.64
0.7338 5.57
0.3919 5.65
0.7636 6.20
0.5731 6.19
0.9094 6.20
0.7479 6.21
0.3758 6.19
0.4116 6.16
0.3910 6.04
0.3957 6.09
0.6468 6.01
0.8891 6.04
0.7080 5.95
0.4082 5.95
0.0381 -2.24
0.0195 -2.26
0.3886 -3.09
0.4362 -3.10
0.3319 -2.90
0.2209 -2.97
0.7419 -2.89
0.5928 -2.89
0.4058 -2.76
0.5054 -2.81
0.7143 -2.89
0.6142 -2.85
0.9304 1.00
0.9953 1.09
0.6752 0.90
0.8837 1.09
0.9556 1.09
1.0729 1.19
1.0819 1.19
0.9868 1.19
0.8414 1.19
0.6573 1.29
1.1028 1.34
0.9565 1.43
1.5402 2.78
1.1627 2.78
1.0997 3.13
1.1131 3.49
0.8557 2.66
18
19
19
19
19
19
19
20
20
20
20
20
20
21
21
21
21
21
21
22
22
22
22
22
22
23
23
23
23
23
23
14
18
21
14
14
16
13
11
14
22
12
17
15
12
15
16
14
12
15
10
10
13
9
14
16
14
21
22
31
6
8
ridge 1.231
N-facing 0.801
N-facing 0.714
S-facmg 0.968
S-facing 0.977
ridge 0.840
ridge 0.651
N-facing 2.116
N-facing 2.133
S-facing 1.664
S-facing 1.427
ridge 2.133
ridge 2.122
N-facing 1.500
N-facing 1.578
S-facing 1.470
S-facing 1.534
ridge 1.628
ridge 1.369
N-facing 1.711
N-facing 1.726
S-facing 1.889
S-facing 1.877
ridge 1.839
ridge 1.961
N-facing 0.527
N-facing 0.603
S-facing 1.069
S-facing 0.675
ridge 1.464
ridge 1.578
1.2181 2.66
0.8350 1.01
1.0065 1.39
1.2482 1.10
1.0891 1.00
1.0887 2.14
1.1984 2.03
0.6597 5.33
0.7444 5.32
0.5815 5.56
0.4614 5.56
0.6649 5.34
0.6400 5.34
0.8798 4.96
0.9838 4.96
0.9449 5.38
0.8897 5.38
1.0265 4.98
1.2782 4.97
0.9835 6.24
0.4726 6.20
0.3656 6.20
0.8328 6.20
0.8305 6.16
0.8788 6.16
0.9736 6.57
0.8529 6.58
1.4968 6.43
1.4023 6.43
1.3790 5.87
1.3037 5.86
5
2
2
S
2
2
S
S
2
2
S
S
2
2
S
2
2
2
S
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ind .
1
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10 
11  
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20 
21 
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
popn . disease Al  A2 A3 B1 B2 B3 NO
A C 0.00
A C 0.05
A C 0.10
A C 0.00
A C 0.09
A C 0.07
A C 0.04
A C 0.10
A C 0.05
A  C 0.00
A  C 0.04
A C 0.04
A C 0.00
A  C 0.00
A C 0.09
A C 0.00
A C 0.00
A C 0.04
IC C 0.13
IC C 0.09
IC C 0.27
IC C 0.07
IC  C 0.27
IC C 0.09
IC  C 0.20
IC C 0.14
IC C 0.34
IC C 0.37
IC  C 0.25
C 0.29
C 0.21
C 0.19
C 0.13
C 0.17
C 0.29
C 0.12
C 0.07
C 0.14
C 0.34
D 0.38
D  1.01
D 0.66
D 0.64
D 0.28
D  0.08
D 0.04
D  0.00
D 0.79
0.00 0.00 0.00
0.10 0.00 0.17
0.23 0.03 0.23
0.09 0.00 0.14
0.17 0.00 0.19
0.17 0.00 0.12
0.09 0.00 0.11
0.16 0.00 0.28
0.15 0.00 0.21
0.04 0.00 0.07
0.10 0.00 0.10
0.10 0.00 0.07
0.00 0.00 0.00
0.12 0.00 0.10
0.14 0.00 0.16
0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00 0.00
0.08 0.00 0.10
0.31 0.00 0.05
0.25 0.02 0.10
0.64 0.08 0.19
0.19 0.00 0.07
0.63 0.05 0.17
0.20 0.00 0.11
0.29 0.00 0.00
0.34 0.00 0.27
0.80 0.11 0.77
0.90 0.12 0.70
0.59 0.10 0.27
0.65 0.05 0.23
0.46 0.02 0.19
0.44 0.03 0.32
0.33 0.02 0.10
0.44 0.03 0.12
0.67 0.06 0.21
0.28 0.03 0.08
0.23 0.00 0.14
0.33 0.00 0.05
0.76 0.07 0.36
0.93 0.08 0.29
4.82 0.20 0.37
1.60 0.12 0.90
1.62 0.15 0.89
0.66 0.05 0.34
0.16 0.00 0.08
0.18 0.00 0.30
0.00 0.00 0.00
1.77 0.13 1.25
0.09 0.00 0.05
0.35 0.00 0.13
0.49 0.17 0.59
0.26 0.14 0.10
0.34 0.16 0.36
0.28 0.12 0.17
0.20 0.08 0.15
0.54 0.21 0.17
0.46 0.16 0.25
0.17 0.08 0.04
0.24 0.10 0.12
0.12 0.05 0.17
0.11 0.00 0.05
0.17 0.04 0.35
0.30 0.10 0.26
0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00 0.00
0.23 0.09 0.11
0.08 0.00 0.17
0.22 0.08 0.47
0.41 0.17 0.90
0.07 0.00 0.04
0.31 0.14 1.22
0.25 0.09 0.07
0.43 0.16 0.56
0.60 0.21 0.41
1.61 0.60 1.88
1.31 0.57 3.16
0.49 0.20 4.82
0.33 0.18 2.69
0.34 0.14 2.23
0.58 0.25 1.73
0.19 0.09 0.23
0.26 0.11 0.33
0.46 0.15 0.73
0.19 0.07 0.13
0.33 0.14 0.07
0.07 0.10 0.28
0.66 0.26 2.27
0.75 0.25 0.28
0.79 0.30 3.10
2.01 0.74 1.93
1.97 0.74 1.97
0.75 0.43 0.90
0.13 0.05 0.48
0.68 0.25 0.03
0.00 0.00 0.00
2.30 0.92 4.85
1N O
- 1.90
- 1.47
- 0.37
- 1.61
- 0.78
- 1.31
- 1.39
- 1.31
- 1.05
- 1.97
- 1.51
- 1.31
- 1.90
- 0.80
- 1.02
- 2.30
- 2.30
- 1.56
- 1.31
- 0.56
0.00
- 1.97
0.28
- 1.77
- 0.42
- 0.67
0.68
1.18
1.59 
1.03 
0.85 
0.60 
- 1.11 
- 0.84 
- 0.19 
- 1.47 
- 1.77 
- 0.97 
0.86 
- 0.97 
1.16 
0.71 
0.73 
0.00 
- 0.54 
- 2.04 
- 2.30
1.60
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S
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S
S
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D 0.3 0.56 0.03 0.30 0.46 0.20 3.05 1.15
D 0.67 1.64 0.16 0.16 0.33 0.13 1.18 0.25
D 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 - 2.30
D 0.61 1.52 0.15 0.10 0.10 0.05 2.95 1.12
D 0.36 0.90 0.07 0.52 1.29 0.44 0.61 - 0.34
D 0.28 0.62 0.03 0.72 1.38 0.39 1.48 0.46
D 0.26 0.62 0.07 0.72 1.38 0.56 1.54 0.49
D 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 - 2.30
D 0.33 0.80 0.08 0.70 1.70 0.57 0.39 - 0.71
D 0.53 1.23 0.08 0.20 0.23 0.16 2.75 1.05
D 0.63 1.26 0.11 0.11 0.06 0.00 4.02 1.42
D 0.36 1.00 0.07 0.05 0.10 0.05 0.21 - 1.17
D 0.85 2.10 0.20 1.15 2.52 0.92 3.70 1.34
D 0.59 0.76 0.10 0.64 1.03 0.49 3.59 1.31
D 0.33 0.61 0.08 0.37 0.49 0.25 2.21 0.84
D 0.33 0.92 0.10 0.46 1.20 0.52 0.52 - 0.48
D 0.30 0.72 0.05 0.79 2.00 0.69 0.19 - 1.24
D 0.14 0.41 0.04 0.06 0.14 0.06 0.09 - 1.66
D 0.39 0.98 0.10 0.56 1.18 0.46 1.69 0.58
D 0.07 0.17 0.00 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.00 - 2.30
D 0.33 0.86 0.09 0.68 1.62 0.61 1.18 0.25
D 0.37 1.01 0.10 0.32 0.74 0.28 1.13 0.21
D 0.39 1.02 0.07 0.20 0.33 0.16 1.34 0.36
D 0.26 0.66 0.06 0.31 0.90 0.23 0.27 - 0.99
D 0.23 0.55 0.06 0.29 0.50 0.17 1.38 0.39
D 0.33 0.74 0.05 0.65 1.26 0.49 1.41 0.41
D 0.37 0.91 0.05 1.06 2.44 0.87 1.06 0.15
D 0.37 0.91 0.06 0.31 0.62 0.23 1.55 0.50
T 0.54 1.04 0.10 0.12 0.10 0.07 2.05 0.77
T 0.85 1.97 0.16 0.13 0.13 0.13 7.80 2.07
T 0.59 1.11 0.13 0.46 0.66 0.33 7.08 1.97
T 0.59 1.38 0.13 1.31 2.49 1.11 7.67 2.05
T 0.66 1.55 0.15 2.18 2.80 1.25 8.82 2.19
T 0.45 0.91 0.00 1.05 2.23 0.84 1.29 0.33
T 0.33 0.59 0.07 0.13 0.13 0.07 7.64 2.05
T 0.14 0.28 0.00 0.41 0.97 0.31 0.07 - 1.77
T 0.38 0.83 0.10 0.28 0.69 0.21 0.59 - 0.37
T 0.32 0.64 0.07 0.44 0.98 0.34 1.12 0.20
T 0.63 1.32 0.11 0.46 0.80 0.40 5.74 1.76
T 0.17 0.31 0.49 0.63 1.39 0.00 0.42 - 0.65
T 0.48 0.97 0.00 0.34 0.83 0.28 0.83 - 0.07
T 0.46 0.98 0.11 0.34 0.66 0.29 6.05 1.82
T 0.56 1.21 0.08 1.31 3.07 1.05 1.18 0.25
T 0.24 0.59 0.00 0.28 0.66 0.21 0.56 - 0.42
T 0.79 1.64 0.13 0.26 0.43 0.23 7.93 2.08
T 0.39 0.79 0.07 0.13 0.30 0.16 7.08 1.97
T 0.56 1.15 0.14 0.91 2.09 0.73 1.39 0.40
T 0.39 0.72 0.00 0.26 0.43 0.26 6.95 1.95
T 0.34 0.75 0.07 0.18 0.43 0.16 0.80 - 0.11
T 0.47 0.93 0.10 0.34 0.93 0.30 4.28 1.48
T 0.20 0.44 0.07 0.23 0.44 0.20 2.15 0.81
T 0.36 0.85 0.13 0.49 1.15 0.43 0.89 - 0.01
ssssssssss
T 0.00 0.00
T 0.33 0.71
T 0.38 0.89
T 0.49 1.15
T 0.89 2.02
T 0.59 1.31
T 0.74 1.72
T 0.49 1.15
T 0.56 1.25
T 0.59 1.38
0.00 0.00 0.00
0.05 0.10 0.14
0.10 0.10 0.16
0.11 0.15 0.26
0.20 0.12 0.05
0.13 0.07 0.03
0.17 0.07 0.05
0.13 0.05 0.03
0.13 0.39 0.85
0.13 0.10 0.13
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0.00 0.00 - 2.30
0.07 0.89 - 0.01
0.10 1.31 0.34
0.16 1.77 0.63
0.00 5.75 1.77
0.00 3.67 1.33
0.07 3.49 1.28
0.07 2.30 0.88
0.33 1.52 0.48
0.10 2.36 0.90
Table A 1.3. Wheat data: Patterson and Nabugoomu (1992).
centre variety yield
1 Huntsman 5.79
1 Atou 5.96
1 Armada 5.97
1 Mardler 6.56
2 Huntsman 6.12
2 Atou 6.64
2 Armada 6.93
2 Mardler 7.55
3 Huntsman 5.12
3 Atou 4.65
3 Armada 5.04
3 Mardler 5.13
4 Huntsman 4.50
4 Atou 5.07
4 Armada 4.99
4 Mardler 4.60
5 Huntsman 5.49
5 Atou 5.59
5 Armada 5.59
5 Mardler 5.83
6 Huntsman 5.86
6 Atou 6.53
6 Armada 6.57
6 Mardler 6.14
7 Huntsman 6.55
7 Atou 6.91
7 Armada 7.60
7 Mardler 7.91
7 Sentry 7.34
7 Stuart 7.17
8 Huntsman 7.33
8 Atou 7.31
8 Armada 7.75
8 Mardler 8.93
8 Sentry 8.68
8 Stuart 8.72
9 Huntsman 6.37
9 Atou 6.99
9 Armada 7.19
9 Mardler 8.33
9 Sentry 7.91
9 Stuart 8.04
10 Huntsman 4.21
10 Atou 4.62
10 Sentry 3.99
10 Stuart 4.70
Table A 1.4. Metallic oxide data: Fellner (1986).
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oxide
sample
chemist
lot
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
2
2
1
2
1
2
2
2
2
1 1 4.1 4.0 4.3 4.3 4.1 4.0 4.1 4.1
1 2 4.1 4.0 4.0 3.9 4.2 4.2 3.7 4.6
1 3 3.5 3.5 3.4 3.6 3.4 3.3 4.0 3.5
1 4 4.2 4.2 4.2 4.3 4.1 3.7 4.1 4.6
1 5 3.7 3.8 3.3 3.3 3.2 3.1 3.1 3.2
1 6 4.0 4.2 3.8 4.2 4.1 4.3 4.2 4.1
1 7 4.0 3.8 3.8 4.0 3.6 3.8 3.9 3.8
1 8 3.8 3.9 4.0 3.9 4.0 4.0 4.2 4.0
1 9 4.2 4.5 4.3 4.1 3.8 3.7 3.8 3.8
1 10 3.6 4.0 4.0 3.7 3.9 4.1 4.2 3.7
1 11 4.6 4.6 4.0 3.4 4.4 4.5 3.9 4.1
1 12 3.3 2.9 3.2 3.9 2.9 3.7 3.3 3.4
1 13 4.5 4.5 4.0 4.2 3.7 4.0 4.0 3.9
1 14 3.8 3.8 3.5 3.6 4.3 4.1 3.8 3.8
1 15 4.2 4.1 3.8 3.8 3.8 3.8 3.8 3.9
1 16 4.2 3.4 3.7 4.1 4.4 4.5 4.0 4.0
1 17 3.3 3.4 3.9 4.0 2.2 2.3 2.4 2.7
1 18 3.6 3.7 3.6 3.5 4.1 4.0 4.4 4.2
2 1 3.4 3.4 3.6 3.5 3.7 3.5 3.1 3.4
2 2 4.2 4.1 4.3 4.2 4.2 4.2 4.3 4.2
2 3 3.5 3.5 4.2 4.5 3.4 3.7 3.9 4.0
2 4 3.4 3.3 3.5 3.1 4.2 4.2 3.3 3.1
2 5 3.2 2.8 3.1 2.7 3.0 3.0 3.2 2.7
2 6 0.2 0.7 0.8 0.7 0.3 0.4 0.2 -1 .0
2 7 0.9 0.6 0.3 0.6 1.0 1.1 0.7 1.0
2 8 3.3 3.5 3.5 3.4 3.9 3.7 3.7 3.7
2 9 2.9 2.6 2.8 2.9 3.1 3.1 2.9 2.7
2 10 3.8 3.8 3.9 3.8 3.4 3.6 4.0 3.8
2 11 3.8 3.4 3.6 3.8 3.8 3.6 3.9 4.0
2 12 3.2 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.3 3.5 3.8 3.8
2 13 3.4 3.4 3.3 3.3 3.5 3.5 3.2 3.3
Appendix 2. Matrix algebra
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In this section we derive some useful results concerning the form of V-1 , V-1/2
and 3V-1/ 2/O0i when the random part of a mixed linear model is nested. The main
use of such results is to increase the speed of algorithms for finding variance
components by using explicit formulae for the inverse, the inverse square root and
derivatives of the inverse square root of the variance matrix.
Some changes in notation are introduced in this section. Firstly, the variance
2
components are renumbered in reverse order i.e. a £ = 0i and the variance component
belonging to the random effect at the highest level of the nested random model is 0C. 
This is because we want to consider random models with more and more layers of 
nesting so we need to let c increase. Secondly, attention is restricted to one block of 
V, which was denoted Vj in previous chapters and had dimension mj x mj. For 
clarity we drop the subscript and write the j1*1 block of the variance matrix as
c
v = X 6izizI 
1=1
where V is of dimension m x m. Because we are considering nested structures in the
T
random effects, the matrices Z \ Z x are block diagonal with blocks of ones down the
diagonal. The blocks are of dimension mi x mi, where 1 = mi < m2 < ... < me = m.
T TThus we have that ZjZj is the identity matrix and ZcZc is an m x m matrix consisting
T T Tentirely of ones. A useful property of the matrices Z \ Z x is that [ZjZj ][Zj+kZj+k] = 
T T T
[Zj+kZj+k][ZjZj ] = mj[Zj+kZ +k]. This commutativity does not hold for symmetric
matrices in general, and the closure property of the multiplication is also noteworthy. 
An obvious way to find V-1 is to solve the following equation for aj, 1 < i < c:
c c
i=l i=l
The aj are functions of 0. The values of ai for c = 1 are trivial and for c = 2 are well 
known: see, for example, Graybill (1969, p. 171).
On the other hand, the definition of V-1/2 is not unique. We choose V-1/2 to 
be a symmetric block diagonal matrix with the same additive structure as V and V-1 , 
and with the property that (V-1 /2 )(y -l/2 )T  =  ( y - l /2 ) ( y - l /2 )  = y -1 . To find V-1/2, 
we simply need to solve the following equation for bi, 1 < i < c:
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c c c
(X  biZiZ^xX biZjZf) = (X  a|Z,z[) = V-l 
i=l i=l i=l
where the b[ are functions of 0.
To find 0V-1/2/30i5 1 < i < c, we apply the chain rule for matrices of Magnus 
and Neudecker (1988, p.96). This chain rule is an obvious extension of the chain rule 
for differentiating scalar functions. We have that
av-i/aei = -v-'ov/aeov-i = -v-lzizTi v->
and
= (l/2)x_1/2
which in our case is evaluated at x = V-1. Thus 
av-i/2/36i = (9V-1/36) x (3xi/2/3x)|x=v-i 
= (-l/2)V"1Z1ZyV-l/2.
TNote that 3V-1/2/d0i is also symmetric, because ZjZ . is symmetric for all i, and the 
T Tproduct of ZjZj and ZjZj is closed in the sense mentioned above. Cullis (1987) has
obtained similar results for the derivative of the matrix L, where LLT = P. He defines 
L to be upper triangular and uses the vec operator and Kronecker products in his 
proofs.
We now illustrate these expressions with the variance matrix of the two- 
component model, because it is a widely used model and fits three of the four example 
data sets in this thesis. In unbalanced experiments, the non-zero blocks of the full 
variance matrix are of different sizes and so m2 varies. For the species richness data, 
m2 = 3 or 6; for the blood data, m2 = 1 or 2; for the wheat data, m2 = 4 or 6. The 
following relationships are then easily verified. Although mi = 1 and certain pairs of 
mi cancel, they are left in here to assist in the development of formulae for more 
general models.
v  = e 1Z iz’[ + 02Z2Z2.
V_1 * 7 7t _ _______ 02_______ 7 7T
mi©i 1 1 m i 0 i ( m i 0 i  +  m202) 2 2
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V -l/2  =
(miGi)1/2
Z jZ j +T , (m iö i) 1/ 2 -  (m iö i + m202) 1/ 2
m2(m i9 i) l/2(m i0 i + m202)1/2
0V /^2/ 3 0 i = — _____ m l y  y T
2m i(m i0i)3/2 1 1
m i((m i9 i)3/ 2 -  (m i9 i + m202)3/ 2) T
2m2(mi0i)3/2(m i0i + m202)3/2 2 2
0V 1/2/a 02 = — ________ m2________ 7 7 t
2m2(m i9 i + m202)3/2 2 2
The formulae are more complex for more complex models, such as the four- 
component model used for the metallic oxide data. For this data, mi = 1, m2 = 2, m3 
= 4 , 1114 = 8 and the following relationships hold.
V = 0 iZiZ^ + 02Z2Z2 + 03Z3Z3 + 04Z4Z4.
v-i = m i0i ZiZ
m i0i(m i0i + m202)
________________03
(miGi + m202)(mi0i + n\202 + m303> 3 3
_________________________ 04_______________________
(m i0i + m202 + m303)(mi0i + m202 + 111303 + 111404)
V -l/2  =
+
1 T
(miGQ1/2 -  (miGi + m202)1/2 z  ZT 
m 2(m i0i)1/2(m]0i + m202)1/2 2 2
+ (miGi + m202) 1/2 ~  (m i9j + m202 + 1113Q3)1/ 2 T
m3(m i0 i + m202)1/2(m i0i + m202 + m303)1/2 3
(m i9 j + m202 + m303)1/2 -  (m i0i + m202 + m303 + m ^ ) 1/2 
m4(mi0i + m202 + m303)1/2(m i0i + m202 + 111303 + rr1404)1/2
a v - ! /2/a0 i =
m  7  7 T
2m i(m i0i)3/2 1 1
_ m i((m i9 i)3/2 -  (miGi + n ^ ) 3/2) 7  7 T
2m2(mi0i)3/2(m i0i + m202)3/2 2 2
_ m i ((m i 9 i + m202)3/ 2 -  (miGi + m202 + m t f i ) 3/ 2) T
2m3(m i0 i + m202)3/2(m i0i + m202+ m303)3/2 3 3
m i((m i9 i + m202 + m303)3/2 -  (miGi + m202 + 111393 + m404)3/2) 
2m4(m i0 i + m202 + m303)3/2(m i0 i + m202 + rn303 + m404)3/2
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0V 1/2/39 2 =
_________ m2_________  T
2m2(mi0i + m202)3/2 ^ 2^ 2
_ m 2((m i0i + m202)3/ 2 ~  (m i9 i + m202 + m 3 0 3 )3/ 2) t
2m3(mi0i + m202)3/2(2mi0i + m202 + m303)3/2 3 3
m 2((m i0i + 1X1202 + m3 0 3 )3/ 2 -  (m i9 i + m202 + 111303 + 111494)3/ 2) 
2m4(mi0i + m202 + m303)3/2(mi0i + m202 + 111303 + m404)3/2
0V 1/2/303 =
________________ 523_______________z  Z T
2m3(2mi0i + m202 + m303)3/2 3
m3((mi0i + m202 + m303)3/2 -  (mi9j + m202 +111393 + m ^ ) 3/2) 
2 m 4 (m i0 i +  m202 +  m 303)3/ 2(m i0 i  +  m202 +111303 + 111404)3/ 2
0V 1/2/304 =
___________________ UM_________________ 7  7  t
2rri4(mi0i + m202 + 111303 + m404)3/2 4
The formulae for the two models above provide convincing evidence that the 
following results may hold in general:
c j-1 j
V-l = ( l /e ,)Z ,Z ^  -  2 ,  Z jZ j[0j/(( X  mh6h)( 2  mk0k))],
j=2 h=l k=l
v - ! / 2 = ( - 1/ e 1/ 2 ) Z i z /
c j-1 j j-1 j
+ 2  ZJz / [ ( ( 2 m heh)'/2 -  ( £  mkek)'/2)/(mj( 2  2  "»kto1/2)].
j=2 h=l k=l h=l k=l
and
av-l/2/aej = Ziz]  [-mi/(2mi( 2  miA)3/2)]
k=l
c j-1 j j-1 j
-  2  ZjZT[mi(( 2  mh6h)3 2^ -  ( 2  mk0k)3/2)/(2m j( 2  m iA )3^  2  mke k)3/ 2)]. 
j=i+l h=l k=l h=l k=l
